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Abstract
Increased marine activities, particularly in areas of off-shore exploita-
tion and coastal development, have created an urgent need for improved
knowledge of wave conditions in the shallow near-shore regions. In this
work, objectives have been made to investigate the effects of bottom fric-
tion, depth-induced wave breaking, and tidal motions on the wave evolution
in shallow water, and to apply the wave model (WAM Cycle 4) to the Bel-
gian coastal waters.
Firstly, the effects of different bottom friction formulations on the en-
ergy balance equation were quantitatively investigated for fetch-limited
shallow water conditions. It rvas found that the formulation of the bot-
tom friction dissipation has a quite significant effect on the energy balance
at shallorver water depths. Among the five original formulations for the
bottom friction dissipation investigated (i.e., an empirical expression based
on the JONSWAP experiment (Hasselmann et a|.,1973), three expressions
based on the drag law turbulent friction model (Hasselmann and Collins,
1968; Collins, 1972; Madsen et a|.,1988a) and one based on the eddy vis-
cosity friction model (!Veber, 1991a)), a difference as big as 70% for the
total energy was reported for a rvater depth of 15 m and a rvind friction
velocity of 0.71 m-"-1. It is revealed that the rvhitecapping dissipation
is dorninant in shallorv rvater. The contribution of bottom friction varies
clearly rvith depth, and also from formulation to formulation. The role of
bottom friction dissipation becomes more significant as the rvater becomes
shallorver.
Secondly, it has been proven mathematically and numerically that in
shallorv rvater cases, the scaling ability of the energy grorvth curves rvith
the air friction velocity is model-dependent. The growth curves from the
drag larv models with a fixed dissipation coefficient C1, scale rvith the air
friction velocity zo*. The drag larv model rvith a dynamically changing
friction factor, the empirical formulation and eddy viscosity model do not
scale with the rvind friction velocity uo,. It is concluded that the shallorv
lll
water data which are presented in dimensionless form (scaled with the air
friction velocity) cannot be used to evaluate different model results.
Thirdly, the equivalent bottom friction dissipation coefficients are de-
veloped so that all five bottom friction dissipation formulations give almost
the same growth curves for the total energy and the peak frequency. The
equivalent coefficients for the empirical formulation and the three drag law
models rvere obtained and referred to the bottom roughness height in the
eddy viscosity model for three different wind velocities and a nondimen-
sional rvater depth of 300. The introduced error for other water depths is
estimated to be of the order of 5%. The validity of using equivalent coef-
ficients in real circumstances was tested in the southern North Sea. It is
concluded that the use of the empirical JONSWAP formulation with the
proper equivalent coeffrcients is, for many practical operational applica-
tions, not only computationally efficient, but should also produce results
rvith the same order of accuracy as the more sophisticated models for the
bottom friction dissipation.
Finally, wave conditions along the Belgian coast are hindcasted by us-
ing the Cycle 4 version of the IVAM model for the period from October
i992 to lVlarch 1993. The hindcast results have been validated by ERS-1
satellite data and buoy data and by the cross comparison rvith the mu-
\VAVD model hindcasts. The Cycle 4 version of the WAIvI model has been
extended rvith inclusion of the depth-limited wave breaking source term
and rvith a choice for the bottom friction dissipation source term, i.e., the
empirical JONSIVAP formulation, the drag law expression or the eddy vis-
cosity model. The effects of bottom friction, depth-induced rvave breaking
and tidal surge motion on the rvave evolution in the Belgian coastal waters
have been assessed quantitatively.
lv
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Wave forecasting is of great importance not only for marine safety in coastal
navigation, fishery activities, ferries and freak events (flooding, cyclones),
but it also has considerable economic relevance for shipping routes, coastal
structures, beach erosion and for avoiding storm damage in coastal zones.
An objective forecast of ocean rvave conditions requires a reliable numerical
rvave prediction model.
Since the first operational rvave prediction empirical scheme developed
by Sverdrup and lvlunk (1947), significant advances have been made in nu-
merical wave prediction modelling. It rvas the introduction of the concept
of a wave spectrum by Pierson el c/. (1955) and of the spectral trans-
port equation by Gelci et a/. (1956, 1957) that marked the beginning of
a new era in wave modelling. The important milestones were formed by
the theoretical work of Phillips (1957) and ivliles (1957) on wave generation
and by Hasselmann's (1962) theory of four rvave-lvave interactions. For the
first time it was possible to write down the general expression for the source
functions (Hasselmann, 1962), in rvhich the wind input, the nonlinear inter-
action and the whitecapping dissipation rvere included. The importance of
nonlinear transfer in governing the shape and evolution of a rvave spectrum
was established by the Joint North Sea Wave Project (JONSWAP) (Has-
selmann et al., 1973), leading to the development of the parametric rvave
models. The Sea Wave Modelling Project (SWAMP, 1985) study revealed
a number of basic shortcomings in all ocean rvave models of that time.
Neither the first generation models, in rvhich nonlinear interactions are
neglected, nor the second generation models which incorporate them,
but in a simplified parametrized form, could describe the rvind-sea-swell
transition rvell. Although both first and second generation models can be
tuned to provide useful results for certain classes of rvind fields, they are
not reliable in extreme situations. In rapidly changing wind fields the defi-
ciencies of these models were associated rvith inadequate parameterization
of the nonlinear transfer processes. lVave forecasts for extreme conditions
are, horvever, urgently needed. This has prompted a large international
group of scientists, including G.J. Komen, L. Cavaleri, IvI. Donelan, K.
I{asselmann, S. Hasselmann and P.A.E.lvl. Janssen, to rvork on a better
kind of model. The breakthrough came from l-Iassehnann and Ilasselmann
(1985b) rvho proposed an efficient method to approximate the nonlinear
interactions. This opened the rvay to the development of the third gener-
ation lVAve Ivlodels, \,VAIVI type models, in rvhich no restriction is imposed
on the shape of the rvave spectrum. Norvadays, the WAfuI code has been
rvell tested and it is usecl to perform operational rvave prediction globally
at the Duropean Centrc for illedium-Range lVcather Forecasts (DC\'I\VF)
in Reading and regioually in n-rany other centres. The advances in remote
sensing of ocean waves and the global rneasurements of rvave spectra rvith
the First Duropean Remote Sensing Satellite ERS-1 have had a strong im-
pact on the development of rvave models and have stimulated and are still
stimulating important nerv rvork in the area of rvave data assimilation.
The ivind is alrvays blorving somervhere over the ocean. Once generated
from the air-sea interaction, rvind rvaves can dissipate, interact with each
otlier and propagate over a long distance torvard a coast. When waves
propagate into a shallow water continental shelf sea, they start to feel the
bottom and their energy is redistributed and dissipated more irregularly due
to refraction, shoaling, bottom friction, percolation, depth limitation and
currents, etc. Prediction of wave conditions in shallow rvater has received
in recent years increased emphasis in both the scientific and engineering
communities. The early work can be found in Longuet-Higgins (1966),
Collins (1972),, Hasselmann et al. (1973), Shemdin et al. (1978), Cavaleri
and Rizzoli (1981), etc. An extension work of SWAMP, which recommended
the development of the WAM model, to shallow water (SWIM, 1985) was
made by Bouws el a/. (SWIM group, 1985). The SWIM study had revealed
distinct differences between three second generation models (GONO, BMO
and HYPA) in their treatment of shallorv water effects. Therefore the WAIvI
model, which is today's most advanced wave forecasting model, has been
extended to shallow water continental shelf sea conditions. The first WAM
model (WAMDI Group, 1988) included all rvave physics in deep rvater.
The source functions consist of the wind input, nonlinear interactions and
whitecapping dissipation. The shallorv rvater version of the model includes
depth refraction (steady case) and a simple empirical bottom dissipation
term of Hasselmann et al. (L973). The effect of relatively strong (steady)
current was added into WAIvI by l{ubbert and Wolf (1991). The depth-
dependent breaking, rvhich is very important in extreme shallorv zones, is
not yet included in the current version of the WAM model. The time-
dependent water-level changes and currents variations are not taken into
account. Norv, the WISD (Waves in Shallorv Dnvironments) group, an
international group of scientists, is investigating the capabilities and the
limitations of third generation modelling in shallorv water, and rvorking on
a state-of-the-art model (or a set of state-of-the-art models) for rvaves in
shallow rvater that can be applied into the surfzone.
L.2 Aim and scope of the study
L.2.L Effect of bottom friction dissipation models
Bottom friction dissipation is a dominant dissipation mechanism in the
North Sea and the northwest European continental shelf. A number of dif-
ferent models can be found in the literature. They are: an empirical expres-
sion based on the JONSWAP experiment (Hasselmann et a1.,1973), three
expressions based on the drag law turbulent friction model (Hasselmann
and Collins, 1968; Collins, 1972; Madsen et a|.,1988a) and one based on
the eddy viscosity friction model (Weber, 1991a). These five models have
been widely used in many rvave models, and the dissipation coefficients
used in different cases were quite different. The question is, horv these five
formulations can affect results for the energy and peak frequency grorvth
curves. The first objective of this study is to get a better understanding
of bottom friction dissipation in shallorv rvater, and to quantitatively in-
vestigate the effects of different bottom friction formulations and different
coefficients on the energy balance for gravity waves in shallorv rvater. In
this respect, the energy transport equation rvill be solved in fetch-limited
shallorv water conditions with different bottom friction dissipation models.
In general, the growth curves in deep rvater are assumed to scale in
terms of the air friction velocity. In the case of shallorv water, the grorvth
curves were also presented by many scientists (see, IVAN,IDIG, 1988; lVeber,
1989; Tolman, 1991; Komen et a|.,1994; Verhagen and Young; 1995, etc.)
in the nondimensional form scaled by the air friction. These curves were
rused to evaluate different model results or to compare the numerical results
rvith measurements. This rva.y of preseuting or comparing results, be it from
numerical experiments or from field nrea.surements, should be questioned.
In this study the scaling ability of the grorvth curves in shallorv rvater rvill
be numerically investigated. A detailed rnathematicalanalysis rvill be made
to study the scaling behaviour of the grorvth curves from different bottom
friction dissipation models.
L.2.2 Wave prediction along the Belgian coast
A rvave prediction model is a very useful tool for the navigation of large sea
vessels thlough the shallorv entrance channels torvards the Belgian harbours
such as Antrverp and Zeebrugge. The Belgian coastal rvaters are quite shal-
lorv with long parallel sand banks. The rvavc model system - mu-lVAVE -
currently in operational use for the Belgian coast, is a model of the second
generation. Since the second generation model parametrizes the shape of
the surface displacement spectrum with a limited number of parameters, it
remains difficult to predict wave conditions, especially under rapidly chang-
ing rvind fields. The second objective of this work is to implement the
third generation WAM system (most recent version Cycle 4) for application
to the Belgian coastal waters. To evaluate the quality of the WAIvI model
results, appropriate validation should be made against observed data. This
will be done using the BRS-1 satellite data, wave buoy data and by a cross
comparison of wave prediction between mu-WAVB and WAM. The limita-
tion and problems of the WAM Cycle 4, when it is applied to the Belgian
shallow waters. should also be identified.
I.2.3 Development and test of equivalent bottom friction
dissipation coemcients
The rvork of Luo and Monbaliu (199a) reported that the five original bot-
tom friction dissipation models have significant effects on the fetch-limited
grorvth curves. For a water depth of 15 m and a rvind velocity of 0.71 nzs-l
a difference as big as 7070 for the energy grorvth curve was found. Our
third objective is to examine the possibility of finding equivalent bot-
tom friction dissipation coefficients so that the different forrnulations can
produce the same or nearly the same levels for grorvth curves for the total
energy and peak frequency.
In the standard \,VAM code, the computation of bottom friction dis-
sipation is performed using the empirical formulation (Hasselmann et al.,
1973), rvith a mean value of 0.038 m2s-3 for the dissipation coefficient. In
this study, the eddy viscosity model and one of the drag law models rvill be
implemented in the Cycle 4 version of the \,VAIVI model. The application
of the developed equivalent coefficients in real circumstances will be tested
for the southern North Sea region.
L.2,4 Effects of depth-limited wave breaking and currents
The bathymetry of the Belgian coast is very complicated. The rvater depth
is quite limited. The rvater-level changes and current variations due to the
tides and the wave breaking due to limited depth may be very important.
The current version of the WAM model does not account for these factors,
neither does the mu-WAVE model used for the prediction of waves at the
Belgian coast. A numerical study of extreme waves in the North Sea, using
Tolman's (1991b) model, has also shorvn that the inclusion of depth-induced
rvave breaking is necessary (Holthuijsen et al., 1994). The inclusion of
effects of non-stationary depth and currents rvas made in Tolman's (199la)
model \,VAVBWATCH. The rvork of Tolman (1991b) shorved that the non-
stationarity of the tidal currents (which is usually neglected) was found to
affect mean parameters such as significant height and mean period up to
10%; spectral density values rvere affected up to I00%. Therefore, thc final
objective of the study is to investigate the effects of rvave breaking due to
depth-limitation on the rvave evolution for the Belgian coastal zone. Tlte
possibility of coupling the IVAN,I Cycle 4 rvith a tide surge moclel rvill be
discussed.
1.3 Methodology
This thesis consists of seven chapters. The general background of ocean
and shallorv rvater rvave modelling, along rvith the scope and a,im of the
study, is given in chapter 1.
In chapter 2, one rvill see a brief overvierv of rvave physics and nu-
merical techniques in shallorv rvater rvave modelling. r\ summa,r.y of impor-
tant studies on rvave generation, propagation, refraction, dissipation due
to whitecapping, nonlinear interactions, bottom friction dissipation and
depth-induced rvave breaking rvill be provided. This chapter is intended to
provide a ready reference material and a suitable basis for those rvho may
start research rvork in wave rnodelling.
The detailed description of bottom friction dissipation modelling is
given in chapter 3. The energy transfer equation rvill be solved numeri-
cally for fetch-limited conditions in waters of limited depth in the first part
of the chapter. The resulting grorvth curves for the total energy and peak
frequency are obtained for five original bottom friction formulations. The
effects of different formulations on the energy balance are inter-compared
and evaluated. The results are also compared with the Coastal Bngineering
Research Centre grorvth curves. The second part of this chapter looks at
the scaling ability of the growth curves of total enelgy and peak frequency
in terms of rvind friction velocity in the shallorv water case. This is done
by mathematical analysis and through numerical experiments.
Chapter 4 will be clevoted to the rvave prediction along the Belgian
coast by using the Cycle 4 version of !VAIvI.In this chapter, a short descrip-
tion of the WAivI model system is given. The reader is referred to the \,VAlvl
book by Komen et al. (1994) for the detailed description of this model and
its physics and applications. In order to intercept the srvell generated far
away in the North Sea and to account for the complex bathymetry of the
Belgian coast, the WAIvI code has been implemented in both a coarse gricl
rvith spatial resolution o[ 50 krn (stereographical projection) and a fine grid
rvith resolution of 10 km for the period from October 1992 to lvlarch igg3.
Moclcl parameters and the urodcl arca infornratiou about grid, bath.ymetry
and rvincl lield can be louncl in this chapter. The valiclation of thc \\AI\I
results rvill be made by use of ERS-1 satellite data a.nd buoy clzr.ta to judge
the quality of the model prediction. A comparison of the significant rvave
height and mean period prediction betrveen mu-WAVE and IVANI rvill be
presented. The limitation and problems of the \,VAlvI system rvhen it is
applied to the Belgian shallorv rvaters rvill be detected also.
Chapter 5 explores horv, by proper adjustment of their dissipation
coefficients, different formulations of the bottom friction dissipation can
lead to the same effect on the energy balance for the fully developed stage.
Dquivalent coefficients referred to the bottom roughness height in the edcly
viscosity model are developed for the cmpirical formulation ancl three drag
law rnodels in fetch-limited shallorv rvater for three clifferent rvind vclocities.
The validity of using equivalent coeffi.cients is tested under real circum-
stances. Two other bottom friction dissipation models: a drag larv model
(Collins, 1972) and the eddy viscosity model [Weber, 1991a] have also been
implemented for the application of the third generation WAM model in
the Belgian coastal waters. The hindcasts are made for the period running
from 1st to 28th February 1993 for the area ofthe southern North Sea. The
results are compared with the measurements at different stations.
Chapter 6 presents effects of depth-limited wave breaking on the wave
evolution in the Belgian shallow zone. The Cycle 4 version of the WAM
model has been extended with a formulation for depth-limited wave break-
ing. The assessment of its performance against shallorv water wave data
is examined. The formulation for the rvave breaking dissipation due to
depth-limitation in shallow water is based on the expression of Battjes and
Janssen (1978), which rvas modified to predict the energy loss per spec-
tral component by Van Vledder (1995). In this chapter the possibility of
coupling the WAM model rvith a tide surge model is investigated.
In chapter 7, summary and conclusions are presented. Recommenda-
tions are given for further research.
L.4 Main contributions
The main contributions of this rvork are:
1) The effects of different bottom friction formulations on the encrgy bal-
ance equation were quantitativcly investigated for fetch-lirnited shallorv rva-
ter. It is found that the formulation of the bottom friction dissipation has
a quite significant effect on the energy balance at shallorver rvater depths.
Among the five original formulations for the bottom friction dissipation
(i.e., an empirical expression based on the JONSIVAP e.xperiment (Has-
selmann et al., 1973), three expressions based on the drag larv turbulent
friction rnodel (Hasselmann and Collins, 1968; Collins, 1972; Madsen et al.,
1988a) and one based on the eddy viscosity friction model (!Veber, 199la)),
a clifference as big as 7070 for the total energy rvas rcported for a rvater depth
of 15 m and a rvind friction velocity of 0.71 rns-r. It is revealed that the
whitecapping dissipation is dominant in shallorv rvater. The contribution of
bottom friction varies clearly rvith depth, and also from formulation to for-
mulation. The role of bottom friction dissipation becornes more significant
when the water becomes shallorver.
2) It has been proven mathematically and numerically that in shallorv water
cases the scaling ability of energy growth curves rvith the air friction velocity
is model-dependent. The grorvth curves from the drag law models rvith a
fixed dissipation coeffic\ent C1, scale rvith the air friction velocity uo*. The
drag larv model rvith a dynamically changing friction factor, the empirical
formulation and eddy viscosity model do not scale with the wind friction
velocity uo*.It is proposed that the shallorv rvater datarvhich are presented
in dimensionless form (scaled rvith the air friction velocity) cannot be used
to evaluate different model results.
3) The equivalent bottom friction dissipation coefficients are developed so
that all five bottorn friction dissipation formulations give almost the same
grorvth curves for the total energy and the peak flequcnc.y. The validity of
using equivalent coefhcients in real circumstance are tested in the south-
ern North Sea. It is concluded that the use of the empirical JONS\,VAP
formulation rvith the proper equivalent coeflicients is, for many practical
opcrational applicatious, r.rot only computationally eflicicnt, but shoulcl also
produce results rvith the same order o[ accuracy as the more sophisticatcd
models for the bottom friction dissipation.
4) lVave conditions along the Belgian coast are predicted by using the Cycle
4 version o[ the \,VAivt model for the period from October 1992 to N,Iarch
1993. The prediction results have been validated by BRS-1 satellite data
and buoy data ancl by the cross comparison rvith the mu-!\rrWE rnodel
prediction.
5) The Cycle 4 version of the IVAIU model has been extended rvith the
inclusion of the eddy viscosity and the drag larv bottom friction dissipa-
tion rnodel, of the depth-limited rvave breaking clissipation. The effects
of bottom friction, depth-induced rvave brcaking and tidal surge motion
oll the wave evolution in the Beleian coastal rvaters have beeu assessed
numericallv.
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Chapter 2
Wave Physics and
Numerical Modelling
2.L fntroduction
ll/hen you face the great sea, in your eye !/ou see, nol the deep abyss where
no light penetrales, not lhe great leuiathans engulfing litty creolut'cs, but tlrc
inrtumerable Tnaues are ils form, its teilure.
Several kinds oi waves can aud do occur in the occan. They can be
catalogued according to the naturc of thc restoring forcc as Coriolis wavcs,
gravity waves, or surface teusion waves. The surfacc gravity waves (includ-
ing rvincl waves, tsurtaruis and tidcs) arc most comnronll'seeu along a sea
shorc. \\,'ind rvaves are generatcd by the rvind blorving over thc water sur-
facc, tides are driven by thc gravitational attraction of celcstial bodies and
tsunauris are caused by ealthquakes. This last rvave falls out of the scope of
this rvork and is uot discusscd here. The rvind waves typically havc periods
oi I to 10 s, and rvavc lengths of a ferv to a ferv huudred rnetcrs. Tides
usually have periods in the older of 10 h and rvave lengths in the order
of i000 km. In general, rvind rvaves are short waves and tidcs long rvavcs.
The main subject of the present study is short waves. The effccts of ticles
ou the rvave action balance arc also included in this chapter. Thc possiblc
ittfluences of changing rvater levcl and currents ou rvincl rvavc cvolutiou in
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Figure 2.1: A monochromatic gravity rvave
the Belgian shallorv rvater zone rvill be discussed in chapter 6.
Short waves can propagate over a long distance. lVhen the rvind ceases
in the generating area, or waves travel out of thc rvind lorcc lield, thcy
become srvell. lVhen they approach the coastlinc, thcir energy is (partly)
reflected or dissipated by breaking, bottonr friction and thc interaction rvitlr
strong currettts. This chapter preseuts the basics of rvind rvave d1'namics,
physics aud ttutnerical modelling in shallorv water, rvhere waves are rvith
rvave lengths rvhich are long cornpared to the rvater depth.
2.2 Description of wind waves
2.2.L Description of monochromatic waves
A monochromatic gravity rvave can be represented by the vertical displace-
ment of the rvater surface relative to the average rvater surlace shorvn in
figure 2.1. The sea bottom depth is denoted as h. Considering a sirnple
plane sinusoidal rvave in situations rvithout currents, movirrg in thc hori-
T2
zontal x direction, the displacement n@,t) at time t can be represented as
follows:
q(a,t) = a cos(,tr - at * 6) (2.1)
where
t
a
o
k
u
0
time [s]
horizontal coordinate [rn]
amplitude [rn]
wave number [rn-l]
angular frequency [/12]
phase [']
Waves are characterized by the wave height .fy' defined as the difference
in surface elevation between the wave trough and the wave crestl the wave
length .L stated as the horizontal distance between two crests or troughs; the
wave period ?, described as the time needed for two successive wave crests
to pass a fixed point (or the wave frequency, the inverse of the period); the
wave direction defined as the direction from which the waves are coming
with respect to the North direction; the wave steepness (H / L) specified as
the ratio of wave height to rvave lcngth; and the wave age ("lU) defined
as the ratio of phase velocity to rvind speed. The follorving basic relations
exist:
a = 2trf
r 
- 
1
.T
fr=2trL
If an irrotational (potential) flow and incornpressibility of water are as-
sumed, with a small displacement compared to the rvater depth h, the
dispersion relation for wind waves can be derived from the basic hydrody-
namic equations (mass and momentum conservation equations) (see, Kins-
man, 1965).
u2 = gktanh(,th)
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(2.2)
where
g : acceleration of gravity = 9.81 [*t-']
h : averaged water depth of sea [rn]
Two different concepts of velocity are considered in wave propagation. The
phase velocity c is the velocity at which the wave profile travels:
u
" 
= i (2.3)
The group velocity is the velocity of a wave group at which the wave energy
travels. Its absolute value is:
0a
"o = * Q.4)
i.e.,
",=|ri*#) (2.s)
The group velocity has the direction 0 perpendicular to the wave crest.
If waves propagate in a medium that itself is moving with velocity U
(such as a current), the frequency ofwaves passing a fixed point is called the
apparent frequency O, expressed by the following Doppler type equation as
O=c.r+k.U (2.6)
rvhere
O : apparent frequency
u : (intrinsic) frequency
k : wave number vector (&, d)
U : mean current vector [-"-t]
The group velocity observed at a fixed point is the absolute group velocity
and equals 
0ucs"=fi+U (2.7)
I4
It is very important to distinguish between three main characteristic curves:
streamline, wave orthogonal and wave ray (see also e.g., Christofersen,
1985). The streamline travels in the direction of the moving medium veloc-
ity U. The orthogonal is normal to the rvave front. It gives the direction of
wave travel and has the wave number vector as a tangent. Finally, a wave
ray goes in the direction of the absolute group velocity.
2.2.2 Spectral description of wind waves
The sea surface does not contain a single monochromatic wave but is a
superposition of many different wave components:
n(x,t)= i a,, cos(k,, .x - ant + d^)
n=l
(2.8)
rvhere
space coordinate vector [rn]
amplitudes [rn]
rvave number vector [*-t]
angular frequencies [IIz]
phases [']
number of rvave comnonents
Assuming that all phases $n,are stochastically independent and randomly
distributed over the interval (0, 2zr'), the central lirnit theorem states that
the sea surface elevation at a fixed point has a Gaussian distribution. Its
covariance function reads
(?(x,f)7(x+r,lf11)) (2.e)
where r is the displacement vector, t1 is the time lag, and <> denotes
ensemble average. The Fourier transformation of the covariance (2.9) is
the so-called rvave spectrum, rvhich is often used in rvave clynamics.
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The wave spectrum can be found in the literature in the forms .F(k),
F(u,,0) and F(/,0). The relationships between them are:
F(u,o) = rffirgr1 (2.10)
F(f ,0) = 2rF(a,0) (2.11)
In this work the frequency and direction form F(f ,0) will be used for the
wave spectrum.
From the wave spectrum, some fundamental parameters are defined,
such as total energy (per unit area), significant wave height, peak frequency,
etc.
The total energy E61is the integral of the wave spectrum over all the
wave components, and given by
Erct = [ ,U,o)df do (2.12)J
The significant wave height .[/" is the arithmetic mean height of the ]
highest waves. It is approximately expressed as
H" = 4tEt (2.13)
The peak frequency /o is the frequency which has the highest energy density
(F integrated over direction).
2.2.3 FYequency spectrum formulation
The frequency spectrum is obtained from the trvo-dimensional spectrum
F(f ,0) by integration with respect to direction:
(2.r4)
Several complicated formulations can be found for the frequency spectrum,
like the spectrum formulations from Pierson and Moskowitz (1964), from
the JONSWAP experiments (Hasselmann et a1.,1973), etc.
F(f) = lo'" ,tf ,ryo,
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Based on 420 selected lvave measurenteuts recorded rvith a ship-borne
rvave recorder and using a similarity theory of Iiitaigorodskii (lg62), Pier-
son and lvloskorvitz found that the follorving e.xpression fitted observations
at tlre rveather ships for rvind speeds betrveen 10 and 20 ms-r for a rvell
developed sea:
Fppr(D = ag2(2tr)-a;-s u*p-i (*)-^ (2.15)
where
a
fp*t
so-called Phillips constant (= 0.0081)
peak frequency of the spectrunr
Ip;,t = 0.n:- = g.yJ- (2.i6)' Urc urs.s
rvhere [/ro and [/1e.5 are rvind speed at the height of 10 m and 19.5 nr,
respectively.
Ilasselmann el a/. (19i3) during thc JONS!Vr\P experirncnts lound
that the rvind sea spectrunr in the grorving phase has a nruch sharper peak
than the Pierson-Nloskorvilz spectrum. r\ccording to thosc experirnents
thc so-callcd JONSIVT\P spectrunl was proposed (scc figurc 2.2), *'hich
generalizes the Pierson-i\loskorvitz spectrurn bf including thc fctch as an
additional paranreter:
-( ! - !ul2
.-s exp-itf l-' .Jc'p 2"2/ji (2.1i)
The shape parameters are:
7 : peak enhancentent factor
o : a factor deternrining the rvidth of the pcak cnhancenrent
d-fr vd
o=ob
I<lo
f2fp
t7
Emo<r=m
b -MAr(
sP|rl
-MA)(
Figure 2.2: The JONSIVAP spectrum (from Hasselmann et al.,1973)
The mean values for 7, oo and ob are respectively 3.3, 0.07 and 0.09.
The scale parameters are:
a : Phillips constant
Ip : peak frequency of the spectrum
The scale paranreters are dependcnt on thc grorvth stage through the nondi-
mensional fetch i'
a = 0.070(t)-o'22
jo 
= 3'5(t)-o'33
tlre nondimensional fetch i and the nondimensional peak frequency j, arc
delined as
rvhcre e is the fetch and Uro is the rvind spee<l at l0 meter height.
;- z9
'- u?o
F 
- 
IpUrctp 
- g
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2.2.4 Wind in wave modelling
Wave models are driven by the surface wind fields. Accurate knowledge
of the wind data is very important for the prediction of wind generated
waves. There are two common ways to represent the rvind speed, i.e., the
wind friction velocity uo* and the wind speed U, at height z meter above
the mean water level.
The air friction velocity is defined as the square root of the ratio of the
surface stress r caused by the wind and the air density po, i.8.,
t,u"-= | 
^ 
(2.18)
The general method to calculate the rvind speed U" at height z meter
is based on the logarithmic profile in the surface layer, given by (Panofsky
and Dutton, 1984)
(J, 
- 
191n z
Kzg
rvhere x is the von Karman constant (equal to about 0.4); zs is a roughness
length, the simplest expression of which is given by Charnock (1955)
zo=a"t&I
rvith a"6 the Charnock constartt.
In practice, the drag coefficient Cp is frequently used to relate the
friction velocity (or surface stress) to the rvind speed at a given height,
rvhich is defined as
(2.21)
(2.22)
Tlre value of Co depends on the choice of roughness length and on the
height of observation. For a height of 10 m, lVu (1982) proposed an ap-
proximate formula for C12(10), which is often used in rvave modelling,
C D00) = (0.8 + 0.065Uro)10-3
,aco(") = (ff),
Por a logarithmic profile (eq(2.19)) it follows that
coG) = ,n!-ln'(z I zs)
(2. le)
(2.20)
t9
(2.23)
rvhere Uro is the wind speed at a height of 1.0 m.
Recent developments (Janssen, 1989; Janssen, 1991; Ivlaat el c/., 1991;
Smith et a1.,1992; Monbaliu, 1994) indicate a sea-state-dependence of the
roughness length. The drag coefficient, therefore, depends not only on the
roughness length and the height of observation but on the wave state as
well. This dependence is taken into account in the Cycle 4 version of the
WAM model (also see 2.3.2).
2.3 The energy and/or action balance equation
In the conventional approach of all models in deep water, the evolution of
the wave spectrum F(f,0,x,t) is described by the spectral energy balance
equation (SWAMP, 1985):
aF0Fd
At + "g A* = Jtot (2.24)
rvhere
F
t
Cqo
x
Stot
wave energy spectrum = F(f,d,x,t)
time
gloup velocity vector cg = (co sin d, c, cos d)
space coordinate x = (c, y)
total source term
The first term on the left hand side indicates the temporal change rate
of rvave energy. The second term represents the propagation of energy.
The right hand side is the total source term in deep rvater, rvhich should
include the rvind input, the rvhitecapping dissipation and nonlinear tvave
interactions.
In the shallorv rvater situation, the effect of depth, currents and bottom
friction, etc., should be taken into account for waveevolution. In situations
rvith nonuniform currents, the rvave energy is not conserved due to an
exchange of energy between waves and mean current. Wave action instead
of energy is conserved during propagation (Phillips, 1977). In this study,
the generalized action balance equation governing the wave evolution in
Cartesian coordinates is given by (Komen el a/., 1994)
aN a, a. a n e
* + s\c,w ) + fiknv)+ fr(.on) + fikev) = ry! Q.25)
The notations are
lr
t
v
ct
c,,
co
c0
S to,
o
0
a
wave action density /[(O,0;x, t) = l7(O,0; x,t)f u
time
space in direction from west to east
space in direction from south to north
absolute group velocity in x direction
absolute group velocity in y direction
rate of change of apparent frequency
rate of change of wave direction
total source term
apparent frequency (eq(2.6))
wave direction relative to the North
(intrinsic) frequency
The first term on the left hand side represents the local rate of change of
the rvave action density. The second and third terms a,re the propagation of
action density in the (*, y) space including bottom- and current- induced
straining. The bottom-induced straining is commonly called shoaling. The
last trvo terms account for depth and current refraction, and describe the
redistribution of action density over the spectrum. The source terms should
include all physical processes that contribute to the rvave action density
evolution.
The code in the Cycle 4 version of the WAIvI rnodel solves the follorving
energy balance equation in the moving coordinate system, in rvhich only
the u.r coorclinate is moving with the mean current velocity U:
aF 0, n\. a, n\, a, n
* 
+ fi;(c"F) + fi(cuF) + fi(c.F) + fr(coF) = Sut (2.26)
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rvith c., the rate of change of (intrinsic) frequency. Afterwards, the trans-
formation of spectra from c.r coordinate to Q coordinate is made through
equation (2.6).
The reason to do so is that in practical applications one usually deals
with the wave energy spectra, since these are measured by buoys. This
choice was made when the code of Cycle 4 version was written. The solution
of the WAM Cycle 4 is equivalent to that from eq(2.25) for a steady state
situation, e.8., a steady current field. Therefore, for the unsteady cases
(e.g., tides where you have a time-dependent current field), the coupling
between the tide surge model and the WAM rvave model is essential (see
Monbaliu and Luo, 1995). In chapter 6, the possibility of the coupling will
be discussed.
In the following part of this section, the detailed formulation rvill be
given for the wave action transport equation for action density since this is
the most natural thing to do from a theoretical point of view. In the next
section, the numerical scheme rvill be described according to the spectral
energy balance equation from a practical application point of vierv.
2.3.L Propagation
The conservation equation of the rvave action density in case of finite depth
and current reads
aN a. a. 0 a
* 
+ f;(c,N)+ fr(cvN)+ fr(cnN)+fi6keN)=0 (2.27)
The propagation velocities are expressed as
,EQ,r-lLJ , ak,,
,0(l ,cv = \61r)u
doco=dt
d0c0=E
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(2.28)
(2.2s)
(2.30)
(2.31)
By using the dispersion relation of the Doppler type equation (2.6) and the
following relation of the time derivative 'seen' by an observer moving with
the absolute group velocity
daaa
A= ai*"6*'rfu
equations (2.28) to (2.31) read
cs = cnsin?l u
cs = cncosfl*.a0w AA AOcn = At*""Ar*"r0g
a0 a0 a0co = At*"'A,*rufu
where
u : the x component of mean current velocity
u : the y component of mean current velocity
equation (2.35) can be derived as (see Appendix A)
dlt . ^0u ^0aca= Zl */,'sinu U + kcosUVT
(2.32)
It is easily seen that for steady currents cases, ?ul0t and,0ul0t are equal
to zero, therefore, equation (2.37) thus becomes
(2.33)
(2.34)
(2.35)
(2.36)
(2.37)
(2.38)dO clu
-=-dt dt
du /dt and d0ldt are formulated as (see Appendix A and Brink-Kjaer (198a)).
de u ^Ah ^Ah,dt = ;l;h2ft/r(sinfl* -cosag;)
-0u ^0u,
* sin 0(sin 06 
- 
cos dfr)
*coso(sin o* - 
"ori'p1 (2.3e)
Shoaling
If waves are incident normal to a beach with straight and parallel bottom
contours, changes in the wave profile are caused solely by the change in
water depth. This transformation is called wave shoaling. Let us norv dis-
cuss the conservation equation in the situation rvhere there are no currents.
Assume that the beach is along the x direction. In this case, sin 0 = 0,
)hlfu = 0. Depth refraction does not contribute to the rate of change of
rvave direction (d.0/tlt = 0). For time-independent topography the conser-
vation equation (2.27) of action density thus becomes the following energy
density conservation equatiorr
de wk .0h Ah Ah.
E = rittrrx-rr(at *"ar+a*)
a! 
+ ..o"e*\
-cofr sin 0(sin?i* oy.
-crA,'cos llgini,ff + ro"efi)
Three examples of shallow water effects are discussed below.
T. ftGnn = o
(2.40)
(2.4r)
For the steady rvave field (hence # = 0) one easily linds the energy density
flux in the y direction, or
cnF = constant (2.42)
One sees from equation (2.42) that the energy density is inversely propor-
tional to the group velocity cr. lVave shoaling from deep sea to shallorv
rvater over a sloping bottom occurs in this way: the waves first decrease
with decreasing water depth (thus increasing the group speed), then they
gradually increase in height to produce an asymmetrical rvave profile (the
group speed decreases), and finally the rvaves break rvith further decrease
in water depth.
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Depth refraction
Depth refraction of waves is the phenomenon of changes in the wave prop-
agation velocity along the wave crest (rvhich is the line of equal phase, this
implies a constant rvave period) due to variations in the water depth. The
part of the wave in deeper water moves faster than the part in shallower
water. Waves approaching shallorv water tend to obtain a direction normal
to the depth contours, while rvaves approaching deeper water tend to obtain
a direction parallel to the depth contours. The rvave energy is redistributed
as a result of changes in the wave direction.
Consider a steady wave field rvithout current and depth variation in
time, the action density conservation equation (2.27) thus becomes the
following energy density conservation equation
(2.43)
rvhere coa is the rate of change of wave direction due to depth variation in
space. From equation (2.39) it is formulated as
L*f",sin oF) * &Arcos d.F) + ftGoaF) = o
cdd = sin#A.lr Gin,'f - ,ori-ry^)
n
fi;l("'*cpa)Fl =s
The rate of change of rvave direction is:
(2.44)
Norv assume that the rvaves propagate along the x direction (cosd = 0,
sind = i) parallel to the coast. Suppose that the depth clecreases only
torvards tlte sltore @h/Ay > 0) and }hl0x = 0. The energy spectrum F
along a rvave ray can be determined b,v
cod =
Since 0lt./0a ) 0, csa ) 0. The
rvater.
(2.45)
(, Ah (2.46)
sinh 2/,'h 0y
rvave ravs rvill bend torvards shallorver
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Current refraction
The current refraction results in a change of the wave direction, the wave
propagation velocity and wave length rvill be modified. The rate of change
of wave direction due to current (variation in space), cp", is expressed as
cac = sin ilGtni,fr - rorl'ff)* cosd(sin tH - rori'ff) Q.4T)
For the waves propagating along the x direction (cos d = 0) parallel to the
coast, and assuming that the depth decreases only towards the coast, the
rate of change of wave direction can be simplified as
0u
C|c = --cty (2.48)
ca" is greater than zero in case of z decreasing towards the coast, implying
that waves will bend towards the coast. The rate of change of frequency
for the steady current case is described in equation (2.40).
2.3.2 Source terms
Wind input
Ocean waves are generated due to the instability of basic shear florv in the
coupled air-rvater system when the rvind is blorving over tlte sea. r\ lot of
theoretical research work attempting the explanation of rvave generation
and grorvth by wind has been done. Trvo of the elaborate works are the
linear grorvth theory (Phillips, 1957) and the exponential grorvth theory
(lvliles, 1957). The rvind input source function is generally represented as
a sum of linear grorvth and exponential gain:
S;n=A+BF (2.4e)
where .9ir, is the rvind input source term, the linear term A represents
external turbulent pressure forcing and is relevant for the first stage of the
wave growth on an initially calm sea. It was first described by Phillips
(1957) and is therefore called the Phillips' term. The exponential term
B is the so-called Miles' feedback mechanism. In rvave models the linear
term in the wind input is usually neglected since it is quickly overridden
by the exponential term. The energy transfer from wind to rvaves has been
measured by Snyder et a/. (1981). Their results are comparable with the
theoretical prediction of Miles (1957). The exponential growth rate is found
to be
(2.50)
where po and pu, are the density of air and rvater respectively, d is the rvave
direction, r/ is the wind direction, [/5 is the wind speed at a height 5 m,
and c is the phase speed (= f ).
Komen el al. (1984) argued that the friction velocity lto* is a more
suitable scaling parameter than the wind speed at a certain height (e.g.,
0f5), and proposed the form
B = max{0 ,0.25}(+cos(0 - ,D - t)),
B = max{o ,0.2leLQBgY cos(e - ,D - t)}, (2.51)
rvhere B is an empirical factor introduced by l(omen el a/. (1984), its value
is approximately equal to 1.
Actually, in the wind input e.xpression of Snyder et a/. (1981)or Iiomen
et al. (1984) only the energy transfer from air to rvatcr is taken into account.
Recent research work by Janssen (1989,1991) shorved that the effect of
waves on the rvind profile may be important to the rvave evolution, and
that the rvind input terrn depends not only on the rvind speed but on the
sea state as rvell. Based on Janssen's quasi-linear theor.y of rvind-rvave
generation (Janssen 1989, 1991). B is expressed as
B = max{o ,r4*" pln{ p}c..,fi' p, L l (2.52)
rvlrere e is the ratio of air to water density (i.e., fr), 0^ is a constant
(equal to 1.2), x is the "von Karman" constant, equal to 0.4J,, c and ;r are
formulated by
.. 
-lA -r.\ua:r. = cos{ d-rrl-
',c
lL = kz"
(2.53)
(2.54)
rvhere z" is the critical height rvhere the wind speed U is equal to the phase
velocity of the wave, and
uo* = Uto\E(Uto,r.) (2.55)
where Uro is the wind speed at 10 meter,Cpis the drag coefficient, which
is a function of the wind speed at 10 meter and the wave-induced stress
(").
p, can be formulated as
9zo Ep = ffie; (2.56)
where zs is the roughness length dependent on the wave state through the
wave-induced stress r-, it is formulated as
zg-
rvith a = 0.01 a constant, g the acceleration of gravity, r =
kinematic surface stress, and ri, = (r.,,r.,r) the wave-induced
the stress exerted by the waves on the rvind, given by
(2.5i)
pou!, the
stress, i.e.
2r f S;nsin?dJd0) { sin$161 (2.58)
2rf S;ncos|df d0) * cosrlsr6 (2.59)
t 7u"
a-
,@c
,lot^' /o'"
'lo'^' 
Io'.
rvlrere fny is the high frequency limit (also seeeq(2.111) for definition), r6y
is the high frequency contribution to the wave-induced stress. A detailed
description can be found in Janssen (1991). From (2.58) and (2.59) it can
be seen that the rvave stress r- is a function of the wind input 5;,.. [n turn,
.S;,, is an implicit function of the spectra ir.
The quasi-linear theory of rvind input is in fair agreement with observa-
tions both in laboratory and in the field (see Itomen et al. (Lgg4),II.8 and
ry.5), although there is considerable scatter in these observations. There-
fore this theory has been implemented in the Cycle 4 version of the WAIvI
model (Komen et al,1994).
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Dissipation due to whitecapping
Dissipation of ocean wind waves is thought to occur rvhen rvaves break
during the wave generation in a storm ancl later rvhen the ivaves break
as they approach a shoreline. lVave breaking is generally visible in the
form of whitetopped waves called "whitecaps". Waves breaking depends
strongly on the wave steepness. It occurs when the wave height is more
than one tenth of the wave length. It represents a localized, strongly nonlin-
ear interaction process rvhich cannot be treated by standard mathematical
techniques. The energy dissipations involved in wave breaking are not rvell
understood.
Hasselmann (1974) investigated the effects of the whitecapping on the
spectral balance by expressing the whitecapping dissipation in terms of an
equivalent ensemble of random pressure pulses. It rvas shorvn that under
very general conditions, the dissipation for all interaction processes rvhich
are weak-in-the-mean, even if they are strongly nonlinear locally, is quasi-
linear rvith respect to the rvave spectrum. [[e further derived a damping
coeflicient for rvhitecapping dissipation rvhich is proportional to the square
of the angular frequency. The clissipation coeflicient and the associated
dissipation function rvere founcl to be consistcnt rvith the structurc of the
energy balance derived from the JONSIVAP clata. Ilasselmann 's expression
is (llassehnann, 1974)
,9a"(k) = 
-r7,1u2 F1k1 (2.60)
rvhere 5a"(k) is the rvhitecapping dissipation in rvavc number space, 44 is a
proportionality factor dependent on the integral spectral parameters such
as the average rvave steepuess.
Iiomen et a/. (1984) proposed a dissipation function that allorved the
existence of an equilibrium solution of the energy balance equation rvhen
waves are fully developed. The general dissipation function rvas suggested
.9a"(,f, o) = -Ca,( ?)"( =" )'"eF(f ,o) (2.61)(t aPNI
rvlrere Sar(f ,d) is the dissipation term duc to rvhitecapping in (/,d) spacc,
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the C4", rn and n are dissipation coefficients, r.r is the mean angular fre-
quency defined as
I /- f2no = u^ Jo J" F(f ,o)udf d0 (2.62)
a is the integral wave steepness parameter, expressed by
Etot7a (2.63)d-
92
and dpy is the theoretical value of d for a Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum.
It has a value of 4.5710-3.
The dissipation coefficients C4", rn and n are fitting parameters. The
expression (2.61) corresponds to the result of Hasselmann (1974) rvhen
n = 2. Suggested values from Iiomen et al. (1984) are 3.3310-s for C4",
2 tor m and 2 for n. Monbaliu (1992) proposed an optimization approach
to reproduce the fetch evolution of the total energy by tuning trvo selected
parameters in the wind input and/or rvhitecapping dissipation source terms.
When the most recent theories on the wind input (Janssen, 1989, 1991)
rvere applied, the dissipation source expression (2.62), rvhich had been ex-
tensively used in operational rvave models, had to be reconsidered in ac-
cordance rvith the nerv rvind input term. In Cycle ,l version of the WAIVI
model, the atmospheric boundary layer has becn coupled rvith the rvater
surface by using Janssen's theories. Therefore, iu order to obtain a proper
energy balance at the high-frequency end of the spectrum, the dissipation
by rvhitecapping rvas extended by adding a ['2 term (Giinther el o/., 1992),
Sa"(.f, 0) = 
-Ca;it1fr2 n,",1211t - 
"d,)+ + ,a,11f1ry1,e1 (2.04)ffIt'
rvhere Cd" = 4.5 and cdt = 0.5 are constants, E61is the total rvave variance,
ci' and f a.e *"an inverse angular frequency and mean inverse rvave number.
They are formulated by
1 f co r2tra = ;,J" J" Fu,o)e-tdfdo
r 1 f * ,'" nrr,qk-, df dof; = E^J" Jo
(2.65)
(2.66)
Nonlinear interactions
r\s stated in sectiou 2.2, the sea surface is a superposition of many different
wave components. In a linear theory, those rvave components do not inter-
.act rvith each other due to linear approximatiou, therefore all higher order
terms are neglected. In reality, the nonlinear effects of resonant wave-wave
interactions accumulate in time, affecting the evolution of the shape of the
rvave spectrum. The main result of these interactions is that the energy
is redistributed from frequencies rvith high energy to frequencies rvith lorv
energy.
The basic mechanism of nonlinear interaction was studied by Hassel-
mann (1962, 1963a,b). I'[e found that a set of lour rvaves could exchange
euergy rvhen they fulfil the follorving resouarlce conditions:
kr*kz-kr-kq = 0
at*az-a3-Q,t = 0
(2.67)
(2.68)
r\ group of four interacting waves is refcrrcd to as a rvave uumbcr quadru-
plet. The rate of energ.y change o[ the rvave spectrunl at rvave nuurber k is
describcd by thc Boltzman intcgral:
^9,,r(k) =, I o6$1* kz - k3 - k),5(c.r L + a2- &'3 - u)
xIrV1A2(rV3 + 1V) 
- 
lV3l\'(A'1 + A'2)]dkrdk2dk3 (2.69)
u'here 5"r(k) is thc nonlinear iuteractiort source ternt in rvave nunrber space,
,r/k. I
Ard = 
=;l' 
is thc action dcnsit.y, o is the four-rvave iuteractions cocflicient,
6 stands for the Dirac clelta function.
Thc c.xplicit numcrical evaluation of (2.69) for a givcn spcctruur can bc
founcl in a lot of papers (Scll and I{asselnrann, 1972; lVebb, 1978; Nlasuda,
l98l), horvever, the exact computations are e.rtremcly tirne cousuming. .A,n
cfllcient method for a sufiiciently' accuratc computation o[ the nonlinear
intcractious rvas introcluced by Ilasselmann ancl Ilasselmann (1981), based
on the s.yrnmetry characteristics of the nonlinear trausfcr. In this nrcthod a
cliscretizecl eight-dimcusional rvavcnumbcr space is constructcd artd a very
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Figure 2.3: The trvo interaction configurations used in the discrete interac-
tion approximation (from Hasselmann and Hassehnann, lg85)
large set of rvavenumber quadruplets rvith nrany diflerent configurations rvas
used. Later, Hasselmann and llassehnann (1985a) incorporated the sym-
metric method in a nurnerical rvavc prediction model, so-called DX.A,CT-NL,
and saved computing tirne by preconrputing the integration grid and the
interaction coefiicient. I{orvever, DXACT-NL is still too slorv for an op-
eratiottal global rvave urodel. Further sirnplilications, naurell' thc discrcte
irtteraction approximation, rvere made b.y I{asselrnanrr ct al. (1985). The"v
founcl that the e.xact uonliuear transfer could be simulated rvcll b1' just
onc mirror-itnage pair o[ internrediate rauge iuteractiorrs configurations. Iu
caclt iuteraction configuratiou, trvo rvavc nunrbers are taken as identical
kr = kz - k. The rvave nuntbers k3 and ka of the lirst configuration are
of different magnitudes and of different augles, as required by the resonauce
conditions. The second configuratiou is then a nrirror irnagc of the first by
rellecting the rvave numbers k3 and ka rvith respect to the k axis (see figure
2.3). The angles 0s,04 of rvave nurnbers kc (k+) and ka (k-) are found
(from the resonance conditions) to be 11.5o and -33.6o, respectivel.v. The
four frequencies are
ul=
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a3 = &r(1+)r,r)=c.r+
Q4 = crr(l -)r,t)=c..r-
(2.70)
where a value of 0.25 for lrrl gives good agreement with the exact compu-
tations (Hasselmann et a|.,1985).
The nonlinear interactions for one wave number quadruplet are given
by'
GH)=(i)"-ay"1r'1ffi-#)-rffi)(2.7r)
where C is a constant equal to 3 107. r'* and .F'- are the energy densities
(in (/,d) space) at the interacting wave numbers k3 and k4, which are
calculated by bilinear interpolation within the discrete spectrum in (/,0)
space (for detailed calculation, see Luo (1990)). The net source function
5"; should sum equation (2.7L) over all wavenumbers, directions and inter-
actions configurations.
This discrete interaction approximation has been applied in the IVAM
model for the deep sea nonlinear interaction calculation. The nonlinear
interactions for shallorv rvater .9fi can be related to the deep rvater 
^9rr1
through a straightforrvard scale transformation with a single scale param-
eter R (Hasselmann and I{asselmann, 1981),
S*r = R(k^h)S^t (2.72)
rvhere A,,. is the mean rvave number. The scaling factor ,R depends only on
the nondimensional depth ,t-h.
When the value of k^h is greater than 1, scaling factor,R is well repro-
duced by the follorving relation
R(c) = 1+ E(t - f l"*p-T (2.73)
where x = k^h. This approximation is used in the WAM model, the value
for k^h is greater than 0.5 in the WAM code.
Bottom dissipation
Dissipation of rvave energy due to wave-bottom interactions can occur due
to various linear or nonlinear bottom dissipation mechanisms determined by
the bottom topography and sediment properties. An overview of the differ-
ent rvave bottom dissipation mechanisms is given by Shemdin et a/. (1978),
rvho consider percolation, bottom friction, bottom motion (soft muddy bot-
tom) and scattering on bottorn irregularities. The relative strength of these
mechanism is dependent on the bottom conditions. For fine sandy bottoms
as found in the North Sea. the bottom friction is dominant (Shemdin et al..
1e78).
One knows that in the case of short period free surface rvaves in deep
rvater. the wave motion does not extend to the bottom and hence rota-
tion cannot be generated. In shallow water the rvave motion reaches the
bottom and the wave boundary layer rvith rotational florv is generated.
Rotation generated at boundaries penetrates from there into the fluid and
dissipates the rvave energy in the form of turbulent friction. Although the
rvave boundary is generally thin, the generated shear stress and the turbu-
lent intensity are rather large and of esscntial importance to rvave cvolution
in shallorv rvater.
The energy dissipation of the rvave motion clue to bottorn friction can
be derived from the rvave boundary equation. For a 3-D rvave boundary
layer, consider a (r, !J,:) coordinate system, the mean velocity ficld is
defined as (u, u,,u), and the fluctuating velocity (tl,u', ru'). It is assumed
that the rvave boundary layer thickness is very thin ( in the order of a ferv
centimetres for short waves rvith period 10s, Van Rijn, 1991) as the florv
rvill reverse before a significant boundary layer thickness has developed and
the eddies generated before florv reversal rvill die out rapidly. The moment
equation for boundary layer florv is e.xpressed as
(2.74)
rvhere u is the horizontal particle velocity (u, ,) of the rvave motion, t is
the time, z is the vertica.l coordinate measurecl uprvards from the bcd, p, is
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the density of water, Y = (0 I 0x, 0 I 0V) is the horizontal gradient operator,
p is the pressure, and r is the horizontal shear stress (\, ,z). They are
defined as
Tl
P-
T2
Pu
= -ufw'
= -a,tw,
T=Tb
u=0
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(2.75)
(2.76)
(2.7e)
(2.80)
(2.81)
(2.82)
The exact solution of equation (2.74) is impossible to obtain due to the
existence of the nonlinear term and small wave steepness (kAo << 1, with
k the wave number and A6 the excursion amplitude of flow motion just
outside the boundary layer). Therefore, the wave boundary layer solution
is approached by using the straightforward asymptotic method (Trowbridge
and Madsen, 1984; Nayfeh, 1973). Correct to first order in wave steepness,
equation (2.7 4) becomes
(2.77)
For the detailed derivation of equation (2.77) from equation (2.74) one is
referred to the work done by Luo (1992).
The boundary conditions are:
o outside the boundary layer
r=0
o at the top of the boundary layer
u=Ua
vp = -pr,?Y''at
where U6 is the free stream orbital velocity.
o at the bottom
(2.78)
#. *rn= ftrfri
II
I
The energy dissipation per unit area of the bed is determined by
stt = -.lo^*'r.ffar,
= - < [r.,r]|+n > + < loo*' u.ffar, (2.8s)
where <> denotes the ensemble mean, 4 is the oscillating water surface
elevation. The first term in the right hand side of equation (2.83) disappears
by using the boundary conditions (2.78) and (2.82), and
sv = . 
Io^*n 
u.fra, ,
th+', An
= .l^ (Ua*,'-uo).#dr,
JO
< [uo.']3+n Jo dz[h+n. or .
+ < l_ (" - Ua) '-Uot,ro uz 
.. (2.g4)
The first term in the right hand side of equation (2.84) becomes
- 
< Ua'ra > (2.85)
The second term vanishes because r is zero outside the wave boundary
layer and $! equals zero in the boundary layer. By use of the boundary
layer equation (2.77), the third term in equation (2.84) becomes
. /'t" - ua) . @.# * yp)d,z> + < Ioo*' ,,- ua) .fra, , (2.86)JO
where 6 is the thickness of the wave boundary layer. Since the pressure
gradient is independent of the height in the wave boundary layer, it equals
its value at the top of the layer. Using the boundary conditions (2.80)
(Vp = -p*) at the top of the boundary layer and (2.78) (r = 0) outside
the boundary layer, equation (2.86) becomes
. 
lr' *0.*(u - u6)2dz > (2.87)
Because the wave motion is periodic in time, the value of equation (2.87)
becomes zero. Therefore, the energy dissipation (2.83) of the wave motion
due to friction is
Su!=-(Ua'ra) (2.88)
It implies that the wave energy dissipation due to the bottom friction equals
the work done by the (basically unknown) bottom stress on the (known)
free stream orbital bottom velocity.
There are different models to parametrize the turbulent bottom shear
stress in (2.88), such as the eddy viscosity model and the drag law model.
The eddy viscosity model relates the bottom shear stress to the vertical
gradient of the velocity through an eddy viscosity coefficient e
r0u
_ 
_ a_
P- Oz
The drag larv model relates the bottom shear stress to the velocity at
the top of the wave boundary layer through a drag coefhcient C1.
*,=t'lualuo
(2.8e)
(2.e0)
Depending on the parametrization of the turbulent bottom shear stress,
a number of different expressions fol the bottom friction dissipation can be
found in ocean wave modelling. The ones used lor this study are: an
empirical expression based on the .IONS\,VAP experiment (llasselmann el
a|.,1973), three expressions based on the drag larv turbulent friction model
(I{asselmann and Collins, 1968; Collins, 1972; Nladsen et al., 1988a) and
one based on the eddy viscosity friction rnodel (lVeber, 1991a). The detailed
description of these five models will be presented in chapter 3.
Depth-induced wave breaking
lVaves break rvhen their height reaches a certain limiting value relative to
their length or to the rvater depth. In deep sea, waves break rvhen their
steepness exceeds a certain value. Ilowever, the type of rvave breaking dis-
cussed here is taking place as a result of decreasing rvater depth in shallorv
rvater. Breaking waves exhibit different forms, principally depending on the
incident rvave height, and on the beach slope. The forms of breaking waves
have been classified into three categories, i.e., spilling breaker, plunging
breaker and surging breaker .
In the very shallow rvater area (surfzone), the dissipation ofrvave energy
in the breaking process is a very important source term. A successful model
for computing the local mean rate of energy dissipation in random breaking
waves was derived by Battjes and Janssen (1978). A further calibration and
verification of Battjes' and Janssen's model rvas carried out by Battjes and
Stive (1985). The average dissipation rate per unit area in random rvaves
(mean frequency /,r, rms-waveheight Hr^r) breaking rvith random height
in shallorv rvater (depth h), is expressed as (Battjes and Janssen, 1978)
D = |aa,Qtf^p-gH?- (2.e 1)
rvlrere a6, is a constant of order one, f^ is mean frequency, p,, is the
density of rvater, II^ is the maximum wave height, Q6 is the local fraction
of breaking ivaves, it can be obtained by implicitly solving the follorving
equation (Battjcs and Janssen, 1978)
Qa=I*q26,InQ6
rvhere 40" is delined as
(2.e2)
(2.e3)II,*,
'lor - II^
rvhere .I1"*" is the root-mean-square rvave height and 11- is the maximum
rvave height, rvhich can be computed according to a combined steepness
and depth-limited breaking criterion (Battjes and Stive, 1985):
H*=ptantrl2t','n; (2.94)l;rn '7t
rvlrere J1 and J2 are the rvave breaking coefficients, A;- is the rnean wave
number.
The above breaking-rvave model only predicts the total dissipation rate,
but not its spectral distribution, rvhich is required in spectral cnergy bal-
ance models. One approach is to distribute the total rate in proportion
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to the local spectral density, on the assumption that the breaking does
not alter the spectral shape. Laboratory observations by Beji and Battjes
(1993) of rvave breaking on, and passing ovel a bar lend support to such
assumption. By using this approach, Holthuijsen el a/. (1993) included the
depth-limited breaking term in a recently developed spectral wave model for
the coastal zone. Van Vledder (1995) investigated the performance of a full
third generation model in shallorv water with formulation for surf breaking.
In chapter 6 of this work, the effect of depth-limited rvave breaking on rvave
evolution in the Belgian waters rvill be examined by the implementation of
the Van Vledder's model into the Cycle 4 version of the WAM model.
2.4 Numerical scheme
In orcler to model the rvave evolution, the energy balance equation is solved
using a finite difference method. The live-dimensional wave spectrum is
cliscretized in five arguments' r, !1, t, f and,0. The z-y Space rvill be
representecl by the gridpoints. The spectrum is evaluated every propagation
time step. A propagation time step may be divided into several source
integration time steps. The rvind lields are kept constant during a rvind
tiurc stcp. 'Ihc ratio o[ all tirne stcps should be a.n intcgcr. The (/' d)
frcquency-clirection grid nolurally has a rcsolution of 25 frcqtrencics and 12
ilirections. The frequcncy bands are set on a logaritltntic scale, rvith A///
= 0.1. The starting frequency may be chosen arbitrarily. Norrnally, it is
selected to be 0.042 l1:.
2.4.L The discrete energy balance equation
In the \\/AIVI numerical model, the energ.Y transport eqttation (2.26) is re-
placed by a finite difference equation. Time is discletized in propagation
time steps. The discrete version of (2.26) expresses the spectrum .F'*l at
time l"*1 (- t" + L,tprop) in terns ol F" . The contributiotts frorn the ad-
vection term and frorn the source terms are calculatecl scparatcl-v. Firstly,
tlre energy transport equation (2.26) rvithout tlte source tcrtns is intcgrated.
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The increment due to the advection is defined as
Aprop(F") = (rz+r - Fn)p,op (2.e5)
and Ae3{F") corresponds to 
-[f;(c, F) + LuGuD + &G,'D + f,,@.r11,
which is determined by using the first order upwinding scheme (see section
2.4.2.). Then, the changes of spectrum due to the source terms are cal-
culated. The propagation time step can be split into several source term
integration time steps. For example, the propagation time step is split into
two source term integration time steps of at;n2 
-- 
O.l\tprop, the source
term increment reads:
AintFn = (F"+i-F")"
A;,,1F"+* = (.F"+r - 1r"+|)"
(2.e6)
(2.e7)
To solve a;6Ff at;nl, an implicit scheme is used for the source term inte-
gration (see section 2.4.3).
After two source term time steps (i.e., one propagation time step), the
source term increment then becomes
As.F = (f'"+t - F")" = Ai,,t.F'* A;,r1(J7" * A;,r1F")
Finally, the spectrum at time l'*l can be expressed as
(2.e8)
Fn+r = F" I ap,op(F") + a,(F")
= F" j ap,op(lt") + Ai"r(F") * A;,,1(f" * A;o1(.F")X2.gg)
lVe need an initia.l wave spectrum .Fs to run the model. For the wAM
model, the source term -F vanishes for lr = 0, no matter how hard the wind
is blowing. In nature, rvaves would be generated even if ro 
- 
0. Therefore
the model ahvays takes a non-zero spectrum Fo. In the IVAIVI model, there
are two rvays to deal with Fe: initialize rb by a previous model run for
time t6 (restart spectrum), or take a young rvindsea JoNSwAp spectrum
(JONSWAP, 1973) according to the wind field at time f6. For coast lines
the zero energy influx is assumed. For a nested grid run, the open boundary
condition is determined by a coarser grid run.
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2.4.2 The propagation scheme
The energy transport equation rvithout source terms is given by
,0F, a a a ,. r\ 0,-,(fi)r,", 
- - *(c'F) - 
^(cuF) 
- 
^(c,F) 
- *(ceF) (2.100)
To discretize equation (2.100), the propagation step of the WAIvt model
uses a first order upwinding scheme since this scheme is the simplest to
implement, requires less computer time and memory, and gives reasonable
results. The finite difference, control volume form of equation (2.100) (note
that the one-dimensional form can be found in the WAIvI book (Komen et
al., 1994)) can be expressed as
Fi,i*i,^ 
- 
Fii,u,^
Ltprop Ac
(c y F)?,i +r / 2,k,m - ku F)?,i -, 1 z,*,^
Ay
_(" e F)?,i,*+r / z,^ - ("0 F )'!,i,* - t / z,*
AO
_(c, F)?,j,*,^+r n - (c. F)?,i,*,^-r / z (2. 101 )Ar.r
rvhere i denotes the position in direction from rvest to east (c), j indicates
the position in direction from south to north (y), t'represents the position
in the angular direction (0),* denotes the position in the frequency space
(/), and n is the propagation tirnestep (t). The i+I12,i-I/2,etc., indices
refer to the fluxes on the control volume faces, rvhich are given by,
(%F)?+rp,i,k,rn = i{[(c')i+r7r- | (t');+t pllFi1llu^
*l(c,) ;+t /z* | (c' )i+r/ z llFi;l,\
(",F)T-rp,i,*,^ = |{[{"'),-rrz- | (.');-, /zl)Fii,*,*
*l(c') ;-r /z* | (c');-rlz ll41r,;,*,* )
(cvF)'i,i+r/2,k,^ = |{K,u)i*rtr- | ku)i+r/, llFii+r,*,^
rl(cr) i +r t z* | k) i +r t, fi Fi,i,r,^j
(c, F)i+r / 2,j,k,* - (", F)'i-, / r,i,*,^
4I
("uF)l,i-r12,*,^ =
(cr.F)T;,*qt1z,^ =
("''F)!,i,*-r.lr,^ =
){Kru) i-rtz- | (.r)i-, p lll?i,r,^
+[(cs)1-t1z* | (cy)i-rlz l]4lj-t,r,-] (2.102)
|{l.ilr*, tz- | (.ah+, p l)Fl,i,*ar,^
*[(ce) *+r I zt | (ce) *+r t, l] Fi1,*,^]
f,{K"r) *-, 1e- | (ca)*-, p l)FT,i,*,*
*l(" e) r 
-r / z* | k e) r; t 2 l) Fl;,* - r,^\
(c,F)?,i,k,^+rl2 = |{K",)^*rp- | (c.)^+rn l)Fti,*,^+r
*[(c.) 
^+r / 
z* | @.) 
^*t p l]FY,i,*,^]
(c,'F)!,i,k,m-r/2 = f,{K".)^-rp- | (",)^-rp llF!,i,r,^
*l(c.) 
^-t / z* | @.) ^ - r p ll F!;,*,^ -rl'
and the control volume face velocities are given by
("')i+rtz = j[{"")f*,r,*,," +(c')ii,r,-]
(c,);-rtz = |Kd?,,,r,^+ (c")i-r,i,r,-l
k)i+rt, = j[("r)L*,,.,- * ("r)|i,r,",]
(cs)ia1z = jt("r)ii,o,- * ("r)ii-,,r,-l (2.103)
(c0)h+tt2 = j[("r)ii,**,,- + (co)ii,r,-]
("e)*-rtz = j[{"r)ii,.,- + ("0)ii,*-,,-]
(".)^+rrz = j[{".)i;,.,-+r *(",)ii,o,-]
(c,)^-rtz = |[k)?,1,r,^* (c.)ii,r,--r]
Substitute (2.102) and (2.103) into (2.101), the propagation increment is presented
as
Ap,op(F{i,*.-) = Fi#,- - Fl;,r,^
A,
= -ffi{{r,)i+,,i,r,- - ("")i-r,i,r,-
+ | ("")i+r,i,t,- * (c,)i,i,*,^ | + I (c")ii,r,- * (c')i- r, i,*,^ lI Fi,i,*,^
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ffirc'll+,,i,.,- * (c")li,r,-- | (r")i+,,i,r,m * ("')ii,r,- l)4i,;,r,-
#f",ll;,t,- * (c")i-t,i,t,-* I (c")i;,*,- + (c,)i-r;,r,- llF,1ri,r,-
ffi f"rlli+r,r,- - (', )li -,,r,-
+ | ("vXi+r,r,- * ("v)li,r,- I + | ("v)ir',r,- + ("r,)li-r,r,- llFilr,r,-
ffirrvi+r,.,- * (ct,)li,r,-- | ("r)ii+r, *,^* (")?,i,r,- llf*+r,r,-
+ WUrll;,.,- + ("0)ir'-,,r,-+ | (cr)ii,*,- * (rr)i.i-r,r,- llF;i-r,r,-
"ft7x"'lli,*+,,- - ("e )L,r-r,-
+ | ("0)l;,r+r,- * ("e)l;,r,- | + I (co)ir,r,- * ("a)i;,r-,,- l)41,r,-
WU"llr,r+,,- * (ce)i;,r,-- | (re)i;,r+r,- * ("e )l;,r,- l)41,t+r,-
+ ffiU*lii,*,- + ("r)ii,r-,,-* I (ca)ii,r,- * (ce)i;,r-r,- llFi;,r-r,m
ffi rc,vi,r,-+r - (". )li,r,-- r
+ | (",)i;,r,-+r * (c,)i;,r,- | + | (r,)fu,r,- * (c.)ii,r,--t llFi;,r,-
ffiU",lli,r,-+r * (c,)ii,t,-- | (r,)ii,r,-+r * (c,)l;,r,- llF,'i,r,-+r
+ ffiU",ll;,r,- * (c.)1,;,r,--r+ | (c,)fu,r,- + (c,)li,r,--, llFf;,r,--r
(2. r04)
One should note that the disadvantage of the first order upwinding scheme
conventionally used in the WAM model, is the numerical instabilities due to
the large time step such that the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CfL) criterion
is violated. The CFL criterion in the WAM code states that the following
inequalities must be satisfied.
A'
A,
(2.105)
(2.106)
where rrt (= glartr) is the group velocity at the lowest frequency fi =
0.04177h2 in deep sea. According to the CFL criterion, a short propagation
time step is required for very high resolution. In most applications, the
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propagation time is larger than or equal to the source term time step,
which is usually 20 min.
2.4.3 Source term integration scheme
The source part of the energy balance equation (2.26), is given by
(2.107)
An implicit scheme was developed in the WAM model for the source func-
tion integration to enable the use of an integration time step that was
greater than the dynamic adjustment time of the highest frequencies still
treated prognostically in the model. The implicit second order, centred
difference form of equation (2.107) is given by
Ffji,^ 
- 
Fii,r,^
rfll" = stot
= )rsiii,^ * sii,*,^) (2.108)Lti,,t
where r indicates the ratio of the source term time step to the propagation
time step, say, Lf 2. Thus, the change of source function in one source time
step or If 2 propagation time step is:
/\;ntl;,j,*,^ = ffoiii/,i + s:',i,*,, ) (2.10e)
Siuce none of the source terms are linear, Taylor expansions are introduced.
By disregarding the neglegible (Iiomen et a1.,199a) off diagonal contribu-
tions of the function derivatives in the expansions, the increment of spec-
trum due to the source terms for one integration time step is expressed
AS
L ;nt F;,i,*,^ = ? t t - In^r"r!' /' )l-' (s i,i,0,,,(ui!t /') + .9i;,6,- ( ul. ) )(2.110)
rvlrere A,, is the diagonal matrix of the derivative (0Si;,1,,^l04ir,o,-) ot
source functions, uo. is the air friction velocity. Remark that the source
terms may also depend on the friction velocity at time level n * r. For the
detailed description of the source term integration scheme one is referred to
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WAIvIDIG (1988) and the WAN'I book by l(omen et al. (1,994). Note that
equations (2.I04) and (2.110) are only used up to a high-frequency limit.
In the WAIvI model. this limit is set to be
f nt = min{/-o", max(2.5/-, af pu)} (2.111)
rvlrere f*o, is the highest frequency of the discrete frequency grid, /- is
tlre mean frequency, and f p7y1 is the Pierson-lvloskorvitz frequency.
For frequencies belorv the high-frequency limit, the spectrum is called
a prognostic part of the spectrum. Beyond this Iimit f n1, the spectrum
is supposed to have a diagnostic tail. An /-s tail is added in the WAIvI
model, and the diagnostic part of the spectrum is given by
(2.rr2)
2.5 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter a detailed mathematical and physical basis of the rvave
dynamics and rvave modelling has been described. Starting frorn the de-
scription of the lvave, rvave parameters such as wave height, length, period,
frequency, rvave nurnber, etc., were prcsented. Follorving the spectral con-
cept of waves, several rvave spectrum formulations rvcre given. The rvave
evolution is represented by the spectral energy and/or action density trans-
port equation. The emphasis rvas on the application of rvind generated
waves travelling in shallorv rvater. Different processes like shoaling, depth
refraction, current refraction are involved in rvave propagation. The source
terms include rvind input, rvhitecapping dissipation, nonlinear interactions,
bottom friction dissipation and depth-limited rvave breaking. Finally, sorne
numerical techniques to solve the spectral energy balance equation rvere
cliscussed.
A distinction was made bettveen the spectral action density balance
equation and the energy balance equatiou. The energy balance equation is
generally applied in cases rvhere currents are absent or where the curreuts
F(f ,o) = F(fu,urfir'
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field is steady in time. In the case of an unsteady current field, the action
density balance equation should be considered due to the non-conserved
total energy. The generalized action density balance equation is given by
I(omen et al.. The shallorv rvater effects like shoaling, depth and current
refraction, etc. were described. The detailed formulations for the stationary
depth refraction rate and for the steady currents refraction rate were clearly
presented.
Since the theoretical studies of Miles and Phillips in the late fifties,
several suitable expressions for modelling the wind input term rvere given
in the literature. Two expressions rvere kept for further use in this rvork.
One is the expression proposed by Snyder et al. and modified by Iiomen
et ul.. The other one is the expression based on the quasi-linear theory of
Janssen, which has been implemented in the Cycle 4 of the WAIvI model.
For shallow water, the phase velocity in the wind input expressions is depth-
dependent.
Based on the study of Ilasselmann relating the effect of rvhitecapping
on the spectral energy balance, the whitecapping dissipation has been de-
scribed to be quasi-linear, i.e. linear but rvith proportionality constants
depencling on the integral spectral properties. The clissipation expression
from I(omen et al., rvhich allorvs for the existence of an equilibrium solution
of the energy balance equation at the fully developed sea, is chosen in this
study. This dissipation function has been adjusted in order to obtain a
proper balance at the high frequency end oi the spectrum by adding a A'2
term in the Cycle 4 of the WAIvI model. Our knorvledge of the rvhitecap-
ping dissipation is still very limited. The challenge remains to rvork out the
constants from first principles.
The nonlinear interaction source term is the best knorvn among various
source terms. It is based on first principles and is therefore considered
to be knorvn exactly. Although there exists a model called DXACT-NL,
which computes the nonlinear interactions 5rr1 exactly, it is still too slow
for an operational wave model. The discrete interaction approximation to
5,,1 is ernployed for further study. The extension of the dcep sea nonlinear
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interactions into shallow rvater has been made by introducing the single
scale parameter R of Hasselmann and Hasselmann.
The bottom friction dissipation in shallow rvater has been derived from
the wave boundary layer equation. It is expressed as the rvork done by the
(basically unknown) bottom stress on the (knorvn) free stream orbital bot-
tom velocity. According to different models to parametrize the turbulent
bottom shear stress, such as the eddy viscosity model and the drag larv
model, different bottom dissipation formulations are found in wave mod-
elling. This study will further investigate the effects of different bottom
friction dissipation models on the rvave evolution. The detailed description
of different friction dissipation formulations wiil be given in chapter 3.
The depth-induced wave breaking rvas also included in this rvork. The
total dissipation rate of wave breaking is based on Battjes and Janssen, and
extended to predict the energy loss per spectral component follorving Van
Vledder. This approach is supported by the experimental observations by
Beji and Battjes that wave breaking on and passing over a bar cloes not
change the spectral shape of rvave evolution. This sourcc ternr rvill be
implemented in the Cycle 4 of the \,VAIvI model for further study (chapter
6). Ilorvever, the limited range of these experimental conditions does not
a.llorv rvicle-ranging conclusions. Further rescarch rvork is ueeclccl in this
topic.
In ordel to solve the energy balauce equatiott in the stead.y current
case, the mixed numerica,l scltenre, used in the Cycle 4 of thc \,VAIvI nrodel,
rvas cornpletely presented in a five-dirnensioual (*, A, t, .f ,0) coordinate
s.ystem. For the wave propagation a first order uprvinding scheme is used.
For the source term integration, an implicit second order, centred clifference
scheme rvas applied. Some other higher order schemes may be used for the
propagation computation.
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Chapter 3
Effects of the Bottorn
Fbiction Formulation on
Energy Balance
3.1 Introduction
The evolution of wind rvaves is described by the spcctral energy balancc
equation. It is generally assumed that in the deep sea rvhen the wind sea
is fully-developed, the total energy and thc peak frequency reach asymp-
totic values, and there is a balance betrveen rvincl input, dissipation due to
rvlritecapping and resonant wave-wave interactions (I(omen et al., i984).
As rvaves propagate from deep into shallorv water, they begin to encounter
the sea bed and dissipate the energy by various linear or nonlinear bot-
tom dissipation rnecltanisms determined by the bottom topography and
sediment properties. An overvierv of the different rvave bottom dissipation
mechanisms is given by Shemdin ef c/. (1978). They conta,in percola-
tion that causes viscous darnping of energy by rvater seeping through the
pores of the sandy bottorn, friction created by the orbital motion of rvater
particles under rvave conditions, motion of a soft rnuddy bottom and scat-
tering on bottom irregularitics. The relative strength of these mechanisms
is dependent on the bottom conditions. for fine sandy bottoms (0.1 rnnr
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( mean grain diameter ( 0.4 mm) or where wave-generated sand ripples
occur, as found in many continental shelves (Dingler and Inman, 1976),
the bottom friction is dominant (Shemdin et al., 1978). Since our main
area of interest is the North Sea and the North West Duropean continental
shelf, our discussion is restricted to Jhe bottom friction dissipation as the
dominant dissipation mechanism. For the dissipation due to bottom fric-
tion. a few different formulations can be found in the literature. For this
study five formulations were retained: an empirical expression based on the
JONSWAP experiment (Hasselmann et aI.,1973), three expressions based
on the drag law turbulent friction model (Hasselmann and Collins, 1968;
Collins, 1972; Ivladsen et al., 1988a) and one based on the eddy viscosity
friction model (Weber, 1991a). These five models have rvidely been used in
many rvave models, and dissipation coeflicients used in different cases were
quite different.
To obtain a better understanding of the friction dissipation process, it
is instructive to investigate quantitatively the effects of different bottom
friction formulations and different coeflicients on the energy balance. The
five formulations for the bottom friction dissipation in shallorv rvater have
bccn implementcd in a one-dimensional third generation rvavc model for the
fctch-lirnitecl case. lVe rvant to examine horv clifferent the oliginal contribu-
tions are in tenns of the resulting total energy and peak lrcquency. To do
this the source terms for the bottom dissipation are formulated in section
3.2 in a form proposed by lVeber (199la,b) rvhich facilitates cornparison.
The results of the corresponding rvave model runs can be found in section
3.3.
In general, the grorvth curves in deep rvater are assumed to scale in
terms of the air friction velocity. For the shallorv rvater case, they are also
presented in the nondimensional form scaled to the rvind velocity by a lot
of scientists (see, \,VAIvIDGI, 1988; Weber, 1989; Tolman, 1991; I{ornen et
al., 1994; Verhagen and Young, 1995, etc.). These curves were used to
evaluate different model results or to compare the numerical results rvith
measurements. In section 3.4, the general assumptiou that the growth
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curves for the total energy and the peak frequency scale in terms of the
air friction velocity is questioned in the shallow water case. The effect
of the wind friction velocity on the energy growth curves for the fetch-
limited shallow rvatet case is investigated in numerical experiments and by
mathematical analysis.
3.2 Models for bottom friction dissipation
The general form for the bottom friction dissipation can be rvritten as
(Weber, 199la,b):
l:
Su! = -C;;;*nEU,e) (3.i)
rvith & the wave number of the spectral component, h the rvater depth,
/ the frequency, d the direction of a wave component, and, D(f ,d) the
trvo-dimensional frequency spectrum. C is a model-dependent dissipation
coefficient rvith the dimension of a velocity [rns-t]. The dissipation coef-
ficient formulations for the five different nodels retained in this study can
be found in Table 3.1. The detailed description follorvs belorv.
Table 3.1: Five dissipation coefficient forruulations.
Formulations References CoefficientsCt=t
Conc=2C116;1p)+(+)l
Coc = zct p2)+
Cotr = *f.rtp')t
CB = u'(Tx((o) + fr (Co))
Hasselmann et al., 1973
Hasselmann and Collins. 1968
Collins, 1972
Illadsen et ol., 1988a
Weber. 1991a
c = 0.038 rrr's-'
C1 = 0.015
Cr : o'ol5
/. or lfv
lfry = 'l sn1
3.2.1 An empirical expression
The simplest form for the bottom friction dissipation rvas proposed by
Hasselmann et al. (1973) who applied the Ilasselmann and Collins (1968)
theory to measure the decay of swell in the JONSWAP experirncnt (Flas-
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selmann et aL.,1973). C"l is assumed to be constant:
9r
I (3.2)
In the JONSWAP experiment, the empirical coefficient c was found to vary
over two orders of magnitude, rvith a mean value for c of 0.038 rn2s-3.
No correlation was found with the tidal phase or velocity. Hasselmann and
Collins (1968) assumed that the bottom stress can be modeled by a drag law
where the characteristic velocity is the current immediately outside the thin
wave boundary (i.e. the superposition of the mean current velocity and the
wave orbital velocity). A trvo-layer eddy viscosity model as, e.g.) proposed
by Christoffersen and Jonsson (1985) may be a better representation of
the combined rvave-current florv than a one-layer drag larv model. This
empirical dissipation formulation with the mean value (0.038rn2s-3) has
been used in wave models by WAMDI (1988) and Cavaleri et al. (1988,
1989, 1991), and performed rvell. The energy balance in finite rvater depth
for fetch-limited conditions rvas investigated rvith the use of this empirical
expression (c = 0.038 m2s-3) by lVeber (1988). She found that the energy
levels for the fully developed stage and for the lorver rvater depths are much
higher than the empirical CDRC grorvth curves. r\lso, Bourvs and Iiomen
(1983) found that the ernpirical formulation with a mean value for c of
0.038 nr.2s-3 yielded too lorv dissipation rates for a depth-[irnited rvind sea
case in the Southern North Sea. They selected a value of 0.067 rn2s-3 for
c in order to obtain a 'correct' equilibrium solution for a steady sea state
([/to = 25 rns-r, h = 35 rn).
3.2.2 Three expressions based on the drag law model
Hasselmann and Collins (1968) derived a formulation for the bottom friction
dissipation. They related the turbulent bottom stress to the e.xternal florv
by means of a quadratic drag friction larv. The dissipation coe{hcient is
expressed by:
Couc=2Cr{6;i(D+(ry)\
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(3.3)
rvhere d;; is the Kronecker delta function; (..) denotes the ensemble average;
[/ is equal to (Ul+U])* , U, and Uzare the bottom velocity components. C7
is a drag coefficient determined experimentally as a function of the scaled
bottom roughness (e.g., scaled rvith the excursion amplitude). Ilasselmann
and Collins (1968) proposed a value of 0.015 for Cy. Weber (1991a) rewrote
(3.3) as:
Couc = 2Ctp?li{n(a) co"2(0 - 6) + Fz(A)sin2(d - il} (s.4)
rvith
,t_1 <ul>
<u?>
Tlre angle (0 
- il is the direction of a rvave component relative to the
main axis of the bottom velocity spectrum, ,F1 and F2 are functions of the
hypergeometric function (Abramorvitz and Stegun, 1965). The details of
the calculation for (3.a) is described in Weber (1989) and in the internal
report by Luo (1992).
Collins (I972) simplified the above dissipation coefficient (equation (3.3))
by leaving out the dependence on the direction of the wave component and
by using the total wave induced bottom velocity only.
rvhere
c nc = 2c 
^u2)+
t-P\+=lll#"Eu'o)dr(to
(3.5)
(3.6)
He applied a fixed drag coefficient C1 (= 0.015) also. This simplified drag
larv dissipation form has been used in various rvave models, see e.g. SIVIIVI
(1985), Cavaleri and Rizzoli (1981), and Abdalla ancl Ozhan(1993). Both
the simplified drag larv form (Collins, 1972,C1= 0.015) and the empirical
dissipation form (c = 0.038 *2s-3) have been used in a wave rnodel by
Li and Mao (1991), and they reported that in an idealized test case rvhere
a uniform rvind speed of 20 ms-l blorvs over an infinite region of finite
water depth, the empirical dissipation form produced, in comparison to the
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simplified drag larv dissipation formulation, growth curves which rvere in
better agreement with the CDRC and I(NMI growth curves (Li and Mao,
1ee1).
Madsen el c/. (1988a) derived a formulation similar to the one proposed
by Hasselmann and Collins (1968) based on the drag friction law:
^ 8 - r,--o1LCorv = Gf-\/2(U"),
where the constant fi can be replaced by the constant 1 (Madsen et al.,
1988b), the factor tfi appears due to the replacement of the amplitude of
the near-bottom orbital velocity used in the original formulation (lvladsen
et a|.,1988a) by the rms-value of the near bottom instantaneous velocity.
The friction factor /,, in the lvladsen et o/. model is a function of the
bottom roughness height (1(1,,) and parameters characterized by the rvave
conditions. It can be estimated using the formulation of Jonsson (1966):
#* log,o # = mr rtoe'o #
rvhere m1 is a constant. A value of -0.08 f.or m1 rvas determined e.xperi-
n.rentally by Jonsson and Carlsen (1976). The bottom roughness height lir,r
clepends on the florv field and the sediment properties. The ncar-bottom
excursion amplitude a6 is formulated as:
(3.i)
(3.8)
(3.e)
This dissipation form rvas implemented in a parametric rvindsea rnodel for
finite rvater depths by Graber and Madsen (1988), and in a third-generation
model for rvind waves in combined rvave-current florv by Tolman (1991).
Graber and lvladsen (1988) incorporated the bottom dissipation using a
tuned constant friction factor /-. Tolman (1991) reported that a constant
bottom roughness height .Ii1,, ranging betrveen 2 cm and 5 cn-r produced
a good agreement betrveen numerical results and measurernents for the
nondimensional wave height and period. Ilete a value of 4 cm for 1i1,' rvill
be used, the same as used in the eddy viscosity rnodel (Weber, 1991b).
I f | 1
a6 = 112 | | -.-,-, 
- 
E(f ,0)df d0U J J slnh-[/]
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Recently Tolman (1994), discussed a movable-bed bottom friction model,
rvhich combines the Madsen el n/. (1988) drag larv model with the Grant
and Madsen (1982) bottom roughness model for a movable-bed. IIe found
that the effects of movable-beds on the bottom friction are important for
srvell propagation in conditions of initial ripple-formation. For a depth-
limited wind sea, movable-bed effects are probably insignificant because
the rvave conditions generally lead to washed-out ripples where the rough-
ness is insensitive to sediment or wave parameters. According to Tolman
(1994) a single and pre-defined bottom roughness height rvill make models,
which do not incorporate movable-bed effects, to be potentially successful.
This movable-bed bottom friction model will not be considered here.
3.2.3 An expression based on the eddy viscosity model
lVith a one-layer eddy viscosity model, based on the raudom turbulent rvave
boundary layer and using perturbation theory, the follorving dissipation
coefficient rvas derived (Weber, 199ia):
Cs = t(Tk((o)+ 4((o)) (3.10)
z* is the rvave boundary layer friction velocity anrl can be determincd as a
function of rvave number, rvave spectrum, bottom boundary layer thickness
and bottom roughness height. ft is a dimensionless function and Tf, is the
complex conjugate of 7L. lVhen the roughness height is given, the values
for u* and Tr. can be rvorked out iteratively rvith an initial z*. Details of
the calculation procedure can be found in lVeber (1989).
This formulation rvas implemented in a regional third generation lVAlvI
model for the Texel storm hindcast case, and a value of 4 cm for the bot-
tom roughness height.Iil,' rvas selected according to the flow conditions in
the Southern North Sea (Weber, 1991b). Because of the better prediction
of the significant rvave height it rvas suggested that the eddy viscosity for-
mulation (Ii'N = 4 cm) is to be preferred upon the empirical JONS\,VAP
expression (c = 0.038 *"-"). It might horvever be unfair to assume that
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the mean value of the coefficient c in the empirical JONSIVAP bottom fric-
tion dissipation formulation is the most suitable and most representative
value for the whole North Sea, and especially for the Southern North Sea
(cf. Bouws and Iiomen, 1983).
To save computing time Weber (199lb) defined an approximate linear
eddy viscosity dissipation coefficient which implies that the spectral peak
frequency is assumed to be representative for the entire spectrum. The
approximate linear eddy viscosity model still costs three times as much
CPU time as the empirical JONSWAP formulation. She then proposed
a simplified version for this approximate model by using a numerically
determined characteristic velocity at the top of bottom boundary layer in
terms of spectral parameters obtained from the empirical CERC curves.
However, the approximate and the simplified linear eddy viscosity rnodels
will not be considered here.
3.3 Evaluation of the original formulations
3.3.1 The governing equation
The evolution ofocean rvave spectra can be described by the energy transler
equation. [or flat bottom shallorv rvater conditions and in the al.lscnce of
currents the equation takes the fornt:
aE^0Ed
at*t"8'ax=J'o' (3.11)
witlr B (= E(f ,,d,x,l)) the two-dimensional frequency spectrum, f the fre-
quency, 0 the direction of a wave component, x the space coordinates, t
time and Cg the group velocity. ,5ro, (= Stor(f,0,x,t)) is the total source
term, rvhich is the sum of wind input 5;,,, whitecapping dissipation .94",
bottom dissipation 56os and nonlinear interactions .9"r. The bottom dissi-
pation term 56o1 may in principle take the form of any bottom dissipation
mechanism. This study is limited to the friction form .961 in areas of fine
sand or with sand ripples (see section 3.2).
oo
In the one-dimensional case (one space coordinate x) and in the asymp-
totic stationary limit, the dependence of the rvave field on distance will
produce the idealized fetch-limited grorvth of rvaves, and the above equa-
tion becomes:
(3.12)
This equation is solved numerically by an implicit scheme (WAMDI, 1988).
In finite depth the relations between the group velocity Cn, wave number
k, angular frequency ar and water depth h are given by:
7G^,.2kh,Cs = 
,/f,."n1kh)[1 +*fu1
u = Jskt""hGD
The source terms are bricfly formulated here for completeness. A more
extensive discussion can be found in IVAMDI (1988).
According to the parameterization proposed by Snyder el c/. (1981)
on the basis of direct measurements of the work done by the atmospheric
pressure fluctuations on the waves, the wind input 5;,, is takeu as:
S;,(f ,0) = max{0,o.rrtz1zAB\ ro"0* - l)}wE(f ,0) (3.13)P-' U
po ancl pu are densities of air and rvater respectively, C (= c^r/A') the phase
velocity of the ivave, and 0- the rvave direction rvith respect to the rvind
direction. The empirical factor B is taken as 1, and the friction velocity of
air tro* is used rather than the mean rvind speed U5 or {/16 (Iiomen et al.,
1984).
The dissipation due to rvhitecapping is based on the Hasselmann (1974)
rvhitecapping theory and the I(omen et al. (1984) rvhitecapping parameteri-
zation in deep water. In order to represent the dependence ofthe dissipation
on the rvave steepness for finite water depth, the dissipation is expressed in
terms of the rvavenumber. To enhance the stability of the implicit scheme,
the inverses of the mean wave number and the mean angular frequency
during the mean period are used (WAIvIDI, 1988). The dissipation 54" clue
noE-c.vO n 
- 
vtot
-or
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to whitecapping for shallow rvater is given by:
Sd, = -2.59,;r;(Erork212 81 ,01
where
-l6 = tE"I I E(t,0)Q-tdfd0)-lJ
f[ = IE;i J E1,qk-+dfdo]-2
Erct = [fu1,o)d1doJJ
According to the parameterization of the nonlinear energy transfer by Has-
selmann and Hasselmann (1981), the nonlinear interactions for finite water
depth can be related to the deep water .9j, through a straightforward scale
transformation with a single scale parameter R.
Sh = R(koh)Slr
The scaling factor is given by
R(keh)= 1* ffiO- l*ro,exp-iePr
(3:1a)
(3.15)
(3.16)
and is valid for koh ) 1 (WAMDI, 1988; in fact the actual A:oD cut-off in
the WAM source code is greater than 0.5). In this chapter all values for
krh are greater than 1.
The discrete interaction approximation (Hasselmann et cl., 1985) is used
for the calculation of the nonlinear interactions in deep water 5j1.
For the bottom friction dissipation 
^96;, only the empirical formulation
is used in WAM. For the present study the other four expressions described
in section 3.2 are also implemented in the one-dimensional model for the
fetch-limited case.
3.3.2 Initialconditions
A JONSWAP spectrum was taken as the initial spectrum:
^ -(!-!p)2
Et(D = ffi"xP-itfl-' '"*o '"'!3
D/
rvitlr a, fp,l and a the usual JONSWAP parameters (Hasselmann et al.,
1973). c and 7 had values of 0.02 and 3.3 respectively. The initial condition
for all water depths rvas kept the same so that the grorvth curves start from
tlre same point. The initial peak frequency was equal to 0.17 I{ z, rvhich
corresponds to a spectrum in water of 15 m depth where the rvaves just
start to interact with the bottom according to the Aoh criterion (krh = 1.83)
(lVeber, 1989), which says that replacing the shallow water expression by
the deep rvater expression for the dispersion relation gives an error of at
most 5%.
The spreading function took the empirical form (Arthur, 1949):
if I d l< *I t- Z
otherrvise
42 frequencies and 12 directions were used, the angular resolution rvas 30o,
the range of frequencies was from 0.04177 II z to 2.08 H z rvith a geometric
(or logarithmic) frequency spacing Lf lf of 0.1. The rvind friction velocity
?r@r was taken to be 0.71 nls-1. The corresponding rvind speed Uro is about
15.6 rns-r (using the relation of lVu, 1982).
r\lthough a JONSWAP spectrum rvith an 
,f -s-tuil rvas taken as an initial
spectrtrnr, in the calculation an /-'r-tail rvas attached beyond 2.5 f, tor
deep sea conditions. In finite rvater depth, it rvas replaced by a &-2's-tail
according to the dimensional arguments of I(itaigorodskii et n/. (1975).
The runs are annotated by Jl for the enipirical JONSIVAP expression,
DI{C1 for the drag larv e.xpression of l{asselmann and Collins (1968), DCI
for the simplified draglarv formulation of Collins (1972), DIvII for the drag
larv model rvith the dynamically changing friction factor of ivladsen et n/.
(1988) and E1 for the eddy viscosity forrnulation of lVeber (1991,a). For
all combinations simulation runs rvere made for four different rvater depths:
15 m, 30 m, 60 m and 120 m. The 120 rn run is essentially a deep rvater
rull.
G(o)={ 6t-.',
bd
3.3.3 Results
Growth curves
The growth curves for the total energy and the peak frequency are shown
in Figure 3.L and 3.2 respectively for water depths of 120 m, 60 m, 30 m
and 15 m. The difference betrveen the growth curves for the five original
formulations is very small for rvater depths of 60 m and 120 m. I{owever,
the difference between the asymptotic values for the five forrnulations is
quite significant at shallower water depths. The maximum difference is
between DM1 and JI, 70% for the total energy and 30% for the peak
frequency for a water depth of 15 m. The empirical JONSWAP bottom
formulation J1 has the highest asymptotic energy and lowest asymptotic
peak frequency level amongst the five formulations; the simplified drag larv
expression DCI produces a higher energy and a lower peak frequency level
than the eddy viscosity formulation Dl and drag larv formulation DHCI (Dl
and DllCl are very close). The lVladsen et al. forrnulation DIvII creates
the lowest asymptotic energy and the highest asymptotic peak frequency
level. These findings are valid for the 30 m and 15 m runs, cxcept that
for the 30 m run the asymptotic energy and peak frequency level for the
empirical formulation J1 and the simplified drag law formulation DCI are
nearly equal (3% difference for the total energy, I% for the pcak frequency).
Comparison rvith the grorvth curves of CDRC in figures 3.1 and 3.2 rvill be
discussed later on.
Compared to deep rvater conditions, the total energy is reduced and the
peak frequency increased in shallorv water. The contribution of the bottom
friction dissipation to the energy balance, i.e., the amount of the energy
reduction and the shift of the peak frequency, is depending on the rvater
depth and the bottom friction dissipation formulation used.
C values for fully developed stage
Figure 3.3 displays the original dissipation coefficient values lor Ct, Couc,
C oc, C orw and C n for a water depth of 15 rn at the fully developcd stage. It
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Figure 3.1: Grorvth curves of nondimensional total cncrgy .0' (equal to
Dg2lu!.) as a function of nondimensional fetch X' (equat to xg/u2".)
for different bottom dissipation formulations (llere rla- = 0.71 ms-l; for
the Coastal Dngineering Research Center (CDRC) grorvth curves, e =
r-r:114.4).
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Figure 3.2: Grorvth curves of nondirnensional peak frequency fi (equal to
Jpu".lg) as a function of nondirnensional fetch X' (cqual to xglu!.) tor
diflcrcnt bottom dissipation [orrnulations (llerc 7Lo. = 0.71 ms-l; for the
Coastal Dngineering Research Center (CDRC) grorvth curvcs, 
.fp = 0.91T").
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Figure 3.3: The values for the dissipation coelficient C (in (3.2)) from the
live original formulations for a rvater depth of 15 m at lhe fully developcd
stage (Here rls. = 0.71ms-l).
is found that the difference betrveen the five dissipation coeflicients is quite
significant. The coefficient C.; (Jl) has the lorvest value (0.0022b ms-l),
and CD,rr (DiVIl) has the highest value (0.0200 rns-l). Ttre valuc for C6r6r
(DCl) is 0.0098 nrs-r and lorver than thc valucs [or Cotrc (DIICI)and C6
(Dl). The value for C6is a function of frequenc.y, ranging frorn 0.01 ms-l
to 0.018 nls-l, rvith a value at the peak frequency (fp = 0.145 II z) of 0.0136
nrs-r. The value for Couc depends on the rvavedirection and ranges frorn
0.0108 ms-l to 0.0145 nls-1. The diflerence in the valucs for thc clissipation
coefficient is in accordattce rvith the calculated grorvth curves and e.xplains
rvhy the five original formulations produce quite different grorvth curves for
the total energy and thc peak frequency.
Contribution of source terms
In order to investigate the relativc overall contribution that bottom dissi-
pation makes to the energy balance in thc five formulations Jl, Dl, DIIC1,
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DC1 and DM1, the integral of wind input, dissipation through whitecap-
ping and bottom dissipation in the range of 0 < f <2.5fp is calculated:
- 
f2'5lPt,= Jo S;(f ,0)df d.0
rvhere 
^9i represents ,S;rr, ^94" or .f6o1.
Figure 3.4 and 3.5, respectively, show the ratio between the bottom
dissipation and the wind input and the ratio between the bottom dissipation
and dissipation through whitecapping for J1, El, DHCI, DCl and DMI
at the fully developed stage. The ratios vary clearly with depth, and also
from formulation to formulation although the variation is relatively small
compared to that resulting from rvater depth, e.g., thgratio of the bottom
dissipation to the rvind input varies from 22 percent (DM1) to 26 percent
(J1) for a rvater depth of 15m and from 15 percent (J1) to 18 percent
(D1, DHCI) for a rvater depth of 30m. In Figure 3.5 we notice that the
dissipation by whitecapping is dominant for shallorv rvater. I{orvever, the
role of bottom dissipation becomes more aud more significant rvhen the
rvater becomes more and more shallow, €.g., for a rvater depth of 15m the
bottom dissipation is nearly half of the dissipation due to rvhitecapping.
For all five formulations there exists a good balance be trveen the various
source terms. The relative contributions of the various source terrns at thc
fully developed stage for J1, Dl, Dllcl, DCI and DIvII are clisplayed in
Figure 3.6a,b,c,d,e. The bottorn dissipation is comparable to the dissipation
by rvhitecappillg on the forrvard face of the spectrum and around the peak
frequency ,fp, rvhilc on the backrva,rd face of the spectrum, the energy is
mainly balanced by rvhitecapping dissipation and nonlinear interactions,
and bottom dissipation is rather small. Comparing the other source terms
from the J1, Dl, DHC1, DCl and DIvII runs, rve noticed that the absolute
peak values for the Jl run are the largest and those from the DN'II the
smallest. For example the rvind input source term for the Jl run has a
peak value of about 0.002m2 compared to 0.0015rn2 for the DM1 run. This
is of course due to the fact that the source terms arc proportional to the
equilibrium spectral energy.
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Figure 3.4: The ratio of the bottom friction dissipation to the wind input
for the fully developed wind sea as a function of water depth for the five
original formulations: Jl (pluses); El (triangles); DHC1 (circles); DCI
(inverted triangles); DMl (squares) (Here uss = 0.71rns-r).
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Figure 3.5: The ratio of the bottom friction dissipation to the whitecapping
dissipation for the fully developed wind sea as a function of water depth for
the five original formulations: Jl (pluses); E1 (triangles); DHC1 (circles);
DCl (inverted triangles); DMl (squares) (Here ua. = 0.71ms-r).
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Figure 3.6: Source terms at the fully developed wind sea in a water depth of
15 m for different bottom friction formulations: (a) Jl; (b) El; (c) DHCI;
(d) DCl; (e) DMI (Here lto, = 0.71ms-r).
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Table 3.2: The relative CPU time used @ulation.
Collins (1972) (3.5) DCl 250
Hasselmann and Collins (1968) (3.4) DHCl 350
Madsen et a/. (1988a) (3.2) DMl 400
Weber (1991a) (3.10) trl 500
Relative CPU time
Normally one knows that the empirical JONSWAP formulation is the sim-
plest one and needs the least amount of computing time. The eddy viscosity
model is the most complicated one, and costs the most computing time ow-
ing to the iterative determination of the bottom friction velocity. Although
the determination of the required CPU time for different formulations de-
pends on computer hardware and also on the efforts torvard efficient coding,
an indication of the relative CPU tirne used for these five original formula-
tions referenced to the empirical formulation is still instructive (see Table
3.2). From Table 3.2 one finds that the eddy viscosity model and lVladsen el
a/.'s model are much more expeusive compared to thc enipirical expression.
In order to produce the same or nearly the same grorvth curves ancl also
save the cornputiug time, I rvill seek to examine in horv far it is possible to
find equivalent dissipation coefficients in Chapter 5.
3.3.4 Comparison with the CERC growth curves
To judge the performance of the various formulations properly, a compar-
ison betrveen field measurement and the results in this study should be
rnade. Unfortunately there are no detailed measurements of rvave grorvth
in shallorv rvater for fetch-limited conditions up to norv. To have a first
impression of the performance the empirical Bretschneider's grorvth curves
(CDRC, 1977) could be used. From Figure 3.1 and 3.2 one could already sec
that for shallower water depths the energy grorvth curves from J1, DItC1,
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DCl and E1 give higher values than the CERC curves, but DM1 produces
lower asymptotic energy values than the CERC curves. The difference of
tlre total energy between Jl and CERC is the largest (40% for the asymp-
totic energy value at a water depth of 15 m). The DHC1 and D1 growth
curves are very close to the CERC values (5% and 8% difference respectively
for the asymptotic energy value at a rvater depth of 15 m). Compared to
the CERC growth curves, El and DHC1 overestimate the peak frequency
at the fully developed state. The comparison rvith the CERC grorvth curves
cannot be considered conclusive with respect to the correct formulation or
even to the correct magnitude of the bottom friction dissipation process.
Hopefully measurements in shallow rvater conditions as by Young et al.
(1994) will clarify the picture.
3.4 Scaling in terms of wind friction velocity
Deep water growth curves for the total energy and the peak frequency
scale with the air friction velocity uo. and the acceleration of gravity g,
see e.g. I'lasselmann et al. (1973). For the shallow water case, the nondi-
nrensional total energy E* (= Eg'1"1.) or nondimensional rvave height //j
(= I{"g/u.3*) rvere usually presented as a function of thc nondiurensional
rvater depth h' (= hgf ul.) (see WAlvlDI, 1988; lVeber, 1989; Tolman, 1991;
I(omen et a|.r 1994; Verhagen and Young, 1995). These curves rvere used
to evaluate different model results (see e.g. \4/eber, 1989) or to compare the
numerical results rvith measurements. This rvay of presenting or compar-
ing results, be it from numerical experiments or from field measurements,
should be questioned since there is no physical reason that the grorvth
curves for shallow water cases should scale rvith the air friction velocity.
In this study numerical experiments were done by keeping the nondi-
mensional rvater depth fixed. Three different rvind friction velocities were
used: 0.5 ffis-1, 0.71 ms-r and 1.0 rns-l (the corresponding wind speed
Urc: I2.5 ffis-r,16.5 rns-l , 2I.5 ms-t ). The initial values for the nondi-
mensional peak frequency J; (= fpu",lg) and the nondimensional fetch c*
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Table 3.3: Initial values for different rvind friction velocities.
h* uo*(ms- ) h(*) kr(*- ) f,(H 
') x(km)
7.5
15
30
300
0.5
0.71
1.0
0.245
0.122
0.061
0.24
0.17
0.t2
18
37
73
(= xglu!*) were kept the same for all runs as in the run for a nondimen-
sional water depth h. of 300. For this nondimensional rvater depth the peak
rvave number &o (the wave nurnber corresponding to the peak frecluency /o)
was chosen according to the koh criterion (Loh = 1.83). Other parameters
were obtained from the JONSWAP deep rvater parametric relations (Has-
selmann et a|.,1973), see Table 3.3 and section 3.3.2.
For the runs rvith larger nondimensional rvater depths (1200,2400), the
growth curves for the total energy are identical since the bottom dissipation
only plays a minor role. For runs with nondimensional water depths less
than 1200 the grorvth curves for the total energy frorn Jl, Divll and Dl
are quite different (betrveen 10% and 30%), rvhile the grorvth curvcs fronr
DC1 and DllCl are identical for the samc nonclirnensional rvatcr depth.
The asyrnptotic total energy as a functiou of uoudimensional rvatcr depth
and rvind friction velocity is displayed in Figure 3.7 for the bottom friction
formulation D1 as an example. Figure 3.8 shorvs one sample of the energy
grorvth curves for a nondimensioual water depth of 300 for E1 rvith three
different rvind friction velocities. The results for Jl and DIvII are similar
and not shown here.
One can also prove analytically that the bottom friction dissipation
source term scales rvith the rvind friction velocity to* for the clrag larv ex-
pressions with fixed drag coefficient only. For the empirical JONSIVAP
formulation, the eddy viscosity model and the drag larv model with a dy-
narnically changing friction factor, the bottom friction dissipation source
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Figure 3.7: Growth curves of nondimensional total energy .O* (equal to
Eg'/ut) as a function of nondimensional water depth h. (equal to hg /ul.)
for three different wind friction velocities uo* for the eddy viscosity formu-
lation EL: squares denote uo* = 0.5 rns-l; triangles denote uo. = 0.7L
ms-ri pluses denote to* = 1.0 rns-l.
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Figure 3.8: Growth curves of nondimensional total energy E' (equal to
Egz lut) as a function of nondimensional fetch X* (equal to cg /u2"*) in a
nondimensional water depth h* (equal to hglu!-) of 300 for three different
wind friction velocities uo* for the eddy viscosity formulation Dl.
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term does not scale with uo*. The detailed induction analysis can be seen
as follows. Pirstly, the energy transport equation is presented in nondimen-
sional form:
(3.17)
where all parameters are nondimensionalized with the wind friction velocity
zo* and the acceleration ofgravity g, and are indicated by a superscript *.
The nondimensional source terms and group velocity are then formulated
as:
Si,(f.,0) = max{0,O.rilt:-pe9{.o, 0. - I)lu* E (I*,0)(3.18)
c;#= 
'9t * st + sir + 't;l
-2.5ga- Y (Ei"$*\z E* ( f*, o)
R(k;h-)sliu-,0)
-c'#8.(f.,0)
si"(f*,0) =
sku.,o) =
sitj-,0) =
c;=
(3.1e)
(3.20)
(3.21)
(3.22\
The definitions of all nondimensional
c;=
T'=
r,J' 
=
ftt=
h*=
E*(I',0) =
Ei* =
si(/.,r) =
forms are:
cs
uo,
f uo.
g
0)1.lat
g
ku?*
g
hg
u7*
E(f ,o)s3
ur,
Eu$2T
S;(f ,o)g2
ut'
;@1r+ffir
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rvhere i represents as the rvind input term, the whitecapping dissipation,
nonlinear interactions or bottom friction dissipation.
Now take two or more different air friction velocities. For a specific /*,
the values for c,'* and ,L!* remain the same (keeping in mind that J;*h* and
A'h are always identical).
Assume that the nondimensional energy E*(f*,d) is the same for the
same nondimensional initial fetch zfi. From equations (3.18), (3.19), (3.20)
one can easily see that the nondimensional source terms for the rvind input
Si^(f*,d), for the whitecapping dissipation S;"(f.,0),for the nonlinear in-
teraction Sit(f*,d) match for different wind friction velocities. Also the
nondimensional group velocity or energy transport velocity Cj (3.22) is the
same. If there is norv also no difference for the nondimensional bottom
friction dissipation source term 
^9f1, then the solution to the differential
equation for the nondimensional energy transport (3.1i) will be indepen-
dent of the air friction velocity zo*. And the conclusion rvould be that
the energy growth curve scales in terms of wind friction velocity. Ilorvever,
if the nondimensional bottom friction dissipation is different for different
rvind friction velocity uo*, the energy grorvth curve rvill not scale. The va-
lidity of scaling the rvave energy with the wind friction velocity in limited
rvater depth depends on the scaling ability of the usecl formulation for the
bottom friction dissipation. for the ernpirical JONSIVI\P formulation the
nondimensional dissipation coefHcient C* in (3.21) can be formulated as:
^* 
2c
vt=-
- llo* g
(3.23)
One notices that the nondimensional va,lue for Cj rvill change rvhen the
rvind friction velocity changes if c is kept constant. Therefore, the nondi-
mensional bottom friction dissipation 5f, will be different for the same
nondimensional fetch c* but different rvind friction velocity. The energy
grorvth curve rvill not scale rvith the rvind friction velocity for the empirical
JONSWAP bottom friction dissipation formulation.
For the drag larv models rvith a fixcd drag coeflicient C1, we restrict
the explanation to the simplified drag larv formulation (Collins, 1972). The
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procedure for the drag law model (Hasselmann and Collins, 1968) is simi-
lar. For the simplified drag law model (Collins, 1972) the nondimensional
coefficient C* is formulated as follows:
(3.25)
The value fot (II*\* will stay the same for the same nondimensional fetch
r* but different wind friction velocity zo*. Since the value for C 1is constant
independent of the wind friction velocity, the nondimensional coefficient C*
and also bottom friction dissipation Siy will not change with the friction
velocity uo.. Therefore the energy will scale with the wind friction velocity
for the drag law models with a fixed drag coefficient.
For the drag law model with a dynamically changing friction factor. /o,,
the formulation for C* is written as:
-R ^ rcbu = frfif-{u.r$ (3.26)
And equation (3.8) for the friction factor /, is reformulated as:
#*losro
Cbc = 2Cyp.\*
where the nondimensional bottom velocitv is:
rF
P.'It = 
rl I I #E(I*'o)dr*de
= m! *losro +
rvhere
t-
ai = l, J J #u*(f*,0)d!*de
r.-1 l{xgJIN=E
The value for oi and (U.2)* wil stay the same for different wind friction
velocities uo*. But the value for /(iy will be different for difierent wind fric-
tion velocities zo* due to the constant roughness height selected. Thus the
(3.24)
(3.27)4,/r,
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value for /- will be also different. Therefore the bottom friction dissipation
and the energy do not scale in terms of the wind friction velocity for the
drag law model of Madsen et c/. (1988a).
For the eddy viscosity model the nondimensional coefficicnt ?rl and the
bottom friction velocity z* change with different friction velocities because
the nondimensional roughness height /(fu (= I(Nglu2.-) differs depending
on the wind friction velocity for a constant bottom roughness height. Sim-
ilar to the above, it can be proven that the bottom friction dissipation and
the energy do not scale with the wind friction velocity. Actually Weber's
simplified linear eddy viscosity model (1991b) performs the same as the
Madsen el c/. (1988a) model in vierv of the scaling of the grorvth curves
witlr the rvind friction velocity. Like in the Madsen et al. model, the dissi-
pation coefficient in lVeber's simplified model is proportiottal to the char-
acteristic velocity (at the top of the bottom boundary layer) determined
by spectral parameters and a nondimensional factor, rvhich is a function of
the bottom roughness height and an exterior length scale.
3.5 Conclusron
The energ.y balance equation rva,s solved numerically for fetch-limited shal-
lorv rvater rvith five different bottom friction dissipation modcls. It is found
that the formulation of the bottom friction dissipation has a quite signif-
icant effect on the energy balance at shallorver rvater depths. It has little
elTect on the energy balance at larger rvater depths. Among the five original
formulations for the bottom friction dissipation, the ernpirical JONS!\AP
formulation rvith a mean coefficient of 0.038 rn2s-3 (llassehnann el c/.,
1973) predicts the highest asymptotic energy levels and the lorvest asymp-
totic peak frequency levels; the simplified drag larv expression (C1 = 0.015,
Collins, 1972) yields higher asymptotic energy levels and lower asymptotic
frequency levels than the eddy viscosity formulation (It1,' = 4 cm, lVeber,
1991a) and the drag larv formulation (Ct = 0.015,I{asselmann and Collins,
1968); tlre Madsen et al. draglarv model (IiN = 4 cm) results in the lotvest
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asymptotic energy levels and the highest asymptotic peak frequency levels.
This finding is explained by the fact that the values for the dissipation coef-
flcient C from the five original formulations are quite different and therefore
have a different effect when the energy is integrated over the frequenc-r' and
the angle space.
From the analysis of the source terms, it is revealed that the whitecap-
ping dissipation is dominant in shallow rvater. The contribution of bottom
friction varies clearly with depth, and also from formulation to formulation.
The role of bottom friction dissipation becomes more and more significant
rvhen the rvater becomes more and more shallorv, for example, for a rva-
ter depth of 15 m the total bottom friction dissipation is nearly half of
the total rvhitecapping dissipation. For all five formulation a good balance
between the various source terms rvas found. The bottom friction dissi-
pation is comparable to the whitecapping dissipation on the forward face
of the spectrum and around the peak frequency. lVhile on the backrvard
face of the spectrum, the energy is mainly balanced by rvhitecapping dis-
sipation and nonlnear interactions, and the bottom friction dissipation is
rather small. The absolute peak values of the source terms arc different
for different bottom friction dissipation models. The empirical JONSWAP
formulation results in the largest absolute peak value and those from the
iVladsen et al. (li7,1 
- 
4 cnt) the smallest.
It appears that among these five rnodels the ernpirical JONSlVAP for-
rnulation is the most economic model in terms of computation tirne. The
eddy viscosity model is the most expensive one, costs four times rnore CPU
time than the ernpirical one. The Madsen et al. drag larv formulation
is the second most expensive model. The simplified drag larv expression
of Collins is cheaper than the complete drag larv formulation of Hassel-
mann and Collins. For research rvork regarding to dissipation modelling,
especially rvhen connected to morphological processes, a model rvith a bet-
ter description of rvhat happens inside the wave boundary layer is to be
preferred. The eddy viscosity rnodel ancl the clrag law model rvith vari-
able friction factor (with or rvithout movable-bed effects) can provide more
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detailed information about the bottom boundary layer, and are therefore
believed to be physically more correct. However, there is no data evidence
to prefer one or the other. Further study is essential to find the true story.
Ivloreover the difficulty to predict the bottom roughness height remains. For
operational wave forecasting models it does not always seem worthrvhile to
spend the extra calculation effort. The empirical formulation should suffice
in most circumstances.
It has been proven mathematically that the drag law models with a
fixed dissipation coefficient C; scale with the air friction velocity zo*. The
drag law model with a dynamically changing friction factor, the empirical
formulation and eddy viscosity model do not scale with the wind friction
velocity zo*. Also numerical experiments have shown that only the growth
curves obtained from either one of the drag larv formulations with the fixed
drag coefficient scale with the rvind friction velocity. When applying the
other three formulations for the bottom friction dissipation source term,
differences as big as 3070 for the nondimensional asymptotic energy level
are obtained at the same nondimensional water depth when the air friction
velocity is increased from 0.5 ms-l to 1.0 rns-l. lor larger nondimen-
sional rvater depths, the grorvth curves for thc total energy and the peak
frequency at the same nondimensional water depth are nearly identical.
This is to be expected since the bottom fliction clissipation sourcc tcrm
plays an insignificant role.
From the analysis of scaling ability of shallorv rvater grorvth curves from
different bottom friction dissipation models, it is concluded that the shallorv
rvater data rvhich are presented in dimensionless form (scaled with the air
friction velocity) cannot be used to evaluate different model results.
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Chapter 4
Wave Prediction along the
Belgian Coast
4.L fntroduction
In Belgium, wave prediction is very useful in the navigation control of large
ships towards the harbours of Antwerp and Zeebrugge. To perform rvave
prediction, reliable and accurate numerical wave models are essential. Since
the first operational wave prediction scheme developed by Sverdrup and
N,Iunk (1947), numerical rvave prediction rnodels have gone through three
major stages 
- 
the first, second, thircl generation rvave rnodel of develop-
ment respectively taking placing in the 1960's, 70's and 80's. Currently,
spectral wave models based on the energy balance equation of a rvave spec-
trum are used operationally for many of the rvorld oceans. The rvave fore-
casting system mu-WAVE currently in operation for tlie Belgian coast, uses
the wave model HYPAS (Van den Eynde, 1991), rvhich is a second genera-
tion rvave model. As it is knorvn, the second generation model parametrizes
the shape of the surface displacement spectrum rvith a limited number of
parameters, resulting in the difficulty to simulate the corresponding rvave
field to all kinds of wind fields specially rapidly changing ivind fields. With
increasing availability of computer power, the third generation rvave model
- \,VAlvI has been developed, which solves the full energy transport equation
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and have no 'a priori' restriction on the evolution of the shape of the wave
spectrum. The Cycle 4 version of the WAM model has been implemented
in the framework of the research project 
- 
DSA ERS-I Pilot Project PP2-
89. The model was applied to wave prediction for the southern North Sea
area, where the Belgian coast is located, for a period from October 1992 to
March 1993. The model will use the same grids (coarse grid and fine grid)
and the same wind field as the mu-WAVB system. The validation of the
WAM model results has been made by use of ERS-i satellite data and buoy
data. The cross-comparison between the WAN,I model and the mu-WAVE
results was also made.
4.2 Description of the WAM model package
The WAM model code was developed over a period of about seveu years,
and is fairly general. Spectral resolution and spatial resolution are flexible
and the model can be run globally and/or regionally rvith open and closed
boundaries. Open boundaries are important iu case one rvishes to use
results from a coarse resolution run as boundary conditions for a fine mesh,
limited area model run. Options such as shallorv rvater, depth refraction or
current refraction may be chosen. For the detailed description o[ the IVAN,I
nrodel softrvare package, one is referred to Giintlier et al.(I992).
The WAIVI model system consists of three ma,jor program parts: pre-
processing, processing and post-processing programs. It is designed to run
as a module of a more general system or as a stand-alone program. It
is set-up for a CRAY computer rvith a UNICOS opi:rating system. The
pre- processing programs generate the model grid, bathymetry-dependent
dispersion relation, etc. Post- processing programs are provided for archiv-
ing and for further analysis of the model output. Note that a rvorkstation
version is norv available as rvell and it has been installed on the SUN rvork-
station at the Laboratory of }lydraulics of K. U. Leuven.
The pre-processing programs contain PREPROC and PRBSDT. The
program PREPROC generates all time independent information for the
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wave model. Based on a regional or global topographic data set provided
by the user, the model grid is created in the form required for the model.
The frequency and angular arrays are also generated. PRDPROC expects
a current data set if the current refraction option is activated. If the nested
fine grids are generated, the information for the output, input and inter-
polation of boundary spectra are precomputed and stored in separate files
for the coarse and fine (sub) grid models. The program PRESET gener-
ates an initial wave field for a wave cold start. For land points the zero
energy influx is assumed. At all sea points either the initial JONS\,VAP
spectrum is used or the initial spectra are computed from the local initial
winds according to fetch larv with a cos2 direction distribution.
The processing programs contain CI{IBF and BOUINT. The program
BOUINT is used for nested grids. It interpolates, in time and in space,
the output spectra from the coarse grid model run onto the flne grid along
the interface boundaries of the coarse and fine grids. The program CIIIDF
uses the output files of PRDPROC as set-up files and the files generated by
PRDSET or a former model run as initial values. A rvind input file has to
be provided by the user. The energy transport equation is integrated rvith
independently chosen propagation, source terms, rvind input and rvincl out-
put time steps (note that all tirne step ratios must be an integer or inverse
integer). r\ number of model options and parameters may bc selccted by
the user in the program input, such as, Cartesian or spherical coordinates,
deep or shallorv rvater, rvith or ivithout depth relraction or rvith depth and
current refraction, nested grids, time or no time interpolation, etc. All run
time dependent files are fetched dynarnically. These frles are named by a
fixed file name convention. The user has the control over directory names
and paths through the model input. The model results are saved in four
kinds of binary files: the gridded output files (MAP*) of significant rvave
height, mean wave direction, mean frequency, friction velocity, rvave direc-
tion, peak frequency, drag coeflicient and normalized rvave-induced stress;
srvell gridded output files (SWE+) of parameters like wave height, srvell
direction, mean rvind- wave direction and mean srvell frequency; spcctra
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at selected grid points or stations (SPE*); srvell spectra at selected grid
points or stations (SWS+). The data can be printed out through the post-
processing programs.
The post-processing programs consist of four programs: PGRID, PS\,V-
GRID, PSPBC and PSWSPBC. PGRID prints the gridded output files
(lvIAP*) of mean sea state parameters. PSWGRID prints gridded output
files (SWE*) of swell parameters. PSPEC and PSWSPEC print the output
files of spectra (SPE*) and srvell spectra (SWS*), respectively.
4.3 The installation on a CONVEX C230
Since 1988, the Management Unit of the Mathematical lvlodel of the North
Sea and the Scheldt Estuary (M.U.lvI.M.) has supported the CAMI\'IE
(Computer Assisted Management of the Marine Bnvironment) Computer
Center. This computer center possesses a Convex C230 supercomputer, a
vector computer with three parallel processors. Since M.U.IvI.N'I. and the
Laboratory of I{ydraulics of I(. U. Leuven jointly work on the DSA DRS-1
Pilot Project PP2-89, artd since IvI.U.lvl.lv[. already had all necessary itt-
formation (rvind fields, buoy data, satellite data, etc.) on their computer,
the lVAIvI model rvas also installed on their Convex C230 systent.
First, the running procedure commancls had to be convertcd from the
Cray UNICOS to UNIX. Some system-specific FOItl'RAN routines also had
to be adapted in the program codes, e.g., the ISIIDLL subroutine had to be
replaced by the SYSTBIvI functionl BUFFtrR IN/OUT had to be changed
to UNFORIvIATTDD READ/IVRITE and UNIT functions rvere deleted,
etc. The detailed changes for each program can be found in Appendix A
of the internal report by Luo (1995). All rnodules are now running on the
CONVEX C230.
To verify the implementation of the WAlvl-model on Convcx C230, a
set of benchmark cases supplied with the rnodel (test runs defincd for the
standard SWAMP case 2) rvere processed. The results rverc fourtd to be
identical to those produced by the standard version.We concludecl that the
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model transfer from Crav to Convex C230 rvas successful.
4.4 Model area
The wave model integrates the rvave energy transport equation over a cer-
tain region and so a definition of the model area (coastlines geometry) is
required. For the shallorv water area, the energy propagation and the dis-
sipation source terms all depend on the water depth, therefore, a definition
of the model bathymetry is also required. As a first approach, the local
application of the WAM model is restricted to the northrvest European
continental shelf and the southern North Sea near the Belgian coast.
4.4.L The general description
In order to intercept srvell generated far away that may travel to the Belgian
coast, the WAM model rvas applied on a coarse grid covering the north-
rvest Duropean continental shelf. Since the bathymetry and the geometry
are complicated by the presence of many sand banks and gullies in the
southern North Sea, near the Belgian coast, a fine grid model is essential.
Therefore, the WAM model was implemented on both coarse and fine grids
(in stereographic projection). The fine grid is nested in the coarse grid. For
the coarse grid model, a cold sta,rt is selected. The rvarm start is rrsed for
the fine grid, where the boundary information is providcd by the previous
coarse grid run. The grids are identical to the ones used by the mu-\\'AVE
system, rvhich rvas formed by the second generation rvave ntodel HYPAS
(Van den Eynde, 1991).
4.4.2 The wave model grids
The stereographic projection
One way to map part of the surface of a sphere to part of a plane is to use
a stereographic projection. One has to see the stercographic projection as
the projection of the points of a sphere with radius Il onto a plane II with
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coordinate system (xp, U) (see figure in Appendix B). The projection of
a point X on the sphere is the intersection between the ray going through
the South pole and through the point X, and the projection plane II. This
projection plane II is fixed at a certain latitude $o and, is parallel to the
plane tangent to the North pole (also parallel to the equator plane). The
projection formulas allow to convert a point on the (ij) grid to a point on
the sphere (and vice versa). The i-direction runs more or less east-rvest,
rvhile the j-direction runs more or less north-south.
The coarse grid
The coarse grid covers the North Sea from 48oN to 70oN latitude and 7oW
to 12oE longitude on a grid of 25 x 48 points, with a spatial resolution
of 50 km .x 50 km. Since a stereographic projection rvas used for the grid
description, equation (2.26) is then solved using Cartesian coordinates. The
clefinition of stereographic projection coordinates co and, y, is as follorvs in
terms of latitudes / (positive for the Northern hemisphere, negative for the
Southern) and longitudes ) (positive for the Dastern hemisphere, negative
for the Western):
rp = n(1 + sin 56.z8zo)tuu Y cos() - 95o) (4.1)
ltp = n(l + sin 56.787") ,un 90"= d sin() - 95") (4.2)
rvhere B is the radius of the earth, equal to 6,356,912 m. A point (f , j) on
the coarse grid can be defined by
i 
- 
15.0 + 
50, ooo--g-
j 
- -40.0 - 50,000
Figure 4.L shorvs the coarse grid model dornain rvith active points and
the indication of the interface border of the nested grid. The e.ract locations
and indexes of the coarse grid buoy stations are displayed in Table 4.1 (also
see Ovidio et a|.,1994a). The bathymetry used for the coarse grid model
runs is given in figure 4.2.
(4.3)
(4.4)
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The WAM model
Aclive coorse grid poinfs
Coorse grid stolions
lhc Jul 20 09:16:,.t raEt DSI lttt
Figure 4.1: The coarse grid active points and the buoy location as indicated
by the respective three letter symbols in Table 4.1.
The WAM model
Bof hymeiry for coorse grids
K.U.Leuven
Mon Oct l0 l5:2a:O9 M€l 199.
dcpth (m)
Figure 4.2: The coarse grid bathymetr.y.
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Table 4.1: Coarse rid wave stations locations.
x
Eicrland
Platform kl3
11.39 30.41 ll 30
cld 53o12'03"N 4o35'18'E 14.4.t 37.67 14 38
k13 53013'01"N 3013'12"E 12.59 37.60 13 38
51021'58"N 3007'47"E 17,6{
51059'55'N 3016'35"8 18.91
51055'05'N 3040'02"8 21,63
51o55'O5"N 2026'30"E 12,74
Mcetpost Noordwijk mpn 52o16'26"N 4ol7'46"E 1{.02 39.77 14 40
Muniliestort $muidcn ynr6 52o33'00"N 4004'00"8 13.71 39.14 14 39
Table 4.2: Fine wave stations locations.
cxact
Code Latitude
9.{O l5
10.04 18
2.85 t9
3.8{ 22
9.65 13
A2-buoy
Europlatform
Lichteila,nd Goeree
Werthinder
a2b
cur
l"g
weh
9
l0
3
.l
lo
The fine grid
To account for the bathymetric details in the Southern Bight, near the
Belgian coast, it was decided to set up a fine grid for this region. The grid
consists of 26 x 26 points and it has a spatial resolution of l0 krn x l0 krn'
The definition of a point index (i, 1) on the fine grid can be expressed by
'i. 
- 31.0+t6fu
i = -3ee.o-mhl
(4.5)
(4.6)
Figure 4.3 shows the model domain geometry with fine grid active points.
The exact locations and indexes of the fine grid wave stations can be found
in Table 4.2 (also see Ovidio et a1.,1994a). The bathymetry used for all
fine grid runs is displayed in figures 4.4.
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The WAM model
Aclive fine grid poinls
Fine grid sfolions
thu Jd 20 O9rl7rl3 Ie? OSI lltt
Figure 4.3: The fine grid active points and the buoy locations indicated
the respective three letter symbols in Table 4.2.
fhe WAM model
Fine grid 10 km x 10 km 
- 
bolhymetry
K. U. Leuven
Ihu tcb t6 tO:49.4O VEI l99l
d.pth (m)
Figure 4.4: The fine grid bathynretry.
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Table 4.3: I\,{issinq meteo forecast: day number and time.
Oct. 92 Nov. 92 Dec. 92 Jan. 93 Feb. 93 lr,{ar. 93
nolle none 30prtt 01 am&pnr luone 30 anr&pnr
31 am&pm3l am. pm 02 am,ftpm
03 arn&prn
0,1 am&18pm
4.4.3 Wind fields
The rnain input required by the WAIvI rvave rnodel is the time history of
the surface rvindlicld. The rvave model benefits from the best rvind data
available. Sirrce the mu-WAVD systcm, in its opera,tional rnode, uses the
United Iiingdorn Ivleteorological Office (UI(lvIO) t'ind fields as input, the
sarne rvind fields as those in nru-\\AVII rvill be used in order to perform
the comparison betrveen WAtr'I and mu-WAVE.
A six nonths period, running from October 1992 to i\4arch l993, rvas
selectcd for thc validation of the rvave models n-ru-\V,,WD and W*\N,I ac-
cording to trvo main criteria. Firstly, the llltS-l datarvere availablc for thc
eutire chosen period. Secondl.l'. the rnodel had to be tested in various rvave
conditions. Our interest is focused on high rvave activity periods in front of
the Belgian coast. indeed, the rvave model serves as a, tool for the routing
of ships through thc shallorv rr,ater of the southern bight of the North Sca.
The rvind fields are provided by tll{it{O in CiRldded Rinarl'(GR.IR)
code. The GRIB code is one o[ the trvo forrnats rvhich are used to provide
the forecasting through the Global Telecomrnunication Systern (GTS) to
the national neteorological offices. The forecasts are provided for the en-
tire chosen six month period, except for sorne srnall periods displayed in
Table 4.3 (also see Ovidio et ol., 199aa). For those missing blocks, rvind
fields sct to thc last availablc rvind fields are used in ordcr to gct a contin-
uons sct of data for the rvhole pcriod. At ivl u.trl.lv{., the rvind forecast irr
CRIB code is first decoded. thereafter. the data are bilinearly interpolated
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in space to arrive from thc data on the geographical grids to the rvind fields
on the stereographical IIYP.T\S coarse input grid. A small program was
made to convert these HYPAS rvind input data to the \ryAM model format
(see Appendix ts of the internal report by Luo (1995)).
4.5 Hindcast results
4.5.L Model pararneters
The rvave activity for the selected six ntontlt period is hindcasted by the
\\IAN,I model. There are trvo models, i.e., the coarse grid model and the
fine grid rnodel. They run separately. For different modcls, diffcrcnt model
pararneters are required. The paraneters used for thc coarse grid and the
fine grid runs are displayed in Table 4.4 and 4.5. The rnodel options suclr
as Cartesian coordinates, shallol watcr, depth refraction, nested grids, etc.
are selectcd. The ernpirical JONS\,\AP formulation was used for computa-
tion of the bottorn dissipation. The detailed user inputs for the coarse grid
and the fine grid runs can bc found in r\ppcndix C and D respectively of
the internal report by Luo (1995).
4.5.2 Global grid results
'I'he hindcast for the coarsc grid domain rvas rnadc mouth by month for the
entirc selected period. Thc predicted significaut rvave heights for the rvhole
dornain are printed ever.y six hours for the rvhole pcriod. The time series
of the significant rvave height, the mean period, thc rnean frequenc.l' and
thc mean rvave direction are outputted for each month and at ever.v buo.y
station (this part of rcsults rvill be shorvn in section 4.7 together rvith the
comparison betrveen the model prediction and the buoy data).
Figure 4.5 shorvs the significant wave height rncan clifference betrveerr
mu-WAVE and thc \VAlvI for the rvhole six rnonths. Superimposed are the
mean forcing rvind vectors (onl.v one out of trvo are plotted for clarity'). One
sees that a relatively good agreeurent exists in thc North Sea, the differeuce
Table lvlodel ameters used for tlte coarse
NANG
NBINP
NBLC
NBLD
NBLO
NBlvlAX
NDDPTH
NFRE
NGX
NGY
NIBLC
NIBLO
NIBLI
NMAXC
NMAXF
I\,{OUTP
IvIOUTT
NOVER
t2
I
I
3
t
142
54
25
25
48
1
512
512
60
I
loo
r30
23
Nurnber of angles
Number of boundary points from the previous ntn
Equal to NBLO with current refraction, otherwise, take I
Dqual to NBLO with depth refraction, othcrwise takc I
Nurnber of blocks
Maximum numbcr of boundary points (=2(NGX+NGY)*2-4)
Length of shallow wat,er tables
Number of frcqucncics
Number of longitudes in glid
Number of latitudes in grid
Equal to NIBLO with current refraction, otherwise, take 1
Number of points in block
Equal to iilBLO fr:r nrultiblock case, otherrvise, take I
Number of boundary points for coarse grid, otherrvise, take I
Nurnber of boundary poirrls for fine grid, otlterwise, take 1
Maximum number of outpul places or st.ations
[\{axilnum nurrrl>er of otrtprrt times
Maximum number points in first latitude of blocks
thble 4.5t w-fndol p"tutt"to.t ,t
Syrrrbol Valuc l\lcaning
DItPTHA 5. i\{inimum x'atcr dcpth for sha.llorv rvatcr tables
NANC 12 Number of anglcs
NBINP 7
NBI,C I
NBLD 2
NBLO 2
Nunrbcr of boundary poiuts frotn thc prcvious rutr
Equal to NBLO rvith currcnt refraction, otherrvisc, takc I
E<1ual to NBLO *'ith depth refi'actiott, otherwise take I
Number of blocks
NBil{AX f 00 N'laxirrturrr ttttrrtl;er of bottnrlar-v poinls (=2{NCX+NCY)'2-{)
NDEPTH 54 Lcngth of shallorv rvatcr tablcs
NFRE
NCX
NCY
25 Nurnber of frequencies
26 Numbcr of longitudcs in grid
26 Nrrmber of latitucles in grid
NIBLC I Dqual to NIBLO with currcnt refraction, othcr*'ise, teke I
NIBLO 304 Nunrber of poirrts in block
NIBLI 30.1 Equal to NIBLO for rnultiblock casc, othcrwise, take INiuAxc I Nurnber of borrrrrlary poitrts for coarse grid, olherwise, take 1
Ntr{i\XF 35 Number of boundary points for finc grid, othcrwisc, takc I
MOUTP 20 lt'Iaxitrtum nuntber of output 1:laces or statiotts
N,IOUTT 160 lv{axirnum nun-rbcr of output times
NOVER 2l l\'laxitnutn tttttttber points in filst latitude of blocks
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WAM vs MU-WAVE from October 1 92 to Morch 31 93
Significont wove height meon difference (WAu - MU-WAVE)
Meon wind vectors
Figure 4.5: The significant wave height meail difference between WAM and
mu-WAVE (WAM minus mu-WAVE) for the entire study period. The wind
vectors averaged over the same time span is presented as well.
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is less than 0.1 m for the prediction of thc significant rvavc hcight. In thc
southern North Sea, rtru-lVAVE predicts a slightly larger (in the order o[ 0.2
m) significant wave height than IVAM. However, there is a relatively large
disparity at the open boundary of the model domain as rvell as at some
physical boundaries. Although both models apply limitcd fetch larvs at
these open boundaries, the implementation of these conditions rnay result
in a quite different local behaviour.
To shorv an exarnple of aglobal grid hindcast result, a trvo-days rvindorv
frorn October 6 at 6h GIvIT to October 8 at 0h Glv'IT rvere selected. Figures
,1.6 to 4.13 present the rvind rvave evolution and development for these trvo
da_l's. One can sce that during this period a frequent strong north-eastcrly
rvind blerv ovcr the sonthern part of the North Sea. r\ very fast build-up
of high rvave activity (about 3.5 m for the significant rvave height), rvhich
is llound to propagate into the model domain, can be found in front of
the Belgian and Dutch coasts rvith an important fetch for more than onc
clay from October 6 at 6h GII{T to Octobcr 7 at 0h Cil\,IT (scc figurcs 4.6-
4.9). Aftenvards, the rvave activity gradually <lecreased lrom October 7
at 6h CilvIT to October 8 at 0h GivlT rvhen the rvind calnred dorvn (see
figures 4.10-4.13). The northern part of the dornain, for this period, had
thc prevailing rvesterl.y rviuds. aud a very strorrg rvave activit.v appcarcd
along the Nonvegian coast. Figurcs 4.7,4.8,4.9,4.11,4.12,4.13 also shorv
the satellite tracks (hea.vy solid line) crossing the model domain during this
pcriod. The cornparison betrveen the rnodel arrd the satellitc data for these
tracks rvill be discussed in the next section.
4.6 Validation bv use of satellite data
Even before satellite rvave data becarne availablc on a quasi-operational
basis, thc recognized potential of these data had a strong influence on
rvave rnodelling. One of the principal motivations for developing the third
geueration rvave model WAN{ rvas to provicle a state-of-the-art model for
the assimilation of global wind and rvave data frorn satellites lor irnproved
9l
The WAM model
1
..1.
0
Significont wove height
Wind veciors
Fri Oct l4 o9:21:a2 YEr 199.
Figure 4.6: The predicted significant rvave hcight for thc coarse gritl dornain
for October 6 at 6h GN,IT. The rvind vectors used to force the rvave morlel
are presented as rvell. No satellite track crossed thc modcl donrain for that
time.
The WAM model
0
WAM ond Sotellite trock
Wind vectors
Figure 4.7: The predicted signilicant wave height for the coarse grid domain
flor October' 6 at l2h GMT. The wincl vectors used to force the wave model
are presentecl as well. Also shown is the DRS-1 ground track that crossed
the clomain a lew mitrutes before that time.
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WAM ond Sotellite trock
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Significoni wove heighl
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Mon Oct 17 l5:22.JG Mn 199.
Figure 4.8: The predicted signilicant rvavc height for thc coarse grid dornain
for October 6 at l8h GivIT. Tlte rvind vectors uscd to force the rvave nrodel
arc presented as rvell. Also shorvn is thc IIRS-1 grourrd track that crossed
the rnodel doma,in 2 hours later thau that tirne. This track is not analvzed.
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The WAM model
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Figurc 4.9: The predicted significant rvave height for the coarse grid donrain
for October 7 at 0h GN{T. The rvind vectors used to force the rvave tnodel
are also presented. r\lso shorvn is the DltS-1 ground track that crossed tlte
domain 2 hours earlier than that time.
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Irigure 4.10: The predicted significant rvave height for the coarse grid do-
main for October 7 at 6h GMT. The rvind vectors used to force the wave
model are presented as well. No satellite track crossed the domain during
that time.
WAM ond Sotellite trock
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Figurc 4.11: The predicted
main for October 7 at l2h
model are also presented.
crossed the domain half an
significant rvave height for the coarse grid do-
GMT. The rvind vectors used to force the wave
Also shoivn is the ERS-I ground track that
hour earlier than that time.
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WAM ond Sotellite trcck
Significoni wove heighl
Wind veclors
Llo. O.l 17 ls:aJja2 UET 199.
Figure 4.12: The predicted significant rvave height for the coarse grid do-
main for October 7 at 18h GIv{T. The rvind vectors used to force thc wave
model are also presented. Also shorvn is the ERS-1 ground track that
crossed the domain 3 hours later than that tirne.
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Iiigure 4.13: Thc prcclicted significant rvave height for thc coarse grirl tlo-
nra.in for October 8 at 0h GN,IT. The rvind vcctors ttsed to force the rvavc
model are also prcsented. Also shorvn is the ltlts-l grouttrl track that
crossecl the domain 3 hours earlier than tira,t timc.
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rvind and rvave field analysis and forecasting. Through the launch of occan
obscrving satcllitcs, rvavc modellcrs are norv for the first time receiving de-
tailed rvave data on a global, continuous basis. This can be expected to
have a profound impact on wave modelling. Research rvork on the analysis
and assimilation of satcllitc rvavc data was first stirnulated by the availabil-
ity of SDAST\T a,nd CiDOSAT off-line altirtteter data, and has received a
najor irnpetus since the provision of near-real-time DRS-l data. In the fol-
lorving a short description of the ERS-1 will be givcn, thc validation of thc
\,\AlvI model using the ERS-1 wave data and the cross cornparison rvitlr
mu-lVAVE for the coarse grid modcl domain rvill be presented (also see
Ovidio et a\.,1991b).
4.6.1 ERS-I general description
The first European Renrote Sensing Satellite {EILS-l) u'as launched by thc
European Space Agency (llSA) on July 17, 1991. It is the first of a series
of satellites entirely devoted to rcmote scnsing frorn a polar orbit. Its in-
struments allorv for tlrc deterrnination of rttanv relevant oceanic parameters
(for a complete list see DRS-1 tlser llandbook, lggl). In our study \i,e are
onlf interested in those instrurnents rvhosc sensors can provitlc inlorrnatiorr
about the sea state and/or surface rvind forcing. Thesc are the radar al-
timctcr, thc rvind scat[eromeler and the Synthetic Aperture ltadar (SAlt)
furrctioning in rvave rnotle. These data rvere rerluested lrorn DSA, but only
the altimeter and scatterometer data have bccn obtaincd in a type called
fa-st clcliterg prccluct copg, in rvhich a minimal nurnbcr ol calibrations and
corrections of the data are lrerformed by the DSA ground stations. 'l'hese
data are extractcd by It'I.U.it{.i\,'I. in thc framervork of the ESA EltS-1 I'ilot
Project PP2-89. Figure 4.14 shorvs the ERS-1 satcllitc ground track den-
sity for the 35-da.y cycle (also see Ovidio et a|.,1994a), as extracted from
the global data set for a gcographica,l llox tlrat extends from l5o to 19oE
longitude and from 48oN to 75oN latitude. The VVANI model domain lies
in the rectangular box (heavv solic[ lines). Our currclrt validation exercise
rvill be performed with the radar altimeter. The validation of the UIiil,IO
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wind model by comparison rvith the scatterometer data has been carried
out by lvl.U.lvl.lvl. in the above mentioned projcct, thc results can be found
in Ovidio el a/. (199.1a).
The radar altimeter provides a measure of the significant rvave height
through the distortion of the mean shapc of the retum pulse. The earlier
return from the rvave crests and the retarded return from the rvavc troughs
leads to a broadening of the return pulse rvhich can be directly relatecl to
the significant wave hcight. To determine the mean pulse shape, several
hundreds pulses need to be averaged, yielding one signilicanL wave height
measuremcnt about every 7 kn along the satellite track. For a Ciaussian
sea surface, the relation betrveen the pulse sllape and the rtns sea surface
displacement cau be computed theoretically. The typical accuracy of ERS-1
radar altimeter significant rvave hcight neasurenents is of the order of 0.5m
or 10Vo for rvavc heights betrveen 1 and 20 m, rvhichcvcr is grcatcr. The
radar altimeter also provides useful infonnation on the rvind speed, rvlticlr
can bc determined frorn tlte porver ao of tlte returtt pulse. For ttroderate
rvinds (:l to tZ nr-s-l; thc rvind speed can be measured from the radar
altirneter rvith an accuracy of about *2 nzs-l (DltS-1 User llandbook.
r9e1).
4.6.2 Global grid comparison
'Lhe global rvave height nrean differences betrveeu the altirneter observations
and the \\,AI\{ outputs for the entire study period are displayed in figure
.1.15. Also shorvn in the figure are the mean rvind vectors for the rvhole
period. From the figure it can be found tltat there exists a relativel.v good
agreement in the North Sea region ( rvithin 0.5 m difference) a,nd in partic-
ular in the southern North Sea region (rvithin 0.25 m difference). Horvever,
at the northern open sea boundary, one sees a big underestimatiott from
the model, the differcnce is of the order of I m. At thc western open sea
boundary in the nortltern part of tlte dotttaitt, a very strong discrcpancy is
visible, and the rnodel underpredicts the significant rvave height in the order
of 1.25 rn as compared to the satellite observations. I'his serious underpre-
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ERS- 1 sotellite ground trocks
Solellile ground frock for lhe 35 doy repeof cycle
Model domoin
lv.d Aer 2t la:51:52 MEt 0Sr l99e
Figure 4.14: ERS-L satellite ground track density for the 35-day repeat
cycle.
Altimeter vs WAM Oct.1 92 Mor.31 93
0
Significont wove heighi meon difference
Meon wind vecfors
Figure 4.15: The significant wave height mean difference between the al-
timeter observations and the WAM results (altimeter m'i,nus WAM) for the
entire study period. The wind vectors averaged over the same time span is
nresented as well.
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diction decreases rapidly eastrvard. In the whole North Atlantic region,
the model underestimates the significant wave height with about 0.75 m.
This northern zone is often under the influence of large low pressure fields
or storms, and srvell energy packets created there may travel down to the
southern Bight or to the Belgian coast. Therefore the underprediction in
the northern zone may influence the predicted results along the Belgian
coast. The reason for the underestimation at the open sea boundary is due
to the fact that in the WAM model, open boundaries are treated as rvalls,
where the fetch limited law is applied. Therefore, the energy generated
outside the model domain cannot propagate inside the domain, is missed
by the model. In fact, the use of the closed boundaries is unreafistic. An
energy forcing scheme to simulate the propagation of the North Atlantic
srvells into the model may improve the rnodel prediction results. Alterna-
tively the implementation of the global wave model results forecasted in
DCMWF into the coarse grid open boundaries may be an other solution to
this problem (see Ovidio et a|.,1995a,b).
4.6.3 Statistical analysis
To verify the reliability of the predictions of the !\AIvl model, a statistical
analysis is essential. It provides the background inforrnation for judging
the performance of the hindcast of the model.
Statistical parameters
The statistics formulations used for the preseut analysis are taken from
Zarnbresky (1989) and Romeiser (1993). The parameters used a.nd their
definitions are described as follorvs. Note that the X; represents the ob-
served values, rvhile the Il are values from the model. The number of
observed and computed values is denoted by tV.
o Mean
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(4.7)
Bias: the difference between the mean of the observations and the
mean of the model results.
Bias = X- Y (4.8)
RMSE: root-mean-square error, it is the root of the squared enor
between the observations and the model results.
RMSE = (4.e)
RMSE": systematic root-mean-square error, it is the systematic part
of the root-mean- square error, i.e., the root of the squared difference
between the least squares regression line through the modelled results
and the ideal regression line Y; = X;.
RMSE" = (4.10)
the intercept of thewhere the Y; is defined in terms of the slop and
least squares regression line.
t;
fft
b
= rnX;*b
NEX;Y _ EX;EYi
-
NEX? 
- 
(EXi)2
= Y-mX
(4.11)
(4.r2)
(4.13)
(4.14)
RMSE': unsystematic root-mean-square error, it is the unsystem-
atic part of the RMSE or the scatter of the model results around the
least squares regression line, i.e., the root of the squared difference
between the actual model results and the least squares regression line.
RMSE"-
o Correlation coefrcient
"tf"t 
- 
X;\2
lrr 
E(Y; 
- 
X;)2
"tf"t 
-V)'
E(X;-f)(Yc-I')
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(4.15)
Table 4.6: Regions limits
Region y min y max
Channel
North Sea
North Atlantic
S.I.: scatter index, it is the ratio of the RMSD and the square root of
the product of the mean of the model and the mean of the observation.
(4.16)
Remark that from all the parameters listed above, the bias, the RIvISE and
the S.I. are the most frequently used.
Statistical results
from the previous section, it is clear that the performances of the model are
rather different betrveen the different parts of the domain. We have divided
the coarse grid domain into three regions, denoted by CIII\NNBL, NORTI{
SDA and NOITTI{ ATLANTIC regions according to the y coordinate of the
model grid. The detailed definition of these regions can be found in Table
4.6. Note that the y coordinate at the most northern boundary is 48, and
the y value at the most southern boundary is 1. The statistical analysis
of the significant rvave height and the wind speed betrveen the altimeter
and the model is presented in Table 4.7 for different regions. Also shorvn
is the cross comparison between WAIVI and mu-WAVE. The positive bias
betrveen the altimeter observations and the model predictions indicates an
underestimation of the 11" value by the model.
One easily sees that the WAIvI model produces better results than mu-
\,VAVE for the whole domain, for the North Atlantic region and for the
channel region. Both models underestimate the signilicant rvave height
for the whole domain, especially in the North Atlantic (open sea) region,
16
724
25 48
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Table 4.7: Statistical analysis for the significant wave height .I/" (m) and
the wind II (ms-r) between the altimeter and models.
Whole Oct. O.81 O.49 O.98 0.69 O.47 O.97 o.4o o.zs l.EB
Nov. O.74 0.39 1.03 O.72 0.40 1.04 0'81 O.23 2.16
Dec. 0.93 0.41 r.29 0.98 O.44 1.38 l.l4 O.25 2.47
Jan. O.59 0.30 1.17 0.89 0.38 1.44 l.l0 O.2O 2.52
Feb. O.73 0.32 1.00 0.78 0.38 1.17 O.72 O.2O 2.16
Mar. O.74 O.37 1.00 0.65 0.40 l.r0 O.57 O.2l 2.Os
6 m O.77 O.38 r.08 0.78 0.41 I'r8 0.?8 O'22 2.2O
-Channel 
Oct. 0.70 0.56 0.87 o.72 0.53 0'81 0.65 o.2o l.7O
Nov. O.77 0.51 1.00 1.00 0'66 l.2O O.33 0.rO 1.63
Dec. 0.87 O.72 0.94 0.83 0.67 0.9O 1.36 0.30 2.2L
Jan. 0.60 O.33 O.70 0.84 O.47 0.93 -0.28 O.l9 1.72
Feb. O.74 0.78 0.80 0.60 0.59 0.66 0'85 O.24 1.57
Mar. 0.76 0.95 0.85 0'59 O.72 0.73 -0.16 0.r8 l.0l
6 m O.74 0.58 0.87 O.77 0.60 0'90 0.46 0.21 l.7l
North Oct. 0.63 O.42 0.68 0.48 0.35 0'60 0.23 0.18 l.3O
Sea Nov. 0.33 0.26 0.55 0.30 O.27 0.57 O.25 0.f 6 1.43
Dec. 0..17 0.32 0.57 0.36 0.27 0.51 0.69 O.24 1.95
Jan. -0.32 O.22 0.75 -0.r0 0.17 0.5'l -0.14 0.13 1.76
. Feb. 0.31 0.26 0.57 0.32 0.30 0.66 0.rg 0.20 1.80
Ivlar. 0.28 O.2S 0.49 0.r0 O.23 0.48 -0..13 O.l7 1..15
6 m 0.31 0.28 0.61 O'27 0.26 0.57 0.15 0.18 1.62
North Oct. 0.86 0.50 1.04 0.7'l 0.48 1.04 0.4't O.24 1.95
Atlantic Nov. 0.85 0..11 l.l2 0.82 0.41 l.l3 0.97 0.25 2.3:l
Dec. 1.0.1 0.41 l.4l 1.13 0.4.1 r.52 1.24 0.2't 2.58
Jan. 0.82 O.30 r.26 1.14 0.40 1.60 1.47 O.2l 2.7O
Feb. 0.83 O.32 1.08 0.90 0.38 1.26 O.85 o.2O 2.25
lvlar. 0.84 O.37 r.09 O.77 0.40 l.2O 0.80 0.21 2.17
6 m 0.83 0.38 1.22 0.91 0.42 1.29 0.94 0.23 2.33
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rvith biases of the order of 0.83m for IVAN,I and 0.gl m for mu-lVAVIi. r\
very large scatter index (about 60%) can be found in the channel region.
Horvever, a rnuch better agreenrent betrveen the altimeter and models is
obtained in the North Sea region, rvith a bias of the order of 0.31 m and a
scatter index of the order of 28% for !Vr\iVI, and rvith a bias of the order
of 0.27 m and a scatter inde.x of the order of 26% for mu-lVrWD. For thc
North Sea region, mu-lVAVD gives a bit better results than lVAlvl. To give a
more visual vierv of the agreement betrveen the observation and thc modcl,
a scatter diagram is shorvn in figurc 4.16 for \,VA1\,I in the Nor.th Sca region.
One sees that the rvorst predictions occur mostly at relatively lol rvave
hcight (< 2 m).
It is also interesting to see that the rvind speed is underestinrated by
the rnodel (UI(NIO) as compared to the altirneter rvincl data, rnainly in the
North Atlantic regiott attd particularly in the rvinter period. Thc predictions
of the rvind speed in thc North Sca are quite good. Thc scattcr index
(aborrt 20%) and the root-nrean-square error (allotrt 2 ms-t ) shorv that
the UIilvlo rvinds are of good quality. Ilorvever, thc cornparison o[ the
sczrttcromcter rvind speed rvith thc one fronr thc UI(ivlO nrorlcl shorvc<l
that the rvincl speed rvas overestintated b1'thc tiliNIO nroclel (sec Ovidio
ct a\.,199-la), tltc coulirrtration of thc rcliabilitl' of thc satcllite data ncc<ls
a cl'oss validation of these rctuotel.y senscrl nlcasurcnlcuts rvith buol'rlata
(sce scction,l.7.3).
4.6.4 T\'ack conrparison
lb give a clearcr picture (than statistical analysis) of thc courparisou bc-
trvceu the satellite data anrl thc rnodel preclictions, Ihc coarsc grid rnoclcl
results arc conlpared to thc satellite obscrvatious lor a sclected set of satel-
lite sub-tracks.
The first sub-track sclectecl is shorvu iu figurc.[.7, thc dark solid linc
strctching frolu the nortltcrn open boundary to thc south-rvestern part
of Ireland. Tlte cross-contparison oI the significant rvave hcight betwccrr
!Vr\NI, rnu-IVAVD ancl the altirneter for this sub-track is displayctl in figure
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Figure 4.16: Scatter diagram for significant wave height.
4.I7a. The comparison sltorvs that there cxists a rclatively big diffcrence
for the signilicant rvavc height betrvecu the satcllite observations ancl the
models' predictions near the open bounclaries. .,\ bcttcr agrceurcnt is ob-
tained in the interior o[thc donrain. Thc rvind observations (in figurc 4.17b)
fronr the allintcter contain rnuch variabilitv. aurl the nrodcl rviuds arc n'ruclr
suroother than the observations.
'Ihe seconcl ground track shorvn in figurc 4.9 cuts through most of the
domain. It is a representative track sta.rting fronr the most uorthenr open
boundary and ending in the southern North Sea. lVave energ.y generated
frorn the prevailing northern rvinds is bound to propagate into the rnodel
domain in the southern North Sea region. The predicted rvave hcight dis-
played in ligure 4.18a shorvs that a strong rvave a,ctivity appcars in the
southern North Sea (10 < y < 20) rcgion. Relatively good agrcenrent is
achieved betrveen the satellite observations and nrodel predictions. The mu-
\\AVD predictions even exceeds the satellite data in thc southern North Sca
region. This is ttot surprising if one notices that the mu-IVAVIi has been
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Figure 4.17: Comparison between the altimeter observations and models
for October 6 1992 for the satellite ground track shown in figure 4.7: (a\
for significant wave height; (b) for wind speed.
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for October 6 1992 for the satellite ground track shown in figure 4.9: (a)
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tuned in this main region of interest. In this section, the IVAM model has
not yet been tuned! In chapter 5, it will be shown that the use of tuned
equivalent bottom friction coefficients will improve the shallorv water fore-
casts. The winds used to force models are smoother than the observed ones
(see figure 4.18b).
The following sub-track (see figure 4.11) covels the entire domain run-
ning along the Norrvegian coast through England and including the narrow
channel region. It is a very characteristic track that reflects the quality
of the model hindcast. Figure 4.19a presents the significant rvave height
from models and from satellite data. Both models underestimate the rvave
height, specially in the northern part of the domain. I{orvever, the WAM
improves the significant rvave height prediction along the Norrvegian coast
rvith respect to the mu-WAVD results. It is a good verification that the
WAIU model contains today's knowledge of the physics for the rvave evo-
lution. It can respond to rvind changes much better than the second gen-
eration rnodel 
- 
mu-WAVE, since there is a changing wind field pattern
over the Norwegian Sea a ferv hours preceding the satellite observation.
For the rvind, there is a good agreement betrveen the UI{MO rvind rnodel
and the altimeter observation (figure 4.19b) except for the entry and exit
regions. The Iast track cuts through the middle of the upper dornain (fig-
ures 4.12 and 4.13), as rvell as through a short segment betrveen Dcumark
a,nd Norrvay. The significant rvave height along this sub-track is displayed
in figule 4.20a for the IVAN,I hindcast and the altirneter observations. Fig-
ure 4.20b shorvs the wind speed from the UI(ivIO model, rvhich is usecl
to force the !VAIvI model, and from the satellite observations. Along this
sub-track, both rvave models are not ahvays underpredicting the significant
rvave height. It is very importa,nt to uote that this rvave height overpre-
diction from rvave models is correlated to the rvind speed overestimation
of tlre UI{MO rvind model. As shown in figure 4.20a, the overprediction
of the rvave height from the WAIvI is less than that from the mu-\\irWD.
The wave field in this example rvas mainly rvind sea generated by the fast
moving storm (see figure 4.12 and 4.13), and shorvs that the \,VAIvI adjusts
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Figure 4.19: Comparison between the altimeter observations and models
for October 7lg92 for the satellite ground track shown in figure 4.11: (a)
for significant wave height; (b) for wind speed.
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to the fast moving situation more easily than mu-lVAVE. It is another in-
dication that a third generation wave model has a better representation of
the wave physics than the second generation model.
4.7 Validation by use of buoy data
lVave buoy measurements have played an important and reliable role mainly
as a mean of validating wave models at a few measurement stations in
meteorology and oceanography. Furthermore, satellite data are highly de-
pendent on pre-launch calibrations. For the southern North Sea region in
front of the Belgian coast, it is very important to see horv the WAIvI model
performs in these shallow rvater area. Therefore, rve will carry out the val-
idation of the WAIvI model against buoy data for the coarse grid and fine
grid results. The validation exercise is executed for the full period Octo-
ber 1992 to March 1993. The significant wave height and the mean period
are used for the validation exercise. Also the comparison of model results
between IVAM and mu-WAVB is discussed. The input rvincl field rvill be
examined as well. The obtained statistical results are compared rvith the
results found in the literature.
4.7.L Buoy data
For the selected six month period. rvave data from trvo soul'ces rvere avail-
able:
o Services of the Flemish Dxecutive, Afdeling Waterrvegen Iiust, Bel-
gium, rvhich executes and manages the wave measurements in front
of the Belgian coast (in process).
o Rijksrvaterstaat, Service Getijdewateren, the Netherlands, rvhich con-
trols the management of the executed wave measurements in front of
the Dutch coast.
The buoy data were received by M.U.M.M.. In order to compare the buoy
measurements with the model results, Ovidio et al (1994a, 1995a) from
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M.U.M.M. made the extraction of data, including the necessary quality
control procedures and the required temporal smoothing of high frequency
variability not represented by the numerical model. The evaluation study
on the WAM model has considered significant rvave height (.I/"), mean
period (?-) and wind speed as important parameters for evaluation against
buoy data.
4.7.2 Wave model statistics found in literature
Since many different wave models rvere developed during the past years
and rvere tested in many different situations, a larger number of statistical
analyses can be found in literature. We will concentrate on the results from
the third generation WAM model. Table 4.8 shorvs the statistics of the bias,
scatter index and the root mean square error of the signilicant rvave height,
and the mean period rvhere available (also see Table 3a in Ovidio and Van
den Bynde (1993)). The definition of the bias, the RIvISD and the S.I. is
mentioned to section 4.6.3.
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When investigating this table, it can be found that the third generation
operational model produces results with a bias in the order of 1.04 m,
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a scatter index about 28.5T0, and the root mean square error of 1.35 m
for the significant rvave height. The third generation rvave model rvith
analyzed rvind force yields results rvith a bias in the order of 0.27 m, a
scatter index of 20.5% and a root mean square error of 0.67 m. The results
of the models clearly depend on the quality of the input rvind fields. It
is clear that the results obtained with analyzed rvind fields, which can be
assumed to be of better quality than the forecasted wind fields, are much
better than the results of the operational runs. These conclusions were
also found in Zambresky, 1986a. Since the mean significant wave height
is higher during storm conditions than during continuous longer periods,
the scatter indices during storm conditions can be expected to be slightly
lorver than the scatter indices of the longer period simulations. The results
produced by the models including wave height assimilation sltorv improved
biases. Concerning the mean period, no conclusions can be drarvn, due to
the sparse information.
4.7.3 Significant wave height
Results
To give a more visual picture of the cotnparisott bctrveen thc lVAIvl pre-
dictions and the observations, a sample verifrcation at live locations is dis-
played in figures 4.2I a-e for the periocl January 1993. r\lso sltorvtt in the
Iigures are the rnu-lVAVD results. The results of the statistical evaluations
for the comparison betrveen modelled and rneasured signilicattt rvave height
are summarized in Table 4.9. The results are presented for each station,
each month separately and for the entire period.
Discussion of the results
Examining figures 4.2I a-e, one sees that a good agreement betrveen the
model results and the buoy data is found for both models. At all of the
locations, WAM tends to underestimate the wave height during the first
three days. The mu-WAVB modcl, on the other hand, produces very nice
LT7
Table 4.9: Statistical
rvind speed U (ms-t)
analysis for
betrveen the
the significant rvave height /1" (m) and
buoy data and models.
Bias S.I.
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Dec.
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Figure 4.21: Comparison of time series of significant wave height between
the WAM and mu- WAVE predictions and buoy data for January 1993 at
different buoy stations: (a) k13; (b) mpn; (c) ym6; (d) eur; (e)leg.
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results at the beginning. In general, the wave height maxima generated by
WAM agree quite well with the measured values, and even better than the
mu-WAVE hindcasts.
The table suggests that the WAM model ahvays underestimates the
significant wave height for all stations and the mu-WAVE sometimes un-
derestimates the wave height, sometimes overestimates the wave height.
The bias statistics for mu-WAVE are in general smaller than those for the
WAM, rvith similar scatter. For the whole period and all stations, the
biases are of the order of 0.10 m and 0.28 m for mu-WAVE and WAM,
respectively. The scatter index statistics are very close, in the order of
0.29% for mu-WAVE and of 0.36% for WAivI. The root mean square error
levels are in the order of 0.45 m for mu-WAVE and 0.51 m for WAM. The
reduction of the bias achieved by the mu-WAVE can be attributed to the
fact that the mu-WAVD is rvell tuned in the southern North Sea. We rvill
see later that the better prediction of the rvave height by mu-WAVB is at
the sacrifice of underestimation of the mean period. In this section, the
WAIvI model has not yet been tuned! In chapter' 5, it will be shorvn that
the use of tuned equivalent bottom friction coefficients rvill improve the
shalloiv rvater forecasts.
When compared to the results found in literature, the results obtained
with \,VAIvI are satisfactory in terms of the bias and the root mean square
error. The scatter index in the ordel of 39% is too large compared to one
found in literature (in the order of 24%). It is due to the fact that stations
discussed here lie in the quite shallow rvater area. In shallorv water area,
the lorver rvave height may imply that for similar root mean square errors,
the scatter index may be higher than in deep rvater.
It is clear norv that there is, in general, an underestimation of the rvave
characteristics in the WAIvI model results, even though the bias is small
enough to make them acceptable for most practical purposes. I{owever, it
is instructive to see rvhere these biases come from and how.
The first reason for the underprediction of the signifrcant rvave height
lies partly in the underprediction of the rvind speed by the UI(MO wind
1,21
model. A good example of this can be found in figure 4.21b at station mpn
and in figure 4.2Ie at station leg. For these two stations the underprediction
of the model results is very serious for the storm on the 24th and the 25th
of January. When checking the wind data, a severe underprediction (in
the order of about 4 ms-r ) of the UKMO wind speed, which rvas used to
force the model, was found for this storm. The underprediction of rvind
force gives rise to 'not enough' rvind input, thus an underestimation of the
rvave height. Remember that the altimeter rvind data (table 4.7) showed
the underprediction of the rvind by the UI(lvIO model, especially in the
North Atlantic region. Therefore, data assimilation of the altimeter wind
data should improve the model result. This is, horvever, outside the scope
of this study.
Another reason may be due to the 'incorrect'open boundary condition
used for the coarse grid model, rvhich results in the underestimation of the
srvell energy coming from the North Atlantic region. The assimilation of
the global WAM rvave forecast from DCIvI\,VF to correct our coarse grid
boundary condition may therefore also improve the rnodel prediction.
Additionally, one has to face the consequences from the representation
of the buoy on a discrete grid. In general, the model results are available
only at the active grid points. i\nd the buoy locations cannot be expectcd
to coincide rvith one of them. Therefore, certaiu approximations are made,
either by choosing for the comparison the closest grid point (a,s done for this
study), or by interpolating alnong the mesh points surrouncling the buoy
location. Both approximations are adequate if the field is locally srnooth.
Horvever, if there are strong spatial gradients (like in front of the Belgian
coa,st), the error may be significant. The smaller the grid size, the more
limited rvill be the errors for these approximations.
In order to improve the !VAIvI model prediction in this shallorv zone,
rve may rvant to include more wave physics in the model. Since the spatial
resolution used in this study is too coarse to account for the large depth
variability, wave processes like bottom refraction ancl bottom dissipation
rvill be poorly represented by the model. lvloreover, rvave-current interac-
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tions, which may be important in front of the Belgian and Dutch coast, are
poorly represented in the WAM model. The effects of currents on the wave
evolution are not yet taken into account in this phase of the rvork. lVave
breaking due to very limited water depth is also still missed in the model.
Some further investigation will be discussed in chapter 6.
4.7.4 Mean period
Results
Similar to the results of the significant wave height, the results of IVAM
in modelling the mean wave period are shorvn in figures 4.22 a-e for five
stations for the period January 1993. Also shorvn in the figures are the mu-
\,VAVE results. The results of the statistical evaluation of the comparison
between modelled and measured mean period are summarized in Table 4.10.
The results are presented for each station, each month separately and for
the entire period.
Discussion of the results
From figures 4.22 a-e, one finds that reasonable agreement betrveen the
model results and the buoy data is found for both models. r\t all of the
locations, the lVAivI tends to overestimatc the mean periocl compared to
the buoy data for this month, while mu-WAVD produces underestimated
results.
The table suggests that WAM most of time gives negative biases (ovcr-
estimation) in the order of 0.56 s for the lnean lvave period at all stations
during the rvhole period. The mu-lVAVE model produces positive biases
in the order of 0.24 s (underestimation). The scatter index statistics are
close, in the order of 18% for WAIvI and L7% for mu-WAVD. The root
mean square error levels are in the order of 0.93 s for IVAM and 0.80 s for
mu-WAVE.
When compared to the results found in literature (Zambresky,1986b,
bias: -0.71s/-0.0ls; S.I.: 18%121%; RMSD: I.44sl 1.99s), the results ob-
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Table 4.10: Statistical analysis for the mean period Tu G) between the
buoy data and models.
Oct. -0.51 0.14 0.80 0.69 O.ZO rOa
Nov. -0.91 0.17 l.r0 0.17 0.13 O.77
Dec. -0.82 0.19 7.22 O.42 0.18 r.O2Jan. -1.47 O.2l L.62 0.07 0.09 0.64Feb. -0.76 0.19 r.24 0.39 O.2O l.ls
Mar. -0.73 O.l8 1.03 0.19 0.16 O.87
6 m -0.87 0.19 1.20 0.32 0.16 0.94
Oct. -0..10 0.11 0.58 0.31 0.15 0.78
Nov. -0.70 O.l5 0.83 0.07 O.l2 0.64
Dec. -0.39 0.14 0.68 0.40 0.18 0.83
Jan. -0.88 O.l7 1.01 0.09 0.12 0.65
Feb. -0.65 0.19 r.00 0.35 0.18 0.87
Mar. -0.48 0.16 0.78 0..t4 O.l9 0.86
6 m -0.54 0.r5 0.79 0.30 0.16 0.79
Oct. -0.07 O.12 0.57 O.47 0.17 O.75
Nov. -0.10 O.l2 0.57 O.5l 0.r8 0.82
Dec. 0.08 0.16 0.68 0.38 0.20 0.82
Jan. -O.29 0.15 0.80 O.72 O.22 l.0l
Feb. -0.30 0.r8 0.86 0.37 0.17 0.76
Mar. -0.07 0.16 0.69 0.47 O.2r O.82
6 m -O.72 0.15 0.70 O.49 0.19 0.83
Oct. -0.40 0.12 0,61 0.57 0.20 0.9.1
Nov. -0.59 0.14 O.77 0.08 O.l2 0.63
Dec. -O.29 0.14 0.65 0.18 0.15 0.65Jan. -O.83 0.18 r.04 -0.18 0.13 O.7l
Feb. -O.72 O.2l 1.05 O.22 0.15 0.67
Mar. -0.43 0.18 0.87 0.49 0.20 0.87
6 m -0.55 0.17 0.86 0.23 0.16 0.76
Oct. -0.61 O.l5 0.74 0.14 O.ll 0.50
Nov. -0.78 0.rg 0.94 -0.12 0.12 0.56
Dec. -O.43 0.16 0.69 0.19 0.15 0.61
Jan. -1.O2 O.22 1.r8 -0.45 0.r8 0.93
Feb. -1.08 0.29 1.37 O.0.1 0.14 0.60
lvlar. -0.66 0.21 0.9.1 O.22 o.l7 0.66
6 m -0.76 O.2l 1.00 0.05 O.l5 0.65
leg Oct. -0.80 O.23 0.94 O.27 O.l2 0.45
Nov.
Dec. -0.31 0.15
Jan. -0.87 0.20
Feb. -1.04 O.29
Mar. -0.39 0.r9
6 m -O.72 O.22
0.64
1.05
1.34
0.80
1.03
0.33 0.r9 0.74
-0.36 0.19 0.94
0.08 0.15 0.66
0.39 0.21 0.80
o.05 0.18 0.79
All stations 6 m -0.56 0.18 0.17o.24
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Figure 4.22: CompariEon of time series of mean wave period between the
WAM and mu-WAVE predictions and buoy data for January 1993 at dif-
ferent buoy stations: (a) k13; (b) mpn; (c) ym6; (d) eur; (e)leg.
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tained with WAM are satisfactory in terms of the bias (-0.56 s), the scatter
index (19%) and the root mean square error (0.89s).
An additional reason for the overestimated mean period of the WAM
model, on top of those reasons already given for the significant wave height,
is the low direction resolution. The standard directional resolution in WAM
is 30o. This angular step size is too coarse for the refraction calculation to
take the complicated bathymetry of the Belgian coast into account.
4.8 Conclusions
Global grid comparison between the WAM model results and the satellite
data showed that the WAM model produces cluite good results in the North
Sea region and also in the southern North Sea region. Horvever, a big
underprediction of the WAM model was found in the rvhole North Atlantic
region. The most severe underestimation of the model lies at the northertr
and western open sea boundaries. This is due to the fact that the open
sea boundaries rvere treated as fixed rvalls, rvhere the fetch limited larv is
applied. The assimilation of the global rvave ntodel results forecasted at
DCMWF into the coarse grid open boundaries or the development of an
energy forcing scheme to simulate the propagation of the North Atlantic
srvells, are trvo measures recommended for future rvork to improve the ntodel
results.
Statistical analysis for the significant rvave height betrveen the altimeter
and the WAM model rnade obvious that a good agreement betrveen tlte
altimeter and the WAIvI model is obtained in the North Sea region, rvith a
bias of the order of 0.31 m and a scatter index of the order of 28%. lVAlvI
underestimates the significant rvave height for the rvhole domain, especially
in the North Atlantic (opcn sea) region, rvith biases in the order of 0.83m.
A very large scatter index (about 58%) was found in the channel region.
It rvas found that the wind speed is underestimated by the UI(lvlO model,
mainly in the North Atlantic region and particularly in the rvinter period.
I{owever, the predictions of the wind speed in the North Sea are quite good.
r27
Tlre scatter index (about 20%) and the roor-mean-square error (about 2
rns-r) show that the UI{MO rvinds are of good quality in the North Sea
regiou.
From the global grid comparison between the \,VAIVI and the rnu-WAVD
results it was found that both models perform quite similarly in the North
Sea. In the southern North Sea, mu-WAVE predicts a slightty larger (in
the order of 0.2 m) the significant wave height than WAIvI. There is a
relatively large disparity at the open boundary of the model domain as
well as at some physical boundaries. Although both models appl-v limited
fetch larvs at these open boundaries, the implementation of these conditions
may result in a big differential local behaviour.
The cross comparison betrveen the satellite data, the IVAN,I and the
mu-lVAVD models result along a selected set of subtracks shoived that
there exists a good agreement between observation and model predictions
along the satellite subtrack except at the open sea boundary. It rvas found
that the WAIvI model performs rnuch better for a fast moving storms and
responds much faster to rvind changes than the mu-lVAVE model.
The statistical analysis betrveen the buoy data ancl the WAIvI model pre-
clictions shorved that the WAIVI model underestimates the significant rvave
height and overestimates the ntean rvave period rvith biascs in the order
of 0.28 m and 0.56 s, respectively. The significant rvave hcight predicted
by WAIvI are satisfactory in ternrs of the bias and the root lllean square
error as compared to the results found in litera,ture. The scatter index in
the order of 36% is larger a,s compared to the one found in literature (in
tlre order of 2a%) since the buoy locatious discussed in this study lie in
the quite shallorv rvater area, rvhich results in a higher scatter inde.r than
in deep rvater for similar root mean square error. The mean period is rvell
simulated by the WAIvI in terms of the bias, the scatter index and the root
mean square error as colnpared to the statistics found in literature.
For the prediction of the significant wave height the mu-lVAVD model
has slightly smaller bias (betrveen the buoy data and model results) as
compared to !VAIvI, rvith similar scatter index and root mcan square error.
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However, WAM, in general, gives better predictions for storm conditions.
For the mean period, mu-WAVE underestimates the prediction and WAM
overestimates it as compared to the buoy data. For both models, the scatter
index and root mean square error are similar for the mean period prediction.
The main reason for the underprediction of the significant wave height
and the overestimation of the mean wave period lies in the underpredic-
tion of the wind speed by the UKMO wind model; the 'incorrect' open
boundary condition used for the coarse grid modell the consequences from
the representation of the buoy station on a discrete grid; too coarse spatial
resolution and too low directional resolution used in this work to account
for the significant depth variability; and the poor representation of wave-
currents interactions by the model. Further efforts are required in the area
of data assimilation, high resolution in space and direction, more wave
physics including (cf wave breaking) and the coupling between wave and
tide models.
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Chapter 5
Developrnent and Test of
Equivalent Dissipation
Coefficients
5.1 fntroduction
Shallorv water rvave forecasting models have to take the rvave-bottom in-
teractions into account. For sandy bottoms or rvhere rvave generated sand
ripples occur, as found in many continental shelves, bottom friction dissi-
pation is the major rvave-bottom interaction clissipation mechanisnr. In the
last decades several different bottom friction dissipation formulations have
been developed, including an empirical expression based on the JONSIVAP
experiment (Hasselmann et a1.,1973), three drag law models (Hasselmann
and Collins, 1968; Collins, 1972; It'ladsen et a\.,1988)and the edd-v viscosity
model (Weber, 1991a). These formulations have been used rvidely in many
operational wave models. The effects of different bottom friction formula-
tions on the energy balance rvere quantitatively investigated by Luo and
Il,Ionbaliu (1994) (also see Chapter 3). They found that these formulations
for the bottom friction source term result in quite different grorvth curves
for the total energy and the peak frequency for depth-limited rvind gener-
ated waves in the fetch-limited case. For a rvater clepth of 15 rn and a rvind
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friction velocity of 0.71 rns-l (the corresponding U1s equals 15.6 rns-l) a
difference as big as 70% for the total energy was reported. Moreover, the
CPU time used for prediction of the botton dissipation is quite different
for these five bottom friction dissipation formulations. Among these five
formulations the empirical JONSWAP formulation is the simplest one, and
needs the least amount of computing time. The eddy viscosity model and
Madsen's drag larv model are the most complicated ones, and cost the most
computing time. These two models however contain more physical infor-
mation because they model the bottom boundary layer more accurately
and will therefore allow extension to modelling wave induced sediment mo-
tion. The main difficulty to use these two nodels is the prediction of the
bottom roughness height (1(lr). Generally the bottom roughness is deter-
mined by the flow field and the sediment properties. If sandy bottoms
are considered, the shape of the ripples can change the value of the bot-
tom roughness height. Although Grant and lvladsen (1982) proposed to
model the ripple roughness for the moveable-bed from the grain diameter
and the rvave condition, Tolman (1990) argued that the Grant and lvlad-
sen (1982) formulation shorved a strong discontinuity in bottom roughness,
and in numerical experiments small changes in the selected grain diameter
could produce either no differcnce or a large difference in the calculated
rvave hcight. Ile proposed to select the bottom roughness.Iil,' to be con-
stant, and this constant could be calibrated for a model to fit available
measutements.
In section 5.2 it rvill be investigated horv, by proper adjustrnent of their
dissipation coelficients, different fonnulations of the bottorn friction dissi-
pation can lead to the same effect on the energy balance for fetch-limited
shallorv rvater waves at the fully developed stage. Equivalent coefficients
referred to the bottom roughness height in the eddy viscosity model are de-
veloped for the empirical formulation and three drag larv models in fetch-
limited shallow rvater for three different rvind friction velocities (also see
Lro et a/., 1994). In section 5.3, three different models for the bottom
friction dissipation: the empirical e.xpression (Ilasselmamn et al. , 1973),
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a drag law model (Collins, 1972) and the eddy viscosity model (Weber,
1991a) have been implemented in the Cycle 4 version of the WAIvI model.
The hindcasts are made for the period running from the 1st to the 28th
February 1993 for the area of the southern North Sea. The results from
different bottom friction formulations are compared rvith each other and
rvith the measurements for different stations as rvell. The validity of using
equivalent coefficients rvill be tested in real circumstances in section 5.4
(also see Luo el o/., 1995).
5.2 Development of equivalent coefficients in fetch-
limited shallow water
5.2.L The governing equation
The evolution of ocean rvave spectra can be described by the energy trans-
port equation. For the one- dimensional fetch-limited shallow rvater con-
ditions and rvith a flat bottom the equation takes the form (also see equa-
tion(3.1 1)):
(5.1)
rvith C, the group velocity in shallow water, F (= [(f,0,x,t)) thc [rc-
quency spectrun, / the frequency, d the direction of a wave coulponent, c
the fetch. Su (= Srot(f ,0,r,t)) is the total source term, rvhich is the sum
of rvind input ^9;,, (3.13), rvhitecapping dissipation 5;" (3.14), bottom fric-
tion dissipation 
^961 and nonlinear interactions 5,,1 (3.15). For the bottorn
friction dissipation 56y, the five expressions described in 3.2 rvere applied.
5.2.2 The initial conditions
In the present study numerical experiments were done for a nondimensional
rvater depth h* (lt* = lrg lr?.) of 300. Three different rvind friction velocities
rvere used: 0.5 rns-r,0.7I ms-l, 1.0 rns-1 (the corresponding rvind speed
Urc: l2.lms-r, 15.6rns-r,2I.5ms-1; using the relation of !Vu, 1982). The
initial conditions can be found in Table 3.2.
,,oF-c.
"9 0f - u.o.
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5.2.3 Results
First of all the eddy viscosity model rvas implemented. For each rvind
friction velocity, L0 luns have been made with 10 different bottom roughness
heights IiN(W) (Weber, 1991a), resulting in 10 different asymptotic levels
for the total energy. Secondly the other four models were also implemented,
however in order to reproduce the same asymptotic energy level as the
eddy viscosity model, the dissipation coefficients c("/) (JONSWAP, 1973),
CJ@C) (Hasselman and Collins, 1968), CtQ) (Collins, 1972) and IiN(M)
(Madsen et al., 1-988) rvere adequately chosen, and the energy transport
equation (5.t) rvas solved with the new source term. Note these values
rvere obtained by trial and error.
Figure 5.1 shows the resulting equivalent coefficient curves for the dif-
ferent models. For an arbitrary bottom roughness height IiN(W) in the
eddy viscosity model it is always possible to find equivalent dissipation
coeffi.cients for the other four models. Equivalent dissipation coefficients
increase rvith increasing bottom roughness /(N(1.'f). For different rvind
friction velocities the equivalent coefficients are different. The equivalent
roughness height IiN(t'l/) seems to be fairly unsensitive to the change of
the air friction velocity rvhen tlte Ii1,'(1,7) value is relatir'el-v small.
As an example one can take a bottorn roughness height Ii1',(ll') of 4
cn'L as suggested by lVeber (1991b). For a rvind friction velocity of 0.71
nzs-r this choice results in an equivalent value 0.0667 n2s-3 for c("/),
0.025 for Ct(C),0.0142 for C1(HC) or 1.8 cnt. for liN(II) to produce
(nearly) the same energy level. The run number definition corresponding
to this set of equivalent coeffi.cients can be found in Table 5.1. The c value
of 0.0667 tn2s-3 agrees rvith the value proposed by Bourvs and Komen
(1983). For a rvind friction velocity of 1.0 rns-r the equivalent coefficients
are 0.0726 m2s-3 for c("I),0.017 for C/C),0.00978 for C1(HC) and 1.94
cm for IiN(M). Using a wind friction velocity of 0.5 ffis-r, a value of
0.0612 m2s-3 for c("/),0.038 for Ct(C),0.0235 for ClQIC) or 1.49 cm
for 1(1,,(.Lf ) is found to be equivalent to the bottom roughness 1(1,'(l'll) of a
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Figure 5.1: Equivalent coefficients in a function of bottom roughness height
I(7,1(W)z (a) for c(J); (b) fot C1(HC); (c) for CtQ); (d) for I{p(M).
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cm. The equivalent roughness height I( N(M) is nearly identical for different
air friction velocities when the roughness height IiN(W) is smaller than I
cm. On the other hand, a value of 0.038 m2s-3 for C(J) as proposed in
JONSWAP (Hasselmann et al., i973), corresponds to an equivalent bottom
roughness height IiN(W) of 0.69 cm fior a wind friction velocity of 0.71
ffis-r, to I.I2 cm and. 0.35 cm for wind friction velocities of 0.5 rns-r
and 1.0 rns-r respectively. For a wind friction velocity of 0.71 rns-I, an
equivalent value 0.69 cm for the roughness height I(N(VV) in the eddy
viscosity formulation,0.0056 for C1(HC) in the drag larv formulation or
0.01 for Ct(C) in the simplified drag larv expression or 0.345 cmfor IiN(M)
in the Madsen et al. d,raglaw model must be used. For this set of equivalent
coefficients, run number can also be found in Table 5.1.
In the literature there have been some comparisons made of the be-
haviour of different bottom friction dissipation formulations (cf Li and Mao,
1991; Weber, 1991b). However, they did not use equivalent coefficients in
their comparison. For example, a value of 0.015 for the coefficient Cl in
the simplified drag larv formulation, as used in Li's and lVlao's study (Li
and Ivlao, 1991), is not comparable to the nean value of 0.038 m2s-3 for
the coefficient c in the empirical formulation at the rvind speed 20 ms-r
(this speed rvas selected in Li's and ivlao's study).
5.2.4 Evaluation of equivalent growth curves
It has been shorvn that the bottom friction dissipation coeflicients can be
tuned to be equivalent so that all five forrnulations give almost the same
grorvth curves for the total energy and the peak frequency. One typical set
of these equivalent coefficients is referred to the eddy viscosity fonnulation
El rvith roughness height 4 cm,[or arvind friction velocity of 0.71 nrs-r aud
for a water depth 15 m (i.e., a nondimensional rvater depth 300). One should
use an equivalent value 0.0667 rn2s-3 for c in the ernpirical JONSIVAP
formulation,0.025 for Cl in the simplified drag larv expression (Collins,
1972) or 0.0142 for C 1 in the clrag larv forrnulation (llassehnann and Collins,
1968) and )..8 cm for 1(1,' in the drag law model of lvladse n et a/.. Dquivalent
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Table 5.1: Combinations of run number, bottom friction dissipation formu-
lations and related coefficients.
models run number coefficients
Empirical formulation (3.2)
(Hasselmann et al., 1973
Drag law formulation (3.4)
(Hasselmann and Collins, 1968) DHC2
DI{C3
c(J) 
- 
0.038rnzs-r
c(J) = 0.0667m2s-3
DHCl CJ@C) = 0.015
Ct@C) = 0.0056
Cr@C) = 0.0142
J1
J2
Simplified drag law
(Collins, 1972)
Drag law
(Madsen
formulation (3.7)
et aL.,1988a)
C t(C) = 0.015
CrQ) = 0.025
CtG) = 0.010
IiN(M) = 4cm
Ii N(IuI) = 1.8cm
3.5) DCl
DC2
DC3
DIVIl
D]VI2
DM3 Ii rv( IUI) = 0.345cm
Eddy viscosity 3.10) IiNQV) = 4.0cm
coefficients obtained in the previous section are for a nondimensional rvater
depth of 300. Are these coefficients still valid for other nondimensional
rvater depths? lvith this set of equivalent coefficicnts, five runs are carried
out for a rvater depth o[ 30 nt and a rvind friction velocity of 0.71 ms-l
(i.e., a nondimensional rvater depth of 600).
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 respectively shorv the total energy and the peak
frequency growth curves for the J2, DHC3, DC2, DlvI2 and Dl runs rvith
rvater depths of 15 m and 30 m. Por the sltorter fetches these equivalent
values create a bit of difference (l%-5% for the energy, 0.5%-2Vo for the
peak frequency). For a rvater depth of 30 ni the run J2 (c =0.0667 *"-")
creates a 7% lorver and a 4% higher asymptotic level for the total energy
and for the peak frequency respectively as compared to the run Dl (Il'N =
4 cm); the DHC3 (Ct = 0.0142) and DC2 (Ct = 0.025) runs both produce
slightly lorver (about 2.5%) values for the total energy and slightly higher
(about 2%) values for the peak frequency than the run D1 (1(1" = 4 cnr). For
(Weber, 1991a) D2 1i1,1(VV) = 0.69cnz
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Figure 5.2: Growth curves of nondimensional total energy .E* (equal to
Eg'lu?-) as a function of nondimensional fetch X* (equal to qlu2"*) in
water of 15 m and 30 m depths for one set of equivalent dissipation coeffi-
cients (Here ua* = 0.71rns-l).
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Figure 5.3: Growth curves of nondimensional peak frequency /j (equal
to fruo*f g) t" t function of nondimensional fetch X* (equal to'xglu2".)
in water of 15 m and 30 m depths for one set of equivalent dissipation
coefficients (Here tto. = 0.71 ms-l).
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Figure 5.4: The values for C (in (3.i)) corresponding to the five equivalent
dissipation coefficients for a rvater of 15 m at the fully developed stage sea
(Ilere uo* = 0.71 rns-l).
a nondimensional rvater depth of 600 the error introduced by the equivalent
coefficients is thus of the order of 5%. This difference is small, especially
rvhen compared to the difference of707o for the total energy produced by the
original formulations. lvloreover, since the influence of bottom dissipation
diminishes with increasing rvater depth, one should not expect for other
depths to see differences in energy or peak frequency values exceeding this
error level.
The values for C (in equation 3.7) corresponding to the above five equiv-
alent dissipation coefficients are shorvn in Figure 5.4 for a water depth of 15
rn and a wind friction velocity of 0.71 rns-l at the fully developed stage.
One can see that the value for Ct from J2 exactly equals the value for
Coc from DC2 and for Cou from DM2. Although the values for Conc
(DHC3) andCs (E1) are respectively dependent on the wavedirection and
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on the frequency, the values for Ct (J2),Cps (DC2) and Corrr (Divt2) lie
in the range of Conc and Cs values; for example, the value for CE (E1)
around the peak frequency (fp = 0,145 IIz) is equal to the value for C.y
and Coc. This explains rvhy the five tuned equivalent coefficients have a
nearly identical effect on the total energy and the peak frequency.
Another typical set of equivalent coefficients is referred to the empirical
JONSWAP formulation with the mean c(.I) value of 0.038 rn2s-3. To pro-
duce the same asymptotic level for the total energy and the peak frequency
for a wind friction velocity of 0.71 rns-r and for a rvater depth of 15 m,
an equivalent value 0.69 cm for the roughness height I(N(W) in the eddy
viscosity formulation, 0.01 for CtQ) in the simplified drag law expression
or 0.0056 for C /H C ) in the drag law formulation and 0.345 cm tor Ii N(M)
in the drag law model of Madsen el a/. must be used. For a rvater depth
of 30 m the runs E2,DHC2, DC3 and DM3 (run number definition can be
found in Table 5.1) predict at most 7To morc for the total energy and 4%
lcss for the peak frequency as compared to the run Jl (see figures 5.5 and
o.o t.
Although the eddy viscosity model (Weber, 1991a) and the drag larv
model from lvladsen et al. (1988) are physically rnore corrcct and pro-
vicle more detailed information about the bottom boundary laycr, it docs
not a.lrvays seem rvorthrvhilc to spend the extra calculation effort for thcsc
trvo models. r\ proper equivalent coefficient in the empirical expression
can cover a rvide range of practical conditions and should therefore suffice
in most circumstances for operational models. It remains essential to use
different c values for diflerent rvind friction velocities and for different cir-
cumstances rvith different bottom roughness heights, thus an operational
model has to be calibrated for the local florv circumstances.
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5.3 Implementation of eddy viscosity and drag
law models in WAM
5.3.1 Wave models
In chapter 4 we described the wave prediction for the Belgian coastal waters
based on the Cycle 4 version of the WAM model. As it rvas discussed before,
the WAM model is a third generation wave model rvhich solves the rvave
transport equation explicitly without any ad hoc assumption on the shape
of the wave spectrum. In this version of the WAM model, the source terms
include the rvind input, rvhitecapping, nonlinear interactions and bottom
dissipation. For bottom dissipation, the empirical JONSWAP formulation
rvith the mean c value of 0.038 rn2s-3 was applied. This section describes
the implementation of the eddy viscosity model and one of the drag law
models for the computation of the bottom friction dissipation in the Cycle
4 version of the WAM model.
The basic energy transport equation for a Cartesian coordinates system,
in the absence of currents. can be described as
T * {,A,sind.F) * *,f",cosdr) + ftGon = stotancl 
., = 
,i,,#eh G*o# - roreff)
(5.2)
(5.3)
The general forrn of cp can be found in section 2.3.1 (cquation (2.39)). For
source terms, the rvind input ^9;,, is taken from equation (2.53), the dissi-
pation due to rvhitecapping is given by equation (2.65) and the nonlinear
interactions by equations (2.72) and (2.73). For the bottom friction dissipa-
tion in shallorv water, the general formulation is equation (3.1). The three
different expressious for the bottom friction dissipation retained in this
section, are given in Table 5.2, the reader is referred to Luo and Nlonbaliu
(1994) (also see chapter 3) for the detailed description ofthese coefficients.
The hindcast is made on the coarse grid model. The buoy data from sta-
tions k13 and ym6 are used. The model domain and the indication of the
buoy stations are shorvn in figure 5.7 (also see section,l.3).
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Table 5.2t
Q=?
Coc = 2CtlU2\,
Cp = u'(TL((o) + Zi((o)) Weber, 1991a
Hasselmann et al., 1973 c = 0.038 mrs-r
Collins, 1972 cl = 0.015Ifry-4cm
020
Figure 5.7: The coarse grid domain.
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5.3.2 Hindcast results
One month period running from the lst to the 28th of February igg3 is
hindcasted by the \,VAM model with three original bottom friction for-
mulations, denoted by J1 for the empirical JONS\,VAP expression (c =
0.038rn2s-3), DCl for the Collins'model (Ct = 0.015), and D1 for the
Weber's eddy viscosity model (1i1,' = 4cm). The rvind fields are provided
by the United Kingdom Meterological Office (UI(MO) in GRIB (GRIdded
Binary) and decoded by the lvlanagement Unit of the North Sea lvlathe-
matical Ivlodels (M.U.lvI.M.). These winds were compared with the satellite
data and buoy data. The comparison showed that the wind forcing used
to drive the rvave model is of good quality (Ovidio et al., 1994a,b).
As an example, figure 5.8 presents a global vierv of the significant rvave
height difference betrveen the empirical formulation J1 and the eddy vis-
cosity mode Dl at 6h GMT February 21 1993. The maximum difference
for the significant wave height rvas found in the Dutch coastal zone, in the
older of 1.9 m. For the southern North Sea area near the Belgian coast,
the difference is in the order of 1 m.
In figures 5.9 and 5.10 the hindcast results for the significant rvave
height .I/" are displayed rvith thc mcasured data for rvave station k13
and ym6, respectively. Table 5.3 shorvs the statistica,l analysis for these
trvo buoys and the CPU time usecl by the rvhole rvavc model for a one-
day prediction. Frorn Table 5.3 it can be found that at station k13 all
three models underestimate the signilicant rvave height as compared to the
buoy data. Both the eddy viscosity ntodel and the drag larv yield less
positive bias (less underestimation) for the significant rvave height than the
empirical expression used conventionally in the \\AIvI rnodel for the rvhole
period. It means that the application of the eddy viscosity model (D1) or
the drag larv expression (DCl) for thc dissipation coefficient in 561 results
in a decreased bottorn dissipation for the rvhole period. Ilorvever, for storrn
conditions, the empirical formulation produces much more rcalistic rcsults
as compared to the other two models (see figure 5.9). For example, from
I,I4
l"['re WAM rnodel
o
Significoni wove height difference
t4 
-1
Wed Sep 27 09:34:3t MET 1995
Figure 5.8: Signilicattt wave height difference between J1 and E1 runs at
6h GIvIT 21st of FebruarY 1993
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Figure 5.9: Time series of significant wave height from three different bot-
tom friction formulations for February 1993 at station k13.
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Figure 5.10: Time series of significant wave height from three difierent
bottom friction formulations for February 1993 at station ym6.
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Table 5.3: Significant rvave height data, buoys us model; positive bias
notes an underestimation by the rnodels.
J1 0.15 0.29 0.42 675
k13 E1 0.10 0.26 0.36 930
cl 0.09 0.29 0.42 690
de-
ym6
0.4 i
0.36
0.40
Jl -0.14 0.42
B1 -0.18 0.37
cl -0.22 0.39
OJD
930
690
6h GMT of 19th to 6h GMT 21st February 1993 (the rvind speed is in the
range of 14 - 18 rns-r), the empirical formulation (J1) predicts significant
rvave height very close to the buoy data, however, the eddy viscositl' model
(D1) and the drag larv (C1) underestimate the /1" with about 1.1 meter
(I8%, peak value) as compared to the buoy data. The implementation of
the eddy viscosity model (81) or the drag larv formulation (C1) produces
too much bottom dissipation for this storm at station k13.
For station ym6, all three of the models overestimate the -Il" value
for the rvhole month. The enrpirical formulation has less negative bias
(less overestination) than the eddy viscosity model and the drag larv for
this period. Horvever, for storm rveather conditiotts, the use of the eddy
viscosity model and the drag larv gives closer .I/" va,lues to the buol' data
than the ernpirical formulation, rvhich overestimates the 11" rvith about 2
nreter (50%,peak value). The application of the eddy viscosity model yields
an enhanced bottom dissipation as compared to the empirical one for this
storm condition at station ym6.
The performance of three bottom dissipation models is quite different
for storm conditions and for the whole period average. For storm condi-
tions, the empirical forrnulation predicts larger 11" than the eddy viscosity
model and the drag larv at both stations. This higher prediction of the ,I1"
resulting from the empirical formulation is more realistic at k13, horvever,
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at ymo it is much worse, as compared to the buoy data, than the prediction
from other two models. For the whole period average, the eddy viscosity
model and the drag law produce larger .I1" than the empirical one, resulting
in closer 11" values to the buoy data at k13 but far arvay at ymo. The use
of a fixed bottom roughness height (in the eddy viscosity model) or a fixed
c value (in the empirical formulation) for the whole prediction domain and
the whole period is unrealistic. The most serious difference for the rvave
height prediction is found at storm conditions.
5.4 Test of equivalent coefficients
Different bottom friction dissipation formulations result in quite different
grorvth curves for the total energy and the peak frequency for depth-limited
rvind generated waves in the fetch-limited case (Luo and Monbaliu, lgg4).
In section 5.2 equivalent dissipation coefficients were proposed so that dif-
ferent bottom friction dissipation formulations produce the same or nearly
the same levels for the total energy and the peak frequency for fetch-limited
shallow water condition (also see Lto et a/, 1994). For example, for a rvind
velocity of 16.5 DS-r, the eddy viscosity model rvith bottom roughness
height 4 cm, the drag larv formulation rvith Cl ol0.025 and the empirical
expression rvith a c value of 0.0667 m2s-3 are equivalent for the fetch-
limited grorvth curves. Corresponding to the mean value (c 
- 
0.038ni2s-3)
of the JONS\,VAP experiments, a bottom roughness height of 0.Og crn in the
eddy viscosity model and a C7 value of 0.01 for Collins' model are equiva-
lent. Ale these equivalent coefficients still valid for the real circumstances?
\Ve tested these equivalent coefficients for the storm conditions. We chose
the storm that occurred from 6h GMT 19th to 6h GIvIT 21st of February
1993, the rvind speed in this storm is in the range of 14 - 18 rns-l (close to
15.6 rns-t ).
For station k13, the ernpirical formulation (J1) rvith dissipation coefli-
cient c of 0.038rn2s-3 produces the closest results to the buoy measurements
among the three formulations. We tested the equivalent coefficients ,I(1,' of
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Table 5.4: Significant rvave height data, buoys us model rvith equivalent
coefficients; positive bias denotes an underestimation by the models.
Station .9or Bias(m) SI RMSD (m) CPU (s/day)
J1 0.15 0.29 0.42
k13 E2 0.03 0.24 0.36
c3 0.04 0.25 0.37
675
954
739
ym6
0.33
0.36
0.35
680
930
737
J2 -0.03 0.35
El -0.18 0.37
c2 -0.i5 0.35
0.69crn for the eddy viscosity model (denoted by D2), and the equivalent
Cy of 0.01 for the Collins' model (denoted by C3) for this station. The
resulting time series of the significant rvave height is shown in figure 5.11.
A global vierv of the significant rvave height difference betrveen J1 and D2
is presented in figure 5.12 at 6h GMT 21st of February 1993. It is found
that for this storm the predicted 11" from the three equivalent coefficients
are quite close. The statistical analysis (Table 5.4) shorvs that the equiva-
lent coefficients found from the storm conclition also improved the results
for the rvhole period. The ,I1, bias betrvcen tlte btroy clata and the model
prediction decreases to Sctn for E2 and ,lcnr for C3. The ,I/" scatter index
is also decreased for D2 ancl C3 as compared to Dl and Cl respectively
(Table 5.3).
For station ym6, another set of the equivalent coefficients rvill be testcd.
Since the use of the eddy viscosity model (Dl) predicted better the signif-
icant rvave height H" to the buoy data than the one from the other two
formulations, the equivalent coefficients to El ate: c = 0.0667m2s-3 for
the empirical formulation (deloted by J2), and Cy = 0.025 for the Collins'
model (denoted by C2). The hindcast results for the significant rvave height
is displayed in figure 5.13, and the statistical data are shorvn in Table 5.4.
One can see that the application of the equivalent coefHcients improves the
results not only for the storm condition but also for the average prediction
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Figure 5.11: Time series of significant rvave height of February 1993 at
station k13 from one set of equivalent coefficients: c = 0.038rn2s-3 in Jl;
.If1y = 0.69cm in E2; Cl = 0.0t0 in DC3.
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Figure 5.12: Significant wave height difference between Jl and E2 runs at
6h GMT 21st of February 1993
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Figure 5.13: Time series of significant wave height of February 1993 at
station ym6 from another set of equivalent coefficients: c = 0.0667m2s-3
in J2; .I(1" = 4.0cm in Dl; Ct = 0.025 in DC2.
in the whole period rvith respect to the bias, the scatter index and the root
lnean square error for the significant rvave height.
5.5 Conclusions
It is possible to tune the bottom friction dissipation coefficients so that
all five formulations give almost the same growth curves for the total en-
ergy and the peak frequency. The equivalent coefficients for the empirical
formulation and three drag larv models rvere obtained and referred to the
bottom roughness height in the eddy viscosity model for three different
rvind velocities and a nondimensional rvater depth of 300. The introduced
error for other water depths is estimated to be of the order of 5%.
The empirical formulation is the most economical in terms of computa-
tional cost. Although the eddy viscosity rnodel is physically more correct
4
E
3
r
3010
I
;
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and provides more detailed information about the bottom boundary layer,
it does not ahvays seem worthrvhile to spend the extra calculation effort.
The use of the ernpirical JONSWAP forrnulation rvith the equivalent coeffi-
cients is for many practical operational applications not only computation-
ally efficient, but it also produces results with the same order of accuracy
as the more sophisticated models for the bottom friction dissipation. It
remains essential to use different c values for different bottom roughness
heights. A proper equivalent coefficient in the empirical expression cal-
ibrated according to the local florv conditions can cover a wide range of
practical conditions and should therefore suffice in most circumstances.
Tlre eddy viscosity model and one (Collins, 1972) of the drag larv ex-
pressions have been implemented in the Cycle 4 of the WAM model for
the computation of the bottom friction dissipation. The wave hindcast for
the period running from the lst to the 28th of February 1993 is made by
using the \,VAlvI Cycle 4 rvith three different bottorn dissipation modcls
in the southern North Sca area. The hindcast results are cornpared rvith
the buoy data. The comparison shorvs that the performances of different
bottom friction models are quite different for the storm conditions and for
the rvhole period average at trvo buoy stations. The use of a fixed bottom
rorrghness hcight (in thc eddl' viscosity rnoclel) or a fixccl c value (in the
enrpirical forntulatiou) for the rvhole plccliction dotnain and the rvholc pe-
riocl is unrealistic. The application of thc equivalent dissipation cocflicicuts
tuned in the storm conditions on tlte basis of the buoy data produces quite
closely the significaut rvave height 11", and it also improves the results for
the rvhole period rvith respect to the bia,s, the scatter index and the root
lnean square error betrveen the significant rvave height prediction and the
buoy data.
For different stations, different equivalent dissipation coefficients are
suggested. r\t station k13, the equivalent coefficients c rvith 0.038m2s-3
for the ernpirical forrnulation, the /i1,' of 0.69cm for the bottorn roughness
heiglrt in the eddy viscosity model and the C1 of 0.015 for the Collin's
cxprcssion have improvcd thc signilicant rvavc hcigltt results for both the
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storm condition and the calm condition. For station ym6, one should use
another set of the dissipation coefficients: the c of 0.0667m2s-3 for the
empirical formulation, the .Ii1y of 4.0cm for the eddy viscosity model and
the C y of 0.015 for the Collin's expression.
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An Introduction to the
Effect of Depth-limited
Wave Breaking and
Currents
Chapter 6
6.1 Introduction
Spectral numerical rvavc moclels have bccn used operationally for rnany
ycars to [orecast sca conditions, either globally or regionally. Ilorvcvcr,
vcry lerv models consider the rvave brcaking due to linrited dcpth and the
interactions betrveen wavcs and tidc/surge motion. The bathymctry of the
Belgian coastal zone is very complicated. The rvater depth is quite lirnited.
lVater'-level changes, currents variation and rvave breaking due to limited
depth become very important to the rvave evolution.
The first goal of this chapter is to get a better understanding of rvave
breaking process. ^t\s a first attempt to this end, the effect of depth-limited
rvave breaking on the rvave evolutiou in the Belgian shallorv zone is inves-
tigated numerically . The Cycle 4 version of the \,VAIvl rnodel has becn
extended rvith a formulation for the depth-limited rvave breaking, based
on the expressiou of Battjcs and Janssen (1978), rvhich rvas described in
section 2.3.2. Yan Vledder (1995) moclificcl this cxpression for the prcclic-
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tion of the energy loss per spectral component. In the ne.xt section, a short
description of rvave breaking modelling will be given. The rvave hindcast
along the Belgian coast is made for the period from the lst to the 31st of
October 1992 and for the period from the lst to the 28th of [ebruary 1993.
Tlre fine grid, which is described in section 4.4.2,is selected for the model
domain. The results can be found in section 6.3.
The interactions betrveen waves and tidal currents have been a very
hot topic in recent years. The second goal of this part of the rvork is to
investigate the influence of currents on the wave evolution along the Belgian
Coast. Trvo test runs are made using WAM Cycle 4 with uniform steady
currents fields (section 6.4). The nature of coupling the WAIvI Cycle 4
rvith a tide surge model rvill be discussed in section 6.5. Some preliminary
results from the coupled wave-tide-surge model (called CO\,VAM4) rvith an
artificial tide and artificial currents are qiven as rvell.
6.2 Modelling of depth-induced wave breaking
Trvo approaches to rvave breaking in shallorv rvater have been put forrvard
and modellcd recently. One is lrom the study of Young (1988). Ile pre-
sented a second generation shallorv rvater rvavc tnodel in rvhich rvind input,,
rvhitecapping, nonlinear interactions, bottom friction attd rvave breaking
rvere considered. The rvave breaking is irnposed through the linriting wave
height, rvhich is expressed as
* = 0.tztanh(I;h) (6.1)L
rvhere ,I/" is the significant rvave height, .t is the rvave length, l' is the rvave
number, and A is the rvater depth.
The above equation is rearranged in terms of the energy spectrum to
obtain a limiting value of the total energy E^o, as
E,no, = 
o'035-5cl (6.2)
9"
rvhere c- is the phase speed of the mean frcqucncy o[ the spcctrum.
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Dquation (6.2) sets a limit on the total energy of the spectrum; horvever,
it gives no information of the limiting spectrum itself. The excess rvave
energy is removed from the lorvest frequencies. Young's model was applied
on a nested grid to simulate wave conditions generated during the passage of
selected tropical cyclones in the Indian Ocean off the west coast of Australia.
This approach is rather coarse since it only removes energy from the lowest
frequencies.
Another approach is to distribute the total dissipation rate (of Battjes
and Janssen, 1978, described in 2.3.2) in proportion to the local spectral
density, on the assumption that the breaking does not alter the spectral
shape. Laboratory observations by Beji and Battjes (1993) of wave break-
ing on and passing over a bar lend support to such an assumption. The rvork
of Vincent el a/. (1994) also indicated that rvithin the surf zone the dis-
tribution of rvave dissipation due to breaking is proportional to the energy
level and not dependent on frequency. By using this approach, I{olthuijsen
et al. (1993) included the depth-lirnited breaking terrn in a recently de-
veloped spectral rvave model for the coastal zone. Van Vledder (1995) has
investigated the performance of a full third generation model in shallorv
rvater rvith formulations for surf breaking and nonlinear triad iuteractions.
I'[c reported that in the coastal zone wave breaking clue to limited deptlr
is clominant over the physical effects of the rvave grorvth processes. The
energy dissipation by brcaking waves over the rvave spcctrum is formulated
as (Van Vledder, 1995)
(6.3)
rvhere a6" is a constant of order one, Q6 is the local fraction of breaking
waves, determined by equation (2.92),4,,, is the mean wave number. The
criterion for computing tlie maximum rvave height II^o, is
Hnox ='ldh
Su,(f ,0) = -f,a6,k^Q6Hh.,ry*
rvith T4 a scaling factor.
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(6.4)
In the Battjes-Janssen model the ma-ximurn wave height (equation (2.9.1))
is computed according to a combined steepness and depth-linited break-
ing criterion. Dquation (6.4) removes the dependence of wave breaking on
rvave steepness to avoid the double counting of breaking due to wave steep-
ness in the presence of a whitecapping dissipation source term. It is easily
seen that -irl-o, becomes negligible in deep water as compared to the water
depth.
In this study, the magnitude of rvave breaking effect on the wave evolu-
tion in the Belgium coastal zone will be examined by the implementation
of Van Vledder's model into the Cycle 4 version of the WAM model.
6.3 Hindcast studv with inclusion of wave break-
itrg
A trvo months period from the lst to the 3lst of October 1992 and from the
lst to the 28th of February 1993 is hindcasted by the cycle 4 version of lVAIvl
rnodel where the original JONSIVAP empirical formulation is taken for thc
bottom friction dissipation source and the clepth-induccd rvavc brcaking is
included. The runs rvill be denoted by'J1BR'. The hindcast study rvas
rnacle on the fine grid modcl. The fine gricl clomain rvas describcd in section
4.3. ligure 6.1 shorvs the domain geometry ancl thc indication of tlte rvave
stations. For thc detailed information about tltese five stations, onc is
referred to Table 4.2. The shallorvest station is a2b (the rvater depth is
7.7 m). The hindcast results are compared rvith the ones from the original
\,VAM Cycle 4 model rvithout inclusiott of depth-induced rvave breaking,
denoted by 'J1'.
6.3.1 October L992
[rom the rvave hindcast for October, there is no visible differcnce betrveen
rnodel runs rvith and without wave breaking at the five buoy stations. As
a,n example, the time serics for the significant rvave hcight arc displaycd in
ligure 6.2 at station a2b. The depth-inducccl rvave brcaking docs not affcct
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Figure 6.1: The fine grid domain and the buoy locations as indicated by
the three letter symbols in Table 4.2.
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Figure 6.2: The time series of significant wave height from Jl, JIBR and
buoy for October 1992.
the wave evolution at the buoy locations since the ratio of wave height to
the water depth is still too low to break waves.
A global view of the significant wave height difference between the runs
Jl and J1BR is displayed in figure 6.3 on October 6, 1992 at 12h GMT.
Figure 6.4 shows the prediction of the wave height from the run J1. One
sees that the depth-induced wave breaking affects the wave evolution only
in the very shallow coastal area. The effect on the wave height is visible
near Oostende (in the order of 6%) and near Calais (in the order of L0%).
6.3.2 February 1993
In order to see the effect ofwave breaking on the wave evolution at the buoy
stations, the hindcast study was made for the period of February 1993,
in rvhich much stronger wave activities (than in October) were predicted.
Some effects of wave breaking on the significant wave height were predicted
at station a2b. No effects were seen at the other stations. Pigure 6.5 gives
i, 
'{,ni I
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Figure 6.3: The significant wave height difference betrveen the runs Jl and
J1BR at 12h GMT 6th of October 1992.
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Figure 6.4: The significant wave height predicted by the WAN{ Cycle 4 (J1)
at 12h GIvIT 6th of October 1992.
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Figure 6.5: The time series of significant wave height from Jl, JIBR and
buoy for February 1993.
the time series of the predicted significant wave height by the model runs
with (JIBR) or without (Jl) inclusion of wave breaking. It is found that
the maximum effect of the rvave breaking on the wave height is in the order
oI LSVo at a2b in storm conditions (21st of February 1993). Horvever, buoy
data are needed to verify this effect.
In figure 6.6, the significant wave height difference between model runs
(Jl and JIBR) without and with wave breaking is displayed at 7.2h GMT
21st of February 1993 for the global fine grid domain. Figure 6.7 gives
the wave height prediction for the fine grid domain at 7.2hGMT 21st of
February 1993. In front of the Belgian coast, wave height a^s large as 3 m is
hindcasted by the model. Near the harbour Zeebrugge, the efiect of wave
breaking on the significant wave height was found in the order of 0.3 m, the
wave height is decreased about L2%, The maximum effect of wave breaking
on the wave height was found near the Dutch coast, in the order of 1.1 m,
which is a reduction of about 40T0.
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Figure 6.6: The significarrt rvave height difference between Jl and JIBR
runs at 7.2h GMT 2lst of February 1993.
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Figure 6.7: The significant rvave height predicted by the \\/Ail,{ Cycle J (Jl)
at 7.2h G]\,tT 2lst of Febmarv 1993.
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Table 6.1: statistical analysis for the significant rvave height I1" (m)
tween the buov data and model without or with currents.
no curren[s -east currenl sou
-_ 
Bi""-sJ. RMSE Bias s.I. RMSE Bias s'I. Rvlsu
-
-;E- 0.262 0.221 0.330 0.275 0.287 0.347 0.231 0.246 0.304
6.4 Effect of uniform current field on wave evo-
lution
In order to get a first insight in the effect of current on the wave evolution
to be expected in the Belgian shallow waters, a uniform current field rvas
imposed on the whole fine grid wave field.
In the region off the Belgian coast the tidal current is semi-diurnal and
rotates 360o in a clockwise direction over the tidal cycle. The major a-xis
is roughly parallel to the coast (direction north-east or south-rvest) rvith
peak flows in the order of I rns-I. Therefore, trvo test cases are defined.
For case I, a north-east current field rvith velocity of I mf s is assumed to
impose on the entire fine grid domain. For case II, a rvest-south current
field with velocity of. I mf s is used. The rvave hindcast strrcly rvas made for
the month of October 1992 using the IVAM Cycle 4 model. The model runs
are indicated by 'no C'for rvithout current case, by 'C(ND)'for nortlt-east
current case, and by 'C(S!V)'for south-rvest current case. Figures 6.8a and
6.8b, as an e.xample, give respectively the time series of the significant rvave
height and the mean period at a2b. The exact location of the station a2b
can be found in Table 4.2 and in figure 6.1. l'he statistical analysis is given
in Table 6.1 and 6.2 for the Belgian buoy stations a2b, weh and akk. with
respect to the rvave height the effect of uniform current is rather minor (in
tlre order of *2% for .I1"). The current affects the mean period significantly
(in tlre order of +I5% for ?-).
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Figure 6.8: Time series of the significant wave height and the mean fre-
quency at station a2b: (a) significant wave height; (b) mean period.
Table 6.2: Statistical analysis for the mean period T- (s) between the buoy
no currcnts current cll|rent
Bias S.I. RMSE Bias S.I. RMSE Bias S.I. RMSE
a2b -1.113 0.309 1.271 -1.3:|6 0.394 r.660 -1.068 0.31I r.277
akk -1.025 0.235 1.162 -1.490 0.301 1.555 -o.5EE 0.206 0.979
weh -O,52E 0.156 0.754
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-0.663 0.230 t.123 .0.469 0.161 0.772
6.5 The coupling of the WAM model and the
tide/surge model
In real circumstances, the water level and curreltts are changing in time.
I-Iowever, the Cycle 4 version of WAM model solves the energy balance
equation for a uniform current field and a time-independent topography.
Therefore, the coupling betrveen the tide surge model and the WAIvI wave
model is essential. Although the present resolution of 10 km x 10 km is
still far from fine enough to resolve adequately the bathymetry in order to
study details of rvave energy field for the use in rnorphological models, one
possible approach to the coupling problem is discussed here.
At the Catholic University of Leuven a tide/surge Continental Shelf
Model (CSM) was developed by Yu (1993) to solve the 2D depth averaged
shallow rvater equations and the mass conservation equation. The rnodel is
constructed based on a finite difference discretization and a modified ADI
time integration scheme. It has been calibrated to predict accurately the
tidal motion along the Belgian coast and has been used for storm surge
simulation (Yu el c/., 1994).
The complete coupled rvave-tide-surge model should consider trvo-way
interactions betrveen lvaves and tide/surge, i.c., the tide/surge nrodel should
provide information (like rvater level, currents) to the rvave model, and the
wave moclel can pass information like wind shear stress and bottom stress
to the tide model. The first stage of coupling, i.e., one rvay interaction of
the current field passed to the rvave moclel, is discussed here (also see lvlon-
baliu and Luo, 1995). For this kind of coupling, the rvave model and the
tide/sulge model run separately. The current data and the rvater-level data
can be saved every propagation time step in the CSNI model. There is a
need to update the current field and the water depth in the coupled model.
In the WAM4 model, current and rvater depth information is read in a pre-
processing program called PREPROC. In order to update this information
in the main program C[tIDF, it is necessary to adjust this main program'
In the approach taken hcre the program is adjustcd as to make optimal
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use of existing routines. In the coupled moclel, a short subroutine, called
COVVAM, is written where currents and bathymetry fields are dynamically
fetched. A florv chart shorving the approach can be found in lvlonbaliu and
Luo (1995). Therefore, the coupled model (COWAlvl4) rvill update the
bottom dissipation and depth refraction by using the updated water depth,
the current refraction by using the updated current information.
The COWAM4 model has been implemented on the fine grid, rvhere the
open boundary conditions were determined by the previous coarse results
fi'om the \,VAM4 model. In order to check all the different routines and files
structures, an artificial current changing in magnitude but with a constant
direction (* or -; and an artificial water-level change, which are represent-
ing the major tidal motion at the Belgian coast, rvere introduced. Although
the approximation is rough, it gives a first indication of rvhat effects are to
be expected. Figures 6.9a and 6.9b shorv the comparison of the signilicant
rvave height and the mean period prediction from !VAIvI4 and CO!VAI\I4 at
station a2b. lVith respect to the rvave height the cliffcrence betrveen WAlvI4
and COWAIvI4 rvas in the order of 15% and depth refraction seerned to be
dominant. For the mean period thc donrinant effect is from the current
(about 25%), since this influence is felt directly.
6.6 Conclusions
The WAIvI Cycle 4 n.rodel rvas e.xtended rvith inclusion of depth-inducecl
rvave breaking for the application in the Belgian coastal shallorv region.
The hindcast study rvas made on the fine grid domain for the period of
October 1992 and of February 1993. It is found that the effect of depth-
induced rvave breaking is particularly important on the rvave evolution in
very shallow regions and in very strong storm conditions. lvlore shallorv
rvater data is needed to verify the magnitude of this effect. A lot of rvork
still remains to improve our understanding of rvave breaking dissipation. It
is also instructive to quantitatively investigate the effects of rlepth-limited
rvave breaking on the energy balance in fetch-lirnitcd near-shore shallorv
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Figure 6.9: Time series of the significant wave height and the mean period
from WAM4 and COWAM4: (a) significant wave height; (b) mean period
('d' for 'depth refraction coupled'; 'd+c' for 'depth and current refraction
coupled').
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water conditions.
To assess the changes in the significant wave height and in the mean
frequency from the wave-current interactions, an academic test rvas made
by the use of the WAM Cycle 4 assuming the uniform current field imposed
on the fine grid model domain near the Belgian coast. It is concluded that
the uniform current has a minor eflect on the wave height (*2Vo) but a
significant influence on the mean period (+15%). To improve the wave
prediction by using the WAM Cycle 4, it is very essential to couple the
wave model and the tidal/surge model so that the model results 'correctly'
represent the wave-currents interactions.
A coupled wave-tide-surge model (COWAM4) rvas developed to account
for the effects ofnon-stationary depth and currents on wave evolution in the
Belgian coastal zone. The primary results from COWAM4 rvith an artificial
tide and current indicated that the effect of tide and surge currents and
water depth variations on wave evolution is significant (in the order of 15%
for 11" and,25% for ft) in the Belgian coastal waters.
Further work requires the use of the 'real' currents ancl the 'real' water
level predicted by the CSM model in a much finer (than 10 km) nested
grid model domain. Validation of the model results against measurements
is needed.
L7L
Chapter 7
Surnrnary, Conclusions and
Recomrnendations
In this work, attempts have been made to investigate the effects of bottom
friction, depth-induced rvave breaking, tidal motions and rvhitecapping dis-
sipation on the rvave evolution in shallow water, and to opply the rvave
rnodel (VVAM Cycle 4) to the Belgian coastal rvaters.
7.L Effects of different bottom friction formula-
tions on the energy balance
Thc energy trausfer equation has been solved numerically for fetch-linrited
conditious in rvaters of lirnited depth witli the five original formulations for
the bottom friction dissipation. They are an empirical expression based
on the JONS\,VAP experiment (Hassehnann el a/., 1973), three drag larv
models (Hasselmann and Collins, 1968; Collins, 1972; lvladsen et nt.. 1988)
a,nd the eddy viscosity model (!Veber, 1991a). The effects of different for-
mulations on the energy balance rvere inter-compared and evaluated. The
results rvere also compared with the Coastal Bngineering Research Centre
growth curves. It is found that the formulation of the bottom friction dissi-
pation has quite a significant effect on the energy balancc at shallorver rvater
depths. It has little effect on the energy balance at larger rvater depths.
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Among the five original formulations for the bottom friction dissipation,
a difference as big as 70% for the total energy was reported for a rvater
depth of 15 m and a rvind friction velocity of 0.71 nzs-r. The empirical
JONSWAP formulation rvith a mean coeflicient of 0.038 rn2s-3 (Ilassel-
mann et al., 1973) predicts the highest asymptotic energy levels and the
lorvest asymptotic peak frequency levels; the simplified drag law expression
(C t :0.015, Collins, 1972) yields higher asymptotic energy levels and lorver
asymptotic frequency levels than the eddy viscosity formulation (/r1,' = 4
cm, Weber, 1991a) and the drag law formulation (Ct = 0.015, Hasselmann
and Collins, 1968); the Madsen et al. drag larv model (.If1,' = 4 cm) results
in the lowest asymptotic energy levels and the highest asymptotic peak
frequency levels. This finding is explained by the fact that the values for
the dissipation coefficient C from the five original formulations are quite
different and therefore have a different effect rvhen the energy is integrated
over the frequency and the angle space.
It is revealed that the whitecapping dissipation is dominaut in shallorv
rvater. The contribution of bottom friction varies clearly with depth, and
also from formulation to formulation. The role of bottom friction dissi-
pation becomes more and more significant when tlte rvater becomes more
a,nd more sltallorv, for exantple, for a rvater depth of 15 rn the total bottonr
friction dissipation is nearly half of the total rvhitecapping dissipation. For
all five formulations a good balance betrveen the various source tertns rvas
found. The bottorn friction dissipation is cornparable to the rvhitecapping
dissipation on the forrvard face of the spectrum and around the peak fre-
quency. While on the backrvard face of the spectrum, the energy is rnainly
balanced by rvhitecapping dissipation and nonlinear interactions, and the
bottom friction dissipation is rather small. The absolute peak values of the
source terms are different for the five bottom friction dissipation models
considered.
It has been proven mathematically and numerically that in shallorv
rvater cases the scaling ability of energy grorvth curves rvith the air friction
velocity is model-clependent. The grorvth curves from thc drag larv models
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with a fixed dissipation coefficient C; scale rvith the air friction velocity
zo*. The drag law model with a dynamically changing friction factor, the
empirical formulation and eddy viscosity model do not scale with the wind
friction velocity uo*. It is concluded that the shallow water data rvhich
are presented in dimensionless form (scaled with the air friction velocity)
cannot be used to evaluate different model results.
7.2 Wave prediction along the Belgian coast
The Cycle 4 version of the WAIvI model has been implemented on M.U.M.M.'s
Convex C230 for wave prediction in the Belgian coastal waters. To verify
the implementation of the WAIU model on the Convex, a set of benchmark
cases supplied with the model rvas processed. The model transfer from
CRAY to CONVEX C230 was successful.
The WAIvI Cycle 4 model rvas applied to a coarse grid covering the
northwest Duropean continental shelf and to a fine nested grid for the
southern North Sea area, where the Belgian coast is located. To evalu-
ate the quality of the \,VAIvI model results, val.idation rvas made for the
period from October 1992 to llarch 1993 by use o[ DRS-1 satellite data,
buoy clata and by the cross comparison betrvcen WAM and mu-\\/AVE.
7.2.L Validation by use of ERS-I data
Global grid comparison between the \,VAIvI model results and the satellite
data shorved that the WAIvI model produces quite good results in the North
Sea region and also in the southern North Sea region. I{owever, a large
underprediction of the WAM model was found in the rvhole North Atlantic
region. The most severe underestimation of the model lies at the northern
and rvestern open sea boundaries. This is due to the fact that the open sea
boundaries were treated as fixed rvalls, where a fetch limited larv is applied.
The assimilation of the global rvave model results forecasted at ECNIWF
into the coarse grid open boundaries is one measure recommended for future
work to improve the model results.
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Statistical analysis of the significant rvave height betrveen the altimeter
data and the WAIvI model showed that a good agreement betrveen the
altimeter and the WAM model is obtained in the North Sea region, with a
bias of the order of 0.31 m and a scatter index of the order of 28%. The
WAM underestimates the significant wave height for the whole domain,
especialiy in the North Atlantic (open sea) region, with biases of the order
of 0.83m.
7.2.2 Validation by use of buoy data
The statistical analysis between the buoy data and the WAIvI model pre-
dictions shorved that the WAIvI model underestimates the significant wave
height and overestimates the mean wave period with biases in the order
of 0.28 m and 0.56 s, respectively. The significant wave heights predicted
by WAM are satisfactory in terms of the bias and the root mean square
error as compared to the results found in literature. The scatter inde.x in
the order of 36% is too large as compared to that found in literature (in
the order of 2a%). I{orvever, the buoy locations used in this study lie in
quite shallorv rvaters, resulting in a higher scatter index than in deep rvater
for similar root mean square errors. The mean periocl is rvell simulated by
\,VAIvI in terms of the bias, the scatter index and the root mean square
error as courpared to the statistics found in literature.
7.2.3 Comparison between the WAM and the mu-WAVE
model
From the global grid comparison betrveen the \'VAIvI and the mu-WAVE
results it was found that both models perform quite similarly in the North
Sea. In th.e southern North Sea, rnu-\VAVD predicts a slightly larger sig-
nificant wave height than WANL There is a relatively large disparity at the
open boundary of the model domain as rvell as at some physical boundaries.
Although both models apply limited fetch larvs at these open boundaries,
the implementation of these conditions may result in some difference in
local behaviour.
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The cross comparison betrveen the satellite data, the WAM and the
mu-WAVE models results shorved that the WAIvI model produces better
results than mu-WAVD for the rvhole domain, for the North Atlantic region
and for the channel region. For the North Sea region, mu-WAVE gives
slightly better results than WAIvI since the mu-lVAVD model has been well
tuned in the southern North Sea, the main region of interest. Both models
underestimate the significant wave height for the whole domain, especially
in the North Atlantic (open sea) region.
There exists a good agreement between observation and model hindcast
along the satellite subtrack except at the open sea boundary. It rvas found
that the WAIvI model performs much better for the fast moving storms and
responds much faster to wind changes than the mu-WAVE model.
The significant wave height is generally underestimated by both !VAIvI
and mu-WAVE rvhen compared to the buoy data. The mu-WAVE model
has slightly smaller bias (betrveen the buoy data and the model results)
than WAlvI, rvith sirnilar scatter indexes and root mean square error. Horv-
ever, WAM in general gives better predictions for storm conditions. The
mu-lVAVD model underestimates the mean wave period and WAIvI overes-
timates it. The reduction of the bias (betrveen the buoy data and model
results) achieved by mu-lVAVD can be attributed to thc fact that mu-
\,VAVD is rvell tuned in thc southern North Sea near the Bclgian coast.
The better prediction of the rvave height by mu-lVrWD is at the sacrifice
of underestirnation of the mean period. The use of tuned sourcc terms in
the lVAivI model should improve the shallorv rvater forecasts.
7.3 Equivalent dissipation coefficients
The equivalent bottom friction dissipation coe{ficients have been developed
so that all five formulations give almost the same growth curves for the total
energy and the peak frequency. The equivalent coefficients for the ernpirical
formulation and three drag larv models rvcre obtained and referred to the
bottom roughness height in the eddy viscosity model for thrcc cliffcrent
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wind velocities and a nondimensional rvater depth of 300. The introduced
error for other water depths is estimated to be of the order of. 5%.
The empirical JONSWAP formulation is the most economic model in
terms of computation time. The eddy viscosity model is the most expensive
one. It needs four times more CPU time than the empirical one. The
Madsen et al. draglarv formulation is the second most expensive model.
The simplified drag larv expression of Collins is cheaper than the complete
drag law formulation of Hasselmann and Collins. For operational wave
forecasting models it does not always seem worthwhile to spend the extra
calculation effort. The use of the empirical JONSWAP formulation with
the equivalent coefficients is for many practical operational applications not
only computationally efficient, but it should also produce results rvith the
same order of accuracy as the more sophisticated models for the bottom
friction dissipation. It remains essential to use different c values for different
circumstances rvhere the bottom roughness height appears different. An
equivalent coefficient in the empirical expressiott calibrated according to
the local florv conditions can cover a rvide range of practical conditions and
should thcrelore suffice in most circumstances.
The eddy viscosity model and one of the drag law expressions (collins.
1972) have been implernented in the Cycle 4 of the \,VAIvI rnodel for thc com-
putation of bottom friction dissipation. Tlte rvave hindcast for the period
running from the lst to the 28th [ebruary 1993 rvas made using the Cycle {
WAIvI rvith three different bottom dissipation tnodels in the southern North
Sea area. The hindcast results were compared rvith the buoy data. The
comparison shorvs that the performances of different bottorn friction models
are quite different for the storm condition and for the whole period average
at the two buoy stations. The use of a fixed bottorn roughness height (in
the eddy viscosity model) or a fixed c value (in the empirical formulation)
for the whole prediction domain and the whole period is unrealistic. The
equivalent dissipation coefficients tuned for storm conditions predict quite
closely .I/r, and also improve the results for the rvhole period average.
For different stations, different equivalent dissipation coefficients are
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suggested. At station k13, the equivalent coefficient c rvith 0.038rn2s-3
for the empirical formulation, the.Ii1,' of 0.69crn for the bottom roughness
height in the eddy viscosity model and the C1 of 0.015 for the Collin's
expression have improved the significant wave height results for both the
storm condition and the calm condition. For station ym6, another set of the
dissipation coefficients (the c of 0.0667m2s-3 for the empirical formulation,
the 1(ry of 4.0cm for the eddy viscosity model and the C1 of 0.015 for the
Collin's expression) yielded better results.
7.4 Wave breaking and currents effects
The bathymetry of the Belgian coastal zone is very complicated and the
rvater depths are quite limited. The rvater-level change, currents variation
and the rvave breaking due to limited depth become clearly very important
to the rvave evolution.
The WAM Cycle 4 model was extended rvith inclusion of depth-induced
rvave breaking for the application to the Belgian coastal shallorv region. The
hindcast study rvas made on the fine grid domain for the period of October
1992 and of February 1993. It is found that the effect of depth-induced rvave
breaking is particularly important on the rvave evolution in very shallorv
regions and in very strong storm conditions. Ivlore buoy data are needed
to verify this effect.
To assess the changes in the significant wave height and in the mean
frequency from the wave-current interactions, an academic tcst rvas made
by the use of the WAII,I Cycle 4 assuming a uniform current field imposed
on the fine grid model domain near the Belgian coast. It is concluded that
tlre uniform current affects the rvave height slightly (+2%) but influences
the mean period significantly (*15%).
A coupled rvave-tide-surge rnodel (COWAIVI4)rvas developed to account
for the effects of non-stationary depth and currents on rvave evolution in
the Belgian coastal zone, in which a one-way interaction rvas considered.
The primary results frorn COIVAM4 with the artificial tide and current
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indicated that the effect of tide and surge currents and water depth varia-
tions on rvave evolution is significant (in the order of 15% for H, and. 2570
for f^) in the Belgian coastal waters.
7.5 Recommendations for future work
The following recommendations are made for the further extension of the
present study.
1)For research work regarding the dissipation modelling, especially when
connected to morphological processes, a model with a better description of
what happens inside the wave boundary layer is preferable. The eddy vis-
cosity model and the drag larv model rvith variable friction factor (with or
without movable-bed effects) can provide more detailed information about
the bottom boundary layer, and are therefore believed to be physically
more correct. However, there is no data evidence to show one preferable to
the other. Further study is essential to clarify the true story.
2)In this study, the effect of the tidal current on the bottom friction
dissipation has been neglected. In a combined wave-current situation fike
the Belgian coast this is not necessarily justified rvhen one deals rvith the
wave energy field for the use in morphological rnodels. A trvo-layer eddy
viscosity model as e.g. proposed by Christoffersen and Jonsson (i985) may
be a better representation of the cornbined rvave-current florv than a oue-
laver drag larv or a one-layer eddy viscosity model.
3) To irnprove the rvave prediction by the !\AIvI model along the Belgian
coastal waters, future efforts are required in the area of data assimilation,
rvith a high resolution in space and direction. Ivlore rvave physics such as
triad nonlinear interactions should be included in the very shallorv coastal
regions. In the long run the third generation model should replace the
current second generation model in use for rvave forecasts in the Belgian
shallorv waters.
a) The coupling of the \,VAlvI Cycle 4 model to a tidal/surge (CSNI)
model has to be investigated further in order to take account for the wave-
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currents interactions. Future rvork should achieve the use of'real'currents
and the 'real' water level predicted from the tidal/surge model (such as
CSM model) in a much finer (than 10 km) nested grid for the model domain.
Not only do water depth and currents have an effect on the wave evolution
(one-way interaction), but the waves have an influence on currents and
water levels, i.e., two-way interactions should be considered. Validation
of the model results against measurements is needed. Future works (e.g.,
the coming European Community PROMISB 
- 
PReoperational Modelling
In the Seas of Europe - project) should improve our understanding of the
wave-current interactions.
5) The depth-induced wave breaking was included in this work, rvhich
was based on the Battjes and Janssen (19i8) expression on the assumption
that the breaking does not alter the spectral shape. Although this as-
sumption was supported by the laboratory observations of Beji and Battjes
(1993), the limited range of these experimental conditions does not allow
wide-ranging conclusions. Further research work is needed in this topic. It
is also instructive to quantitatively investigate the effects of depth-limited
wave breaking (and triad nonLinear interactions) on the energy balance in
fetch-limited shallorv water conditions.
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Appendix A
Rate of Change of
Fhequency
In Chapter 2, the rate of change of (apparent) frequency is given by equa-
tions (2.37) and (2.39). How are these two formulations derived from the
definition equation?
dQcn=E (A.1)
Remind the following relations:
u2=
(.r)i =
O=
(co); =
d
=dt
(cr")r =
(co)z 
=
gI; tanh &h
0u )ak; r.
A,r= Afr F = c'(sin o'coso)
c..r * k.UAA 0w
AE = o*,*u'aa
* 
+ lco")i 6,
cx=cssin0+u
cy = cs cos0 + u
0k; , A0E*bf=u
where i equals to 1 and 2.
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Since Q 
- 
O(k, U, h), one can easily find thatda aa aaa 
= *#:'#*-#w+kn)i#
G,")i?ffi) *H# * *,# + kc")i#
= HX*o'#
= uAu\ur+ &sin t* * *ro"ofr
The formulation of ff is derived as follows:
At 0u dh , 0u d,k;dt = ahE' wE
= 9& +("^^\,!t* 9r%+rc^.t,P) (A.3)AE\ 0t t \"eolt0x., ' Ak;, At t t"earr L*
and 0k; 0A
Vt = -Tr;
AA |ki An Ah 0Q 0u;
= ---0k;0x; 0h 0x; 0u;0ai
, ,0k; 0u0h ,?ui
= -(cdifr-m./rl-otfr (A.4)
substitute equation(A.4) into equation(A.3)
#r\,*((",h +")#)-Hr##
0u,0h , ^. Ah , - k;kj }ui
Ah\ At + ui Ati) - "nT ar;
dtt wk .Ah Ah Ah,
dt = ri.h2eh(a, +uar+u*)
-co,t sin lllinl'ff + ,o"efi)
-co& cos llgini.fr + 
"o"efi)
dL,
=dt
o'Ht
(A.2)
(A.5)
l.€.t
(A.6)
Appendix B
The Stereographic
Projection
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